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Abstract

 As design of integrated MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) mature, there is an increas-

ing need for verification tools for such layouts. This requires a mixed-domain layout-versus-sche-

matic (LVS) tool capable of extracting an integrated schematic from the mixed-domain layout and

verifying it against the design schematic. This thesis presents an extraction methodology for inte-

grated MEMS designs capable of capturing domain-specific parasitics. A custom schematic-ver-

sus-schematic (SVS) tool is also presented. The custom MEMS SVS tool compares the

parameters and connectivity of schematic elements between the extracted and design schematic. It

also highlights the symmetry information in the layout. 

Efficient data structures and algorithms used for representation and recognition of complex

multiconductor MEMS layouts are discussed in this thesis. To account for the diversity of fabrica-

tion processes in MEMS, the extraction methodology uses technology independent symbolic

layer processing. This allows easy adaptability of the extraction flow to any new process. This

capability is demonstrated using two different fabrication processes for suspended MEMS. Unlike

previous tag-based verification tools, the extraction methodology introduced in this constructs the

schematic representation directly from the layout without using any user hints. It also exploits

hierarchy in structured MEMS designs in its representation and recognition algorithms. The

parameters used for recognition and the library of elements can be easily modified by the user by

modifying the library files. The automatically extracted schematic is then simulated using fast

schematic level simulators capable of handling mixed-domain integrated schematic to verify the

behavior of the system. The verification flow can be easily implemented for other MEMS

domains. Two representative domains, suspended mechanical MEMS and microfluidic systems,
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are chosen as focus domains in this thesis. The design flow used for implementing the prototype

extractor for these two domains can be used to implement extractors for other MEMS domains. 

The impact of the verification flow using extraction and LVS is demonstrated using a wide vari-

ety of examples. Such a verification methodology is essential for fast iterative design cycles

needed for complex MEMS designs.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement and Focus Area

MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) are miniaturized sensors and actuators from vari-

ous domains of engineering (mechanical, optics, fluidics, etc.). MEMS sensors and actuators are

manufactured using micro-fabrication techniques to take advantage of the benefits of integration,

miniaturization and batch fabrication. Starting from the historic lecture by Feynman in 1959 [1],

MEMS has grown over the decades to a multi-million dollar industry [2][3][4]. A recent survey in

[4] shows an average of more than 1.6 MEMS devices per person in United States, of which more

than 60% are suspended mechanical MEMS [2]. The late 1990s saw an increasing trend towards

the design of complex MEMS and an increased effort towards its integration with electronics.

Verification of such integrated MEMS layouts, consisting of components from various domains

(like electronics, electrical, mechanical, fluidic, etc.), needs integrated simulation of multi-disci-

plinary components. Conventional verification tools using solid modeling, meshing and contin-

uum simulation are incapable of handling entire microsystem layouts because of their complexity.

Additionally electronics-microsystem interface cannot be captured with these tools. An emerging

approach to handle this diversity of physical disciplines involve schematic-level simulators capa-

ble of handling mixed-domain schematic [5][6][7]. However, since layout is still the preferred

design entry mode, the use of such schematic simulators for verification requires the creation of a

schematic equivalent of the layout. Manual creation of such a schematic is time consuming and

prone to human errors. Shrinking fabrication technologies further enable the development of com-

plex MEMS with immense potential to integrate them on a single chip. This makes manual sche-

matic reconstruction, from layout, almost impossible. Thus in the absence of any automated

layout to schematic extraction tool such complex integrated devices cannot be verified and the
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only alternative is to fabricate the device followed by time consuming laboratory experiments to

evaluate the design. However, such extraction tools for integrated MEMS are not available. This

thesis aims to address this need by presenting a mixed-domain extraction methodology capable of

reconstructing a schematic representation for integrated MEMS layouts. It also presents a MEMS

Layout versus Schematic (LVS) tool for integrated suspended MEMS.

While the overall MEMS market continues to grow at a phenomenal rate of more than 20%, its

first product segment, miniaturized mechanical sensors and actuators, has had the most steady

growth rate. This class of MEMS components covers a wide range of applications, such as pres-

sure sensors [8], RF switches [9], resonator filters [10][11] and accelerometers [12][13][14] and

hence will be the primary focus of this thesis. Recent developments in nano fabrication have

resulted in the capability to manufacture devices smaller or comparable to human cells. This has

led to a tremendous increase in microfluidic research aimed towards augmenting cellular and

molecular biology techniques. Such systems include electrophoretic separation systems

[15][16][17], micro mixers [18][19][20] and on-chip PCR systems [16][21][22]. The potential

applications of such systems range from lab-on-chip systems for clinical diagnostics [15] to DNA

analysis for microbiology research [21]. The rapidly growing interest in developing such applica-

tions made microfluidics the largest MEMS research area for the last few years [2][3]. This thesis

also presents an extractor for microfluidic systems, particularly separation and mixer systems, to

enable schematic level verification of complex microfluidic systems. Separation and mixer sys-

tems are chosen because of their importance in building geometrically complex lab-on-chip sys-

tems which are vital for cellular and molecular research and for biological and chemical sensors. 

MEMS started with the miniaturization of mechanical components, but rapidly expanded over

the decades to include components from a wide variety of physical domains (like fluidic, optic,
2



etc.) [2][3][4]. This necessitates an extraction methodology applicable to MEMS components

from different physical domains (mechanical, fluidic, optic, etc.). However since the schematic

elements needed to represent a MEMS device is very domain-specific, separate extractors are

needed for different domains. This thesis presents extractors for two specific physical domains,

mechanical and fluidic, while outlining the general philosophy that can be used to implement sim-

ilar extractors for other physical disciplines. Section 1.2 discusses the motivation for this research

in more detail with reference to the two representative physical domains, mechanical and fluidic.

Unlike VLSI, MEMS utilizes a wide variety of fabrication processes. Section 1.3 discusses repre-

sentative processes for both suspended mechanical MEMS and microfluidics. The extraction

methodology utilizes a top-level master extractor to partition the process dependent integrated

layout input into the different physical domains while converting them to a technology-indepen-

dent data for the core extractors. Section 1.4 gives a brief outline of the verification flow used by

the integrated extractor followed by an outline of the chapters in this thesis (in Section 1.5).

Section 1.6 summarizes this chapter.

1.2 Motivation and Verification Issues

This section elaborates on the need for automated extraction and the verification in integrated

MEMS. The conventional approach for verification of MEMS is to use numerical analysis (FEM,

BEM, etc.) which is shown in Figure 1.1 using an example of an electrophoretic separation sys-

tem. Here a band of mixture of two samples (from I/O ports S1 and S2) is injected into the serpen-

tine channel at the gated cross injector using voltage manipulations of the I/O ports (named S1,

S2, B1, W1 and W2). The constituents of the band separate as it moves electrophoretically

towards the I/O port on the left (W2). A detector placed near the W2 port is used to detect the dif-
3



ferent constituents of the initial mixture. Figure 1.1(b) shows the Finite Volume (FVM) mesh that

is used to simulate the continuum physics of the separation system. The accuracy of such a simu-

lation is dependent on the mesh used to represent the device and also on the time step used during

FVM. Usually a very fine mesh along with a very small time step is needed, causing the mesh

generation and the simulation to need both large memory and long time. Such a numerical simula-

tion loop of an entire serpentine separation system can take 3-5 days to complete depending on

the complexity of the device. Finally interpretation of the results from numerical simulation is

tedious and relies on the user’s expertise. The other alternative used is a fabricate-and-test loop in

which the device is fabricated (Figure 1.1(c)) and then characterized in the laboratory. The results

from the characterization are then analyzed to deduce the improvements needed in the layout.

new idea
layout

schematic

transient simulation

fabricated devicemesh for numerical simulation

schematic
loop (~mins)

fabrication
loop
(2-3 weeks)

numerical
simulation
loop 
(3-5 days)

mesh
generation

modify
layout

fabricate

modify
layout

manual/auto 

layout generation

simulate modify
schematic

Figure 1.1: Verification alternatives for microfluidic systems. Example shown is a serpentine 
separation channel with a cross injector similar to the one in [17]. (a) layout, (b) mesh used for 
numerical simulation, (c) fabricated device, (d) schematic representation of the separation 
system, (e) results from a transient simulation of the schematic using a mixture of two species 
as the sample.

cross
injector

extractionserpentine
channel

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

B1

W1

S1

S2

W2

I

D

S1, S2 = sample inputs
B1 = buffer input
W1, W2 = waste

I = injector
D = detector
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Such a verification loop is both time consuming and costly. Fast schematic-based simulation have

previously been demonstrated for suspended MEMS [5][6][7] and is becoming increasingly avail-

able for microfluidic systems [18][19][23][24]. Here a schematic (Figure 1.1(d)) is used to repre-

sent the layout followed by the simulation of the schematic using fast lumped parameter

schematic simulators (Figure 1.1(e)). The results from the simulation can be used to modify the

schematic to meet the design goals which can then be used to regenerate the layout using auto-

mated layout generation tools. The whole schematic loop can be completed in minutes and the

investigation of output at any point of the system is easy, making interpretation of the results from

simulation user-friendly. Hence creation of schematic from layout is needed for fast verification

of MEMS components. However, what is missing from this loop is the capability to extract from

layout to a schematic. Manual extraction is error prone and impossible for large and complex sys-

tems. An automated extraction capability is needed to make use of the fast schematic-based veri-

fication flow and is the focus of this thesis. The verification flow based on extraction, followed by

schematic simulation, complements the already existing numerical simulation and fabricate-and-

test verification flows allowing designers to quickly explore a large design space. Once an initial

layout design is verified using this flow, it can be verified in more detail by the numerical simula-

tion approach, and then tested after fabrication.

Automatic schematic extraction is common in electronic design where the extractor has a two-

fold objective. First, it recognizes the circuit elements like transistors, resistors, etc. with their cor-

rect device parameters and second, it extracts parasitic elements, primarily the ones associated

with long interconnect wires along with the electrical connectivity of elements [25][26][27]. Man-

ual extraction of such device parameters, parasitics and connectivity is prohibitively slow for

large and complex integrated circuit (IC) layouts. As noted in [28], verification requirements for
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MEMS is more demanding than conventional ICs. MEMS layout verification needs to check for

layout correctness, in the form of layout parameters, parasitic effects and also geometrical issues

like symmetry and physical connectivity of MEMS elements. The increased complexity in verifi-

cation comes from the fact that such checks need to be done for each of the physical domains

involved in the integrated system. For example in a suspended mechanical accelerometer using

electrical transduction followed by on-chip transistor-based amplifiers, the verification tool needs

to check for layout parameters, parasitics and connectivity in electrical and mechanical domains.

Hence an accurate representation of the MEMS layout at the schematic level needs to accurately

capture the element parameters, element parasitics and inter-element connectivity w.r.t. all the

physical domains. As with electronics, manual extraction of such schematics is possible for indi-

vidual MEMS devices and individual physical domains but is virtually impossible for complex

integrated sensors or lab-on-chip systems. The complexity in the MEMS case is three-fold. First,

the process of capturing parameter and connectivity correctness in the manually extracted sche-

matic for large layouts is a laborious process prone to human errors. Second, manual estimation of

parasitics for large systems, having complex electrical properties embedded in the structure, is

almost impossible. Third, recognition of asymmetry in all the physical domains (like mechanical

asymmetry of springs, electrical asymmetry of comb fingers, electronic asymmetry in the transis-

tor-based amplifier sections, etc.) cannot be done manually. The asymmetry resulting from a

nanometer scale misalignment millimeter sized devices cannot be detected by human eyes and

will go unnoticed and create significant errors in the operation of the fabricated system. Auto-

mated extraction and enumeration of such asymmetry is needed for verification of integrated sys-

tems. This motivates the need for an automated extractor for MEMS which can reconstruct a
6



schematic corresponding to any given layout, thereby eliminating any human intervention in the

verification process.

An added complexity in MEMS verification comes from integration of components from vari-

ous disciplines. In suspended MEMS, integration with electronics is becoming a vital value added

capability in many emerging products (ADI accelerometer [12] and gyroscope [29], integrated

tire pressure monitor from Motorola [30], micro mirrors from TI [31], etc.) and verification of

such integrated systems need to capture the interaction between the MEMS components and elec-

tronics. Electronic circuits are usually verified using schematic simulators. This makes schematic

representation of MEMS layouts even more important. In addition, the extractor needs to create

PCR section

mixing using
O-shape channel
segments to 
cause turbulence

using three
temperature 

through which 
mixture flows
resulting in the 
required PCR
cycles

regions

serpentine 
reaction section

long serpentine
separation 
section

electrical
detector

electrical connection

fluidic I/O ports

Figure 1.2: Conceptual lab-on-chip system layout consisting of three Y-shaped inputs which lead 
to serpentine reaction section followed by O-shape mixing sections. The mixer then undergoes 
PCR in a continuous flow PCR section followed by separation in a long and serpentine 
separation section. The final separated constituents are then detected using an electrical 
detector at the end. 
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an integrated schematic, containing both the MEMS and electronics schematics, which can then

be simulated as a whole, to accurately capture the interaction between the two domains. In

microfluidics, a similar challenge comes from integration of different microfluidic components,

which have different physical behavior. Figure 1.2 shows one such conceptual design using reac-

tion sections, mixers, PCR sections and separation channel. Verification of such systems using the

conventional numerical simulation flow (Figure 1.1(b)) is difficult because each component needs

different tools which can not be combined into a single simulation. Using a fabrication and char-

acterization flow (Figure 1.1(c)) is also unfavorable for interactive design improvement because

interpretation of results becomes difficult. The fabrication approach only allows probing at the

end using the detector and relating any error back to the individual components is not intuitive. In

such situations a schematic-based verification flow, using an integrated extracted schematic, is the

only approach. 

1.2.1 Previous work

Initial attempts towards automated MEMS verification have been limited to higher level con-

nectivity analysis [28][32] using tagged layouts to verify the design connectivity. Tagging of man-

ually generated layout is tedious. The tagged approach can be used if the layout is automatically

created from a design schematic using layout generation tools. Such tools use the information in

the schematic elements to create layout blocks which are placed using the connectivity informa-

tion from the schematic. However, the designer still needs to modify the layout to draw the wiring

and ensure design rule correctness. The tagged-verification approach fails to capture such layout

modifications which might lead to significant parasitic effects or change layout symmetry causing

second order effects. Figure 1.3(a) shows a layout of a common centroid accelerometer consisting

of a central floating plate suspended using four symmetrically placed crab-leg springs. The accel-
8



erometer is designed for the CMOS micromachining process [33] (described later in

Section 1.3.1.2) which uses a single mechanical layer for the suspended MEMS but allows multi-

ple electrical wires with different potentials to be embedded along the depth of the mechanical

structures. The motion of the central plate due to any acceleration is sensed by four sets of differ-

ential comb drives arranged in a common centroid topology. Any motion in the horizontal (x)

direction causes a change in the capacitances on both sides of the suspended comb fingers, as they

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.3: Example of common centroid crab-leg accelerometer to explain MEMS verification 
issues; (a) layout, (b) tagged schematic showing the common centroid connection of the comb 
fingers which achieves both force balance and moment balance, (c) erroneous system resulting 
from routing error which switches the voltages of the comb fingers in the two comb-sets marked 
by circle; the resulting system achieves d.c. force balance but moment balance depends on the 
absolute value of the forces F1 and F2; any difference will cause a d.c. moment which twists the 
floating structure leading to unwanted second order effects; (d) tagged layout corresponding to 
the tagged schematics in (b) and (c)
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get displaced w.r.t the fixed set of fingers, resulting in a differential electrical signal. Verification

of this device using schematic level simulation involves accurate representation of geometrical

parameters (like length and width of beams) and connectivity of the layout. Both the electrical

connectivity (for example the electrical connectivity of comb fingers) and mechanical connectiv-

ity (for example the position of comb drives w.r.t. central plate) need to be captured. In addition,

the schematic must also capture the layout symmetry. This includes mechanical symmetry (for

example the symmetrically placed four sets of crab-leg spring) and electrical symmetry (primarily

at the electrostatic gaps between the comb fingers). Figure 1.3(b) shows the tagged schematic for

the layout in Figure 1.3(a). The schematic is able to capture the top level parameter and connec-

tivity information but fails to capture any layout errors that might be added after automatic layout

generation. For example, an erroneous routing of the comb fingers in the layout that switches the

connectivity of the comb fingers on the right (top-right and bottom right; resulting in the system

shown in Figure 1.3(c)) cannot be captured using the tagged layout approach. Here the top level

connectivity is still maintained and so the tagged layout checks-out. However, the tagging is now

incorrect and does not represent the electrical connectivity inside the comb drive blocks. Such

connectivity errors which change the electrical symmetry of the layout can dramatically change

the behavior of the system. For example, in the original schematic, with the four comb drives

electrically connected to form a common centroid topology (shown in Figure 1.3(b)), both force

(equal and opposite forces for each of F1 and F2) and moment balance (equal and opposite

moments for each of M1 and M2) is achieved. However, if this symmetrical connectivity is

destroyed (as in Figure 1.3(c)), the moments are no longer balanced (M1 may not be same as M2

because F1 and F2 may not be equal), resulting in a d.c. rotation of the device which causes

unwanted second order effects during the operation of the device. However, the top level connec-
10



tivity, as seen by the verification tool, is still maintained. Also each individual block, when com-

pared separately, has the desired layout parameters and electrical properties resulting in a

misleading conclusion of an error-free layout. Also such tag-based methods are unable to extract

layout parasitics. Hence, even if the common centroid accelerometer was routed correctly, the

extra mass added in the suspended plate region due to routing would not be reflected accurately in

the tagged schematic resulting in a difference between the behavior of the extracted schematic and

the actual system. The extra mass is not accounted in the design schematic since the routing is

done using embedded metal layers along the depth of the mechanical structures. Such errors can

sometimes be very significant and it is essential to capture these parasitics for an accurate repre-

sentation of the layout. This motivates the need for an extraction methodology that builds the

extracted schematic directly from the layout, instead of using user-defined hints, by first creating

an atomic level schematic and then proceeding to recognize functional elements like comb-drives.

This hierarchy in the recognition of elements will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.

1.2.2 Proposed approach

This thesis presents a MEMS extraction methodology capable of handling both manual and

automatically generated layouts. It uses an integrated MEMS extractor to convert the given inte-

grated layout into a mixed-domain extracted schematic which can then be simulated to capture the

behavior of the system along with the interaction between different domains. The extractor pre-

sented here uses the extraction framework introduced in [34] and exploits the hierarchy in struc-

tured MEMS designs highlighted in Figure 1.4. Figure 1.4(a) shows a portion of the MEMS and

circuits components of an integrated inertial measurement unit (IMU) used to detect acceleration

and rotations along different axes. The MEMS components act as transducers to convert any

acceleration or rotation of the chip into electrical signals which are then processed using the on-
11



chip circuitry. The example shown here (Figure 1.4(a)) uses the CMOS micromachining process

[33] (detailed later in Section 1.3.1.2) to achieve the monolithic system. The MEMS components

can be decomposed into functional building blocks shown using the accelerometer [14] of the

IMU in Figure 1.4(b). The functional elements can be further decomposed into smaller atomic ele-

ments which form the building blocks of MEMS components. Figure 1.4(c) shows the atomic ele-

ments constituting the serpentine spring functional element of the accelerometer. The functional

and atomic elements are described in more detail in Section 3.1. An ideal extractor needs to first

recognize the atomic elements directly from the layout and then hierarchically combine the recog-

nized atomic elements into functional elements defined by an user library. Using such an hierar-

chy would allow the extractor to capture connectivity and symmetry errors in the layout. Hence

for the example shown in Figure 1.3(c), the extractor would merge the two sets of comb drive on

either side of the plate, since they are identical at the atomic level, resulting in a schematic shown

in Figure 1.5(a). When this extracted schematic is compared to a correct atomic schematic

(Figure 1.5(b)), the connectivity error inside the comb drives is easily identified. In addition the

MEMS

circuits

spring

comb
drive

plate

anchor

beamjoint

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.4: Hierarchy in structured MEMS designs; (a) A portion of the MEMS and the circuit 
components in an integrated inertial measurement unit (IMU) fabricated using the CMOS 
micromachining process [33], (b) functional elements (springs, comb drives, functional plates 
and anchors) constituting the MEMS accelerometer [14], (c) atomic elements (beams and joints) 
constituting the serpentine spring functional element of the accelerometer
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extractor should also identify domain-specific parasitics and annotate them into the schematic

elements for an accurate schematic representation of the final layout. The extractor also needs to

handle the process diversity in MEMS and should be capable of handling complex layouts having

multiple conducting layers, curved geometry and non-Manhattan geometry. In addition the

parameters defining the atomic elements and the functional element library should be user-modifi-

able for future design improvements. The overall methodology used in the development of the

extractor should also be modifiable for future application areas like optics, etc. The integrated

MEMS extractor presented in this thesis achieves these goals using efficient data structures and

algorithms which will be described in more detail in chapters 2 and 3.

For large and complex MEMS layouts the schematic-based verification flow mentioned above

can still be time consuming. To address this problem, this thesis also introduces a Layout versus

Schematic (LVS) methodology for MEMS which compares the extracted schematic with design

schematic using Schematic versus Schematic (SVS) tools. This allows the designers to verify con-

nectivity and device parameters of elements in the design without running time-consuming simu-

a

b

a

b

Figure 1.5: Atomic level schematics; (a) extracted schematic for the erroneous design in 
Figure 1.3(c), (b) atomic schematic corresponding to the original layout shown in Figure 1(a)
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lations. In addition, the LVS tool also points out the symmetry in the design. The LVS tool is

discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.

1.2.3 Preview Result

This sub-section presents an example to demonstrate the impact of the extraction-based verifi-

cation methodology. Figure 1.6(a) shows the layout of a gyroscope fabricated using the 3-metal

CMOS micromachining process [33] discussed later (Section 1.3.1.2). It consists of an outer reso-

nator which is made to vibrate in a horizontal (x) direction using two sets of linear comb drives.

Any Coriolis force, arising from rotation of the chip, couples this horizontal (x-direction) motion

into the vertical (y) direction which is detected by the differential comb drives of the inner Corio-
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Figure 1.6: A CMOS-MEMS gyroscope [39] (a) 
layout, (b) comparison of cross axis sensitivity for 
the original topology and when the inner 
accelerometer is modified to a common centroid 
topology, (c) input angular rotation to the 
gyroscope, (d) response of the original gyroscope to 
the input rotation, (e) response of the modified 
gyroscope with common centroid accelerometer to 
the input rotation.

centroid topology
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lis accelerometer. The gyroscope uses routing in the lower metal layers to electrically connect the

different comb drives. In addition since a large mass is needed for the sense accelerometer, the

central plate of the accelerometer is large with a lot of etch holes (needed for release of the sus-

pended areas as will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.1.2). This leads to parasitic mass

(discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.1) in the inner accelerometer. Manual evaluation of such

parasitic mass is impossible for such a large design. Also a numerical analysis of the whole struc-

ture would need a huge mesh which is almost impossible to simulate in a reasonable time. The

only available approach is to fabricate the device and test it in the laboratory. This can take

months for a single design cycle (3 months for fabrication and 1 month for post processing and

experiments for this example). However, the automated layout extractor, described in Chapters 2

and 3, was able to successfully construct an integrated schematic representation of the gyroscope

along with on-chip electronics in less than an hour (~40 mins). The resulting integrated schematic

was simulated and a large cross-axis sensitivity (response in the y-direction in the absence of any

Coriolis force) was observed as shown in Figure 1.6(b). This cross axis signal also distorts the

response of the gyroscope to any input rotation. Figure 1.6(b) shows the input sinusoidal rotation

to the gyroscope. The corresponding output of the gyroscope is shown in Figure 1.6(c). Ideally

the envelope of the output should follow the input signal. As can be seen from the envelope of the

output in Figure 1.6(c) the response is distorted beyond recognition due to the cross axis signal.

The cause of this cross axis sensitivity was found to be the d.c. voltage on the sense comb fingers,

arising from the bias circuitry, which resulted in a d.c. rotation of the accelerometer which led to

coupling of the x and y direction motion. Such an effect was captured only because an integrated

extraction followed by a simulation of the integrated schematic was done and would have gone

un-noticed if the MEMS schematic alone was simulated. In addition, such an effect cannot be cap-
15



tured by numerical analysis techniques since the circuit is verified only at the schematic level

while the micromechanical devices are verified numerically. The sense comb drive topology was

changed to a common-centroid topology (explained in Section 4.1.2) to eliminate the dependence

on bias voltage. A reduced cross-axis sensitivity (shown in the inner graph in Figure 1.6(b)) was

observed which resulted in a better output response shown in Figure 1.6(c). The residual cross-

axis sensitivity and asymmetry in the output response was due to the asymmetrical distribution of

parasitic mass in the inner accelerometer. This demonstrates the capability of the extractor in

enabling fast and accurate verification thereby resulting in fast design cycles. The gyroscope is

discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.3) along with more results to demonstrate vari-

ous aspects of the extractor.

1.3 Fabrication Processes

Active research in MEMS over the last three decades has resulted in a variety of fabrication

processes [35][36][37]. This section discusses the various fabrication processes used in the two

focus application areas selected in this thesis, i.e. suspended MEMS and microfluidic systems. 

1.3.1 Suspended MEMS fabrication processes

Suspended MEMS consist of mechanical suspended elements which act as transducers to con-

vert mechanical motion to electrical signal and vice versa and are frequently used for inertial

devices (like accelerometers [12][13][14], gyroscopes [38][39], etc.) as well as electronic circuits

(like filters [10][11], RF switches [9], etc.). Commonly used fabrication processes for suspended

MEMS include the Multi-User MEMS Process (PolyMUMPS) [40], Sandia’s SUMMiT process

[41], Analog Devices’s iMEMS process [42], Case Western Reserve University’s Polycrystalline

Silicon Carbide surface micromachining process [43], Dissolved wafer process [44], Sandia

M3EMS process [45], CMOS micromachining process [33] and the CMOS DRIE process [46].
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Figure 1.7(a)-(f) show some examples of suspended MEMS fabricated using some of these pro-

cesses. While many of these processes can handle multiple layers of suspended structures, most

commercial suspended MEMS devices use only single layer of suspended mechanical structures.

Hence this thesis focusses only on devices with single mechanical suspended layer. However, the

mechanical structure can have multiple material and electrical composition along any of its

dimensions. The composition of the mechanical structure and the fabrication process used to cre-

ate the suspended structures vary widely across the cross-section of the MEMS processes. So

while the PolyMUMPS process (which is similar to the SUMMit, iMEMS, M3EMS processes)

uses polysilicon as the structural layer, the CMOS processes use a metal-oxide stack, similar to

that in VLSI, for its mechanical structures. Similarly the areas that form mechanical pillars

(anchors) for suspended structures are defined by a separate mask in the PolyMUMPS process

beam
plate

finger

anchor

joint

gap
etch holes

crab-
leg
spring

linear
comb
drive

Figure 1.7: (a) SEM of a crab-leg accelerometer manufactured using the CMOS micromachining 
process [33], showing the atomic elements (on the right) and the functional elements (on the left) 
and the etch holes for post CMOS release, (b) gyroscope fabricated using the PolyMUMPS 
process [40], (c) accelerometer fabricated using the iMEMS process [42], (d) pressure sensor 
fabricated using the dissolved wafer process [44], (e) inertial devices fabricated using the 
M3EMS process [45], (f) resonator fabricated using the CMOS DRIE process [46].

circuits region
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(b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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while in CMOS the fixed areas are defined by the undercut during post-processing. The integra-

tion with electronics for each of the processes is also different. While the PolyMUMPS process

uses separate off-chip electronics, the Sandia processes use flip-chip process to integrate the

MEMS chip with the electronics chip; and the iMEMS and CMOS processes allow on-chip elec-

tronics. The paragraphs below describe the two representative fabrication processes, i.e. Poly-

MUMPS and CMOS micromachining.

1.3.1.1 PolyMUMPS

One of the most widely used and commercially available fabrication process for suspended

MEMS is PolyMUMPS. It starts with the deposition of a Silicon Nitride layer on the substrate to

act as electrical isolation. This is followed by a layer of polysilicon (POLY0 mask layer) which is

patterned and etched to form electrical interconnects. A sacrificial layer of oxide is then deposited

and patterned to get the dimples (DIMPLE mask layer) and the first anchor holes (ANCHOR1

mask layer). The dimples act as bushings for the final suspended structure and prevents it from

sticking to the substrate during the subsequent etching step. The anchor holes result in mechanical

pillars, in the final structure, which attaches the suspended mechanical structures to the substrate.

This stage is shown in Figure 1.8(a). This is followed by another layer of polysilicon (POLY1

mask layer) which forms the structural layer. The photoresist pattern (formed by the logical OR of

two mask layers, POLY1 and hole or HOLE1 layer) needed to pattern the polysilicon layer is

shown in Figure 1.8(b). The POLY1 layer defines the pattern for the mechanical structure while

the HOLE1 layer defines the etch holes, required during the final etching step, to release large sus-

pended areas. Finally the metal layer is deposited and patterned to form the interconnects and
18



pads (Figure 1.8(c)). The sacrificial oxide layer is etched away releasing the structure

(Figure 1.8(d)). 

1.3.1.2 CMOS Micromachining

The PolyMUMPS process is one of the simplest MEMS fabrication process with no structural

or electrical complexity and does not allow on-chip electronics. Hence the CMOS micromachin-

ing process [33] also used as a representative integrated suspended MEMS process in this thesis.

The ability to place multiple isolated metal structures along the depth of a mechanical structure

and the ability to place on-chip electronics together with MEMS makes CMOS micromachining a

complex and hence challenging fabrication process for use as a representative process. It starts

with the conventional CMOS die with the circuits covered with the topmost metal layer

(Figure 1.9(a)). The postprocessing starts with an anisotropic etch of the oxide in the regions not
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Figure 1.8: PolyMUMPS process steps highlighting (a) first sacrificial oxide layer, (b) first 
structural polysilicon layer, (c) metal layer on the polysilicon surface and (d) the final release
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covered by the top most metal layer (Figure 1.9(b)). The final step uses a timed isotropic etch of

the silicon to etch under the structures as shown in Figure 1.9(c). The etching time of this last step

determines the undercut (Figure 1.9(c)) and hence the maximum width of the suspended struc-

tures. It also defines the minimum distance needed between the circuits and the suspended regions

in order to ensure that the circuits region is unaffected by the etching. Figure 1.7(a) shows a SEM

of a crab-leg accelerometer fabricated using this process with the atomic and functional elements

labelled on the right and left of the figure respectively. The atomic and functional elements will be

discussed in more detail in Section 3.1 which deals with recognition algorithms for such elements.

An interesting feature to note in the SEM are the etch holes in the suspended plate region of the

accelerometer. Such etch holes are needed for efficient release of large suspended areas during the

last isotropic etching step (Figure 1.9(c)). They help the etchant to reach the silicon evenly

thereby releasing such large structures and are similar to the holes defined by the HOLE1 layer in

the PolyMUMPS process. They are also used by the extractor in recognizing plate areas during

the recognition process. 

Figure 1.9: Cross-section of 3-metal CMOS micromachining process [33]; (a) after standard 
CMOS process, (b) after anisotropic etch, (c) on final release using isotropic etch
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1.3.1.3 Symbolic Layer Processing

An ideal extractor for MEMS needs to be technology independent and capable of handling the

wide variation in the MEMS fabrication processes. The integrated suspended MEMS extractor

presented here uses layer pre-processing to achieve this technology independence. The pre-pro-

cessor converts the specific mask layers in the technology into technology independent layers for

the core extractor. Such technology independent layers may correspond directly to a mask layer or

may be derived (referred to as derived layers) using logical operations on one or more mask lay-

ers. The technology independent layers which form the input to the core extractor include the

structural layer, component layers, anchor layer, hole layer and gap layer. The structural layer

defines the geometry of the suspended area of the layout. For the PolyMUMPS process this is

identical to the POLY1 mask layer. For CMOS micromachining process this is derived by emulat-

ing the post-processing steps using a series of logical operations on the geometry of the metal lay-

ers. First a logical OR or the geometry of the metal layers is used to define the shield layer, which

defines the areas shielded during the first etching step (Figure 1.9(b)), followed by a combination

of shrink and expand of the shield layer geometry to emulate the isotropic etch step in

Figure 1.9(c). For example if in the CMOS micromachining process the lateral etch depth during

the isotropic etch is 20 µm, then the geometry of the shield layer is first shrunk by 20 µm followed

by an expansion by 20 µm. The resulting geometry would represent the regions that will not be

released (anchor areas) and the geometry that vanishes gives the structural layer for CMOS

micromachining (obtained by doing a geometric XOR of the anchor geometry with the geometry

of the shield layer). The unreleased areas define the anchor layer. For the PolyMUMPS process

the anchor layer is identical to the ANCHOR1 mask layer. 
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The component layers correspond to the mask layers which constitute the depth of the mechan-

ical structures. While the PolyMUMPS process has only one component layer (defined by the

POLY1 mask), the CMOS process can have more than one component layers (depending on the

number of metal layers in the CMOS process used). The extractor uses a hierarchical bin repre-

sentation to store such multi-layer information. The hierarchical bin representation will be dis-

cussed in more detail in Section 2.1. 

The hole layer defines the etch holes. For PolyMUMPS process this is identical to the HOLE1

layer while for CMOS micromachining this layer is generated during the recognition process

which is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1. The remaining empty regions in the layout con-

stitute the gap layer. The technology-independent layers and the corresponding mask layers for

PolyMUMPS and CMOS micromachining are outlined in Table 1.1. The extractor can be easily

modified for any Suspended MEMS technology by defining the rules for mapping the technology

mask layers to the technology independent layers. This capability is demonstrated in the results

section (Chapter 4) using examples from the PolyMUMPS and CMOS processes.

technology-
independent layers

CMOS micromachining [33] PolyMUMPS [40]

shield layer OR of metal layers POLY1
component layers metal layers, poly layer POLY1

anchor layer
area remaining after shrinking geometry of 

shield layer by undercut for the process
ANCHOR1

structural layer XOR of shield layer and anchor layer POLY1

hole layer empty regions drawn into the metal layers
HOLE1 and empty regions drawn into 

POLY1 geometry

gap layer
XOR of the bounding box of the chip with 

the AND of shield and hole layers
XOR of the bounding box of the chip with 

the AND of shield and hole layers

Table 1.1: Listing of the technology independent layers along with corresponding mask layer or
geometric combinations of mask layers for two representative processes.
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1.3.2 Microfluidic fabrication processes

Similar to suspended MEMS, fabrication processes for microfluidics also vary widely. How-

ever, unlike suspended MEMS, commercial microfluidic processes do custom jobs where the

designer has a lot of flexibility in the selection of process materials (like choice of substrate,

choice of etchant to be used, etc.) and process parameters (like depth of the etched channels, loca-

tion of electrodes, etc.)[47][48][49][50][51][52]. Microfluidic systems use physical and chemical

properties of fluids flowing through network of microfabricated channels to achieve physical

effects like separation, mixing, reaction, etc. Almost all microfluidic devices found in recently

published literature were found to be planar (2D) in nature. i.e. a single geometrical layer can be

used to define the network of channels. In this thesis all microfluidic structures have been

assumed to use a single layered fabrication process. The generalized covered channel process

shown in Figure 1.10(a) has been used as a representative process. Almost all the commercially

available fabrication processes use similar approach. First the channel and reservoir section is

etched into the substrate followed by covering the entire area using the top cover. Next holes are

top view side view

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.10: (a) A representative covered channel fabrication process for microfluidic devices 
showing the top view and side view during different steps in the process, (b) serpentine 
separation system from [17], (c) a simple separation microchip from ORNL [63], (d) Sipper chip 
from Caliper Technologies [64].
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drilled on the top cover in the reservoir regions for I/O ports and for electrical leads. Most of the

fabrication processes found in the literature are similar to the process shown in Figure 1.10(a).

Figure 1.10(b)-(d) show some representative examples from the literature.

1.4 Verification Flow

This section outlines the verification flow used in this thesis in the context of integrated MEMS

design flow. The steps outlined in the flow will be explained in more detail in the next few chap-

ters.

1.4.1 Design Flow

Design flow for integrated MEMS is outlined in Figure 1.11. It starts with the separate designs

for MEMS and circuit schematics followed by the simulation of the top-level integrated design

that combines these schematics. Next, layouts for MEMS and circuits components are generated,

either manually or automatically, which are then integrated and wired to get the final integrated

layout of the system. This layout is then verified using a two step LVS methodology. First the

individual schematics along with the domain specific parasitics are extracted. These are then com-

bined, using hints from the integrated layout, to form the integrated extracted schematic. The indi-

vidual schematics are compared with the corresponding design schematic to check the

connectivity of elements, followed by a comparison of the integrated schematics to verify block

level connectivity across different components. If the LVS check completes successfully, the inte-

grated extracted schematic is simulated to see if the parasitics in the layout changes system behav-

ior. If the simulation satisfies the design specifications it can be then sent out for fabrication.
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1.4.2 Integrated Extractor

The core of the verification process lies in MEMS extraction. The integrated extraction flow

[53][54][55] is shown in Figure 1.12. The master extraction tool reads in the mixed-domain lay-

out as input and partitions it into the various physical domains (like mechanical, electrical and flu-

idic) using the information from an user-defined technology file. Thus the problem of extracting a

mixed-domain layout is divided into smaller problems of extracting domain-specific layouts for

which separate extractors can be used. This is needed to avoid the confusion stemming from the

geometrical similarity of different structures in different disciplines. For example, a L-shaped

structure might be an interconnect in the electrical domain (represented as a resistance with cur-

rent crowding models for the bend), a crab-leg spring in the mechanical domain (represented as

two beams connected by a joint) or a L-bend in the fluidic domain (represented by two channels

Figure 1.11: Design flow for integrated MEMS
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connected by a L-bend model). This partition could be done internally in a single extraction tool.

However, as extractors for electrical elements are available from commercial vendors a modular

approach is presented in this thesis to take advantage of these tools. The approach taken is to

develop domain-specific extraction tools which are integrated and managed by the top level mas-

ter-extractor. Hence if the extractor needs to be improved to include new physical disciplines (for

example optics), an extractor specific to the physical discipline (i.e. an optical MEMS extractor)

needs to be created. Next rules for recognizing the optic regions in an integrated layout need to be

defined and included in the technology file which the master-extractor will use during the parti-

tioning. In this thesis only two representative physical disciplines (electromechanical and fluidic)

have been considered. For suspended electromechanical structures fabricated using CMOS micro-

machining, the post-processing underetch is used to separate the suspended electromechanical
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Figure 1.12: Overall extraction flow
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structures from electronics as was explained in page 21 (Section 1.3). For a process like Poly-

MUMPS which does not have on-chip electronics, the circuits are usually defined in a separate

layout and hence no additional work is needed for separation. For microfluidic regions, the layers

used to deposit chemicals needed to suppress or enable electroosmosis in microfluidic channels is

used by the master-extractor to achieve the partitioning. In addition to the partitioning, the master-

extractor also converts the layouts into technology-independent inputs for the domain-specific

extractors as was explained in page 21 (Section 1.3). The mask layers are mapped into technology

independent layers like the anchor layer, hole layer, gap layer, structural layer, component layer,

etc. This makes it easy to adapt the integrated extractor for any new fabrication process. For any

new process the mapping of technology mask layers to the technology independent layers used by

the domain-specific extractors needs to be defined in the technology file. The master extractor

also evaluates the electrical connectivity information of the component layers (the conducting

layers that compose the suspended mechanical regions) using a commercial VLSI extractor. This

connectivity information is included in the description of the component layers and is made avail-

able to the domain-specific extractors. The extracted schematics obtained from the individual

domain-specific extractors and the commercial VLSI extractor are stitched together to obtain the

integrated extracted schematic. This can then be used for the integrated LVS or integrated sche-

matic simulation as shown in Figure 1.11.

1.4.3 Domain-specific Extractor

The design of the core domain-specific extractors can be partitioned into three steps, as shown

in Figure 1.13. The first step is to represent the geometry and the layer information of the input

layout. In the second step, geometric heuristics are used to recognize the elements in the MEMS

device. Next, the domain-specific parasitics are detected and annotated into the already recog-
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nized elements. The parameter and connectivity information of the elements are then used to out-

put the extracted schematic. This subsection briefly describes the design considerations for each

of these steps.

First the geometric data needs to be represented internally in an unique way to avoid multiple

representation of the same geometry and to simplify the recognition heuristics. A fully fractured

representation, the canonical representation, is used to achieve this uniqueness. The geometric

representation should be capable of handling non-Manhattan and curved geometry in order to rep-

resent complex MEMS layouts. The multilayer information also needs to be stored efficiently for

easy access during recognition and to avoid duplication of data. This is achieved by storing the

geometry information of each layer in a hierarchical data structure, the hierarchical bin represen-

tation [53][55], which utilizes the hierarchy in structured MEMS designs (Figure 1.4). 

input layout information

represent the data internally
by creating the lowest level
in hierarchical bin representation

create next hierarchical level,
(bin level) of the hierarchical
bin representation

recognize atomic elements

create topmost hierarchical level
(superbin level) of the 
hierarchical bin representation

recognize domain-specific parasitics

output atomic and functional
level schematic

detect curves

fit curves

perform split phase
of canonization

perform polygonization
phase of canonization

Figure 1.13: Code flow for the domain-specific extractors for the prototype implementation

recognize functional elements

representation

recognition

parasitics

chematic generation
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The representation of input data is followed by the recognition of elements. For any physical

discipline (e.g. mechanical, fluidic, optic) the elements at each hierarchical level needs to be

defined (i.e. the atomic elements and the functional elements as explained in Figure 1.4). Next

heuristics for recognition of atomic elements using the geometry, structural (i.e. the electrical and

mechanical composition at any point) and the neighbor information from the hierarchical bin rep-

resentation needs to be defined [34][56]. The combination of atomic elements collectively form-

ing the functional elements are then defined. Finite state machine based algorithms can then be

used to recognize the functional elements [56][57]. This thesis outlines the recognition process for

atomic and functional elements for suspended MEMS [55] and microfluidics [58]. The same

approach can be used to develop domain-specific recognition modules for other physical disci-

plines. 

The final step in the design of the domain-specific extractor is to identify domain-specific para-

sitics [54]. Such parasitics need to be recognized and annotated into the recognized elements.

Like electrical parasitics, the impact of MEMS domain-specific parasitics on the behavior of the

system can be very significant and hence their extraction is vital for verification. Finally the

extracted design needs to be netlisted using domain-specific schematic elements.

In this work NODAS schematic elements [6][59][60][61][62] have been used for suspended

MEMS and schematic models similar to Coventorware ARCHITECT environment [23] have

been used for microfluidics. Hence the implementation and the testing of the domain-specific

extractors has been restricted to layouts that can be represented using the models in the current

version of NODAS [59][62] and ARCHITECT [23]. Also, the microfluidics examples were

restricted to single layer layouts only (i.e. examples where a single geometric layer can be used to

define the reservoirs and channels of the microfluidic system). This simplification was based on a
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survey on recently published microfluidic layouts where almost all microfluidic components were

found to be planar in nature. However, both single and multilayer examples were used for sus-

pended MEMS. The netlist for VLSI schematics use schematic elements from a commercial VLSI

tool.

1.4.4 Implementation Details

This sub-section describes the code flow for the prototype implementations of the extractors

and LVS tool. A commercial electronic design automation (EDA) scripting language along with

commercial EDA geometry processing tools have been used for the implementation of the master

extractor and the top-level LVS tool. The domain specific extractors and the MEMS SVS tool

were implemented in C++. The steps in the implementation follow the block flows outlined in the

previous subsections. The default file names are also outlined for easy reference to the code. 

1.4.4.1 Master Extractor

Figure 1.14 outlines the code flow for the master extractor that converts the input integrated

layout into technology independent domain-specific partitions. A commercial EDA scripting lan-

guage, Skill (from Cadence), was used to implement the master extractor. However, since the log-

ical geometric operations in Skill are limited, a commercial geometry processing tool, Diva (also

from Cadence), was used to implement such operations. The code flow can be partitioned into

three steps. The first step preprocesses the layout along with mapping the technology-specific

mask layers to the technology independent symbolic layers (described in Section 1.3.1.3). Next,

holes in the structural layer obtained by the preprocessing step are confirmed using both Skill and

Diva operations. In the third step, Diva is used to obtain the electrical connectivity information of

the conducting (component) layers. All the information obtained from these three steps are then
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used by the master extractor to generate the output file to be used by the domain-specific extrac-

tors. The three steps in the master extractor are detailed below.

The first step in the master extractor prepares the layout for the next two steps and for the tech-

nology independent domain-specific extractors. A copy of the layout is first created to do all the

geometric processing without destroying the original design layout. Any hierarchy in the layout is

make temporary
copy of layout for
MEMS

flatten layout

create bounding box
for layout (world)

first DIVA processing

sort holes into
vertical holes and
horizontal holes

expand structural1-4 along
four directions (top,
bottom, left and right)
using the critical ratio for
hole recognition

second DIVA processing

third DIVA processing

create output file from
geometry and connectivity
information (curr.inp)

create shield layer
(OR of conducting layers
and existing hole layer)

create empty layer 
(XOR or shield and world)

create anchor layer
(geometric shrink and expand
of shield layer or specified 
layer from technology library)

create structural layer
(XOR of shield and anchor 
layer)

create potential structural
holes layer by detecting
empty regions surrounded 
by shield layer

create four copies of structural
layer (structural1-4)

find relevant structural
holes by comparing
vertical and horizontal
holes with expanded 
versions of structural1-4

create hole layer

use DIVA commands
to obtain connectivity
information of the 
conducting layers

return

return

return

second DIVA file
d2.rul

third DIVA file
e1.rul

first DIVA file
d1.rul

input layout

to domain-specific
extractor

Figure 1.14: Implementation details of the master extractor showing the code flow used by the 
master extractor to generate the technology independent input file for the domain-specific 
extractor. The file names used in the prototype implementation of the extractor are given in 
italics.
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then removed resulting in a flattened layout. The first set of Diva rules are then used to generate

the technology independent layers along with some temporary structural hole layers. 

In the next step, the hole layers generated from the first Diva processing are sorted using their

aspect ratio. The rectangles in the copies of the structural layers (also produced by the first set of

Diva processing) are then expanded in each of the four cardinal directions (left, right, top and bot-

tom) using the critical aspect ratio supplied by the user for the detection of holes. The second set

of Diva processing uses these expanded layers to choose valid holes from the temporary sets. The

purpose of this preprocessing for holes is to utilize the capabilities of the commercial tools to

reduce geometric complexity of the input to the domain specific extractor. If the structural neigh-

bors of any hole is split (as shown in the example in Figure 1.15), then the geometric processing

mentioned here may not detect the hole. In such situations the combined width of a contiguous set

of structural neighbors needs to be used. Since such an operation is not easy to do using the avail-

able commands from the commercial tool, recognition of such holes is done later in the C++

domain-specific extractor.

In the final step, another set of Diva commands is used to evaluate the connectivity information

of the conducting (component) layers. The internal scanline based algorithms of Diva recognize

the connectivity of the conducting layers and stores this information in a separate file (extracted

view). The geometry of the derived and existing layers along with the connectivity information

(from the extracted view) is then used to generate the hand-shaking file for the domain-specific

MEMS extractor. The third set of Diva commands can be combined with the extraction of the cir-

cuit schematic for the electronics and the electrical parasitics of the entire layout.

The extracted schematic from the domain-specific extractor is combined with the extracted

schematic for the electronics using Cadence Hierarchy Editor. Labels in the pin layer have to be
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placed in the layout for the electrical extractor to identify pins. The MEMS extractor does not use

this information. Pins must be manually inserted into the extracted MEMS schematic for each

label in the layout to connect the MEMS and the circuit blocks. No routing lying completely

inside the MEMS area is allowed as they will lead to “floating nets” causing ERC errors. Hence

all the nets need to be connected to pads or to the sense circuit making it easy to identify the

regions where pins need to be inserted. Also, the number of unique electrical nets in the MEMS

portion of the layout is assumed to be small. The manual insertion of pins is therefore not an

undue burden and gives designers flexibility in naming pins for electrical circuits. 

1.4.4.2 Domain Specific Extractor

The domain specific extractors are implemented in C++. The output file from the master extrac-

tor containing the geometry and connectivity information of the layout forms the input to the

domain-specific MEMS extractor. In addition the extractor also needs three library files which

contain user modifications for atomic and functional element recognition. The atomic parameter

file contains the parameters used for recognition of atomic elements. The comb and spring library

files contain the state transition diagrams for comb drive and spring recognition respectively. The

un-split structural neighbors

split structural neighbors

structural holes

un-split fingers

split finger

Figure 1.15: Example showing split and un-split structural neighbors of structural holes and 
split and un-split fingers
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library files will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. The default file names are shown in

Figure 1.16 in italics. However the user may specify different file names using the flags shown.

The library name and cell name are used by the extractor to generate the schematic files which are

written in Skill programming language. The files are then ‘loaded’ into the Cadence database by

the master extractor. The technology name is used to inform the extractor which technology

library to use for the schematic elements.

1.4.4.3 LVS Tool

Figure 1.17 shows the implementation flow for the LVS tool. The top-level master LVS tool

uses Skill programming language to generate the netlist file containing both the design and

extracted schematics. This netlist file is read by the C++ LVS executable which does tree-based

comparisons for the LVS. The algorithm used will be explained in more detail in Section 3.3. The

Domain-specific 
Extractor

-l  library name
-c  cell name
-t  technology name
-cl comb library file
-sl spring library file
-i  atomic parameter file

layout Info
curr.inp

comb library file
comb.lib

spring library file
spring.lib

atomic schematic
curr.inp.at.il

functional schematic
curr.inp.il

atomic parameter file
atomic.lib

Figure 1.16: Implementation details of the domain-specific extractors showing the inputs to the 
extractor code and the flags that can be used to define names and files for the extractor. The 
default files for the inputs are given in italics.
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LVS executable writes out the LVS report which in addition to containing the results of LVS also

gives the symmetry information.

1.5 Thesis Outline

As mentioned in Section 1.2.2 on page 11, an ideal extractor for MEMS should be capable of

handling complex layouts having multiple conducting layers, curved geometry and non-Manhat-

tan geometry. Chapter 2 describes a hierarchical bin data structure used by the extractors pre-

sented in this thesis to store the connectivity and structural information of MEMS layouts

(Section 2.1). It also exploits the hierarchy in MEMS designs to efficiently store the information

for different hierarchical recognition levels. The algorithms used to achieve an unique canonical

representation for the geometry at any layer are also described in this chapter (Section 2.2). 

Chapter 3 explains the various atomic and functional elements used to represent both suspended

MEMS (Section 3.1.1) and microfluidic systems (Section 3.1.2). It also discusses the algorithms

used by the extractor for the recognition of such elements (Section 3.1) and highlights the user-

modifiable nature of the algorithms. Finite state machine (FSM) based algorithms used to recog-

nize functional elements is also described in this chapter (Section 3.1.1). The FSM approach

enables easy addition of new functional elements to the recognizable library. The various domain-

specific parasitics found in MEMS is discussed in Section 3.2. The detection and annotation of

such parasitics allows accurate schematic level representation of the input layout. Verification of

MEMS also requires insight into symmetry errors. This is achieved by the integrated layout-ver-

layout skill processing
file (memsLVS.sk)

memsLVS
(memsLVS.C)

LVS report
(memsLVS.rpt)

Figure 1.17: Implementation details of the LVS code showing the file names used in the prototype 
implementation

netlist
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sus-schematic (LVS) tool discussed in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3. The LVS tool allows fast detec-

tion of common parametric and connectivity errors and also points out the symmetry in the

design.

A wide variety of results demonstrating the capabilities of the extractor is shown in Chapter 4.

One of the most important requirements of a good MEMS extractor is its capability to handle

diverse fabrication processes. This is demonstrated in Chapter 4 using examples from two MEMS

fabrication processes, PolyMUMPS and CMOS micromachining. The capability to use the same

extraction methodology presented here for different physical disciplines is demonstrated by the

microfluidic extractor. Results from both microfluidic separation and mixer systems are demon-

strated in Chapter 4. The usefulness and the flow of the LVS tool is also presented using a sus-

pended MEMS example. The primary goal of the extractor is to achieve an accurate schematic

representation of the layout. This is possible only if the domain-specific parasitics are detected

and annotated accurately by the extractor. This capability is demonstrated by comparing the

results from the schematic simulation of the extracted schematic with numerical analysis and

experimental results. Integrated MEMS examples from suspended MEMS and microfluidics are

presented to demonstrate the impact of the integrated extractor towards fast and accurate verifica-

tion of MEMS.

The Appendix contains information about a MEMS friendly slotter that was implemented using

Skill, the Cadence scripting language. It also briefly explains how the extractor was used to build

an intelligent automeshing tool for the CMOS MEMS process. Various utilities developed, for

layout manipulation, during the course of this research are also explained.
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1.6 Summary

This chapter discussed the motivation for this thesis and defined the focus area. The various

verification issues in integrated MEMS were discussed in Section 1.2. A brief outline of the short-

comings of previous approach for verification of MEMS was presented in Section 1.2.1.

Section 1.2.2 presented the requirements for an ideal MEMS extractor along with the proposed

approach for the extractor presented in this thesis. The various fabrication processes used in the

two focus area, suspended MEMS and microfluidics, were discussed in Section 1.3. The inte-

grated verification flow is outlined in Section 1.4. Finally Section 1.5 discussed the outline of the

rest of the thesis while highlighting how the requirements of a good extractor are satisfied by the

extractor presented. 
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Chapter 2. Representation

This chapter discusses the data structures and algorithms used to represent the MEMS layout

internally in the extractor. The data structures are chosen to optimize storage, timing complexity

of algorithms and to simplify the recognition heuristics and algorithms discussed in Chapter 3. 

As discussed in Section 1.3, the preprocessor for the extractor allows designers to use MEMS

fabrication processes having multiple component layers (e.g. the metal layers in the CMOS

micromachining process) along the depth of mechanical structures. This allows the design of

mechanical structures with embedded complex electrical connectivity. Hence storing the physical

data for every component (conducting) layer in the layout, along with the connectivity informa-

tion, is important for recognition of complex functional elements. Section 2.1 describes the hier-

archical bin representation used to achieve this storage requirement while minimizing

algorithmic complexity. Section 2.2 describes the algorithms used to represent the geometry of

any layer of the hierarchical bin representation in the fully fractured canonical representation

making them independent of the input geometry description. The algorithms involve curve detec-

tion and curve fitting (Section 2.2.2) followed by a canonization algorithm for non-Manhattan

geometry (Section 2.2.3) commonly found in microfluidic layouts. A simplified and efficient can-

onization algorithm for Manhattan layouts is also discussed in Section 2.2.4. Other important

algorithms used in the extraction process are described in Section 2.3. Finally Section 2.4 gives a

statistical analysis to highlight the storage requirement for hierarchical bin representation. It also

compares the storage requirements of the canonical representation, used in this thesis, with other

unique representations found in Integrated Circuits (ICs). 
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2.1 Hierarchical Bin Representation

Similar to VLSI, efficient design of complex MEMS requires a structured MEMS design meth-

odology [65]. A complex suspended MEMS components is composed of functional elements like

springs and comb drives. The functional elements are in turn composed of fundamental or atomic

elements like beams, joints, anchors, plates and gaps. Following such a hierarchical design meth-

odology allows us to modularize a complex design by using the functional elements as building

blocks. This makes it possible to extract and simulate the entire design by extracting each module

separately instead of the whole design at one time. Section 3.1 describes the elements and this

hierarchy in more detail. An ideal data structure for MEMS extraction would help exploit this

hierarchy to simplify the recognition heuristics used in extraction while storing all geometry and

connectivity information of all input layers (specially the component layers which form the

mechanical structure). An important requirement is to avoid duplication of geometric data in

order to minimize storage requirement. Also, the geometry and connectivity information should

be easily accessible by the recognition heuristics at any hierarchy level (atomic or functional) in

order to reduce timing complexity.

A hierarchical bin representation, described in this section, was found to be suitable for achiev-

ing the goals mentioned above. It is similar to binning and quad tree representation used to repre-

sent IC layouts [66]. It uses three levels of hierarchical representation of geometry with the top

two levels corresponding to the design hierarchy levels mentioned above (the atomic and func-

tional representation respectively) and the lowest level storing the geometry and connectivity

information of the input data. Each level maintains parent information from the previous (lower)

hierarchical level to facilitate easy vertical traversal along the hierarchy. This prevents duplication

of input information while allowing fast and easy access to geometry and connectivity informa-
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tion at any level of hierarchy. In addition the top two levels are defined so as to simplify the recog-

nition heuristics needed for recognition of the atomic and functional elements respectively. Unlike

binning and quad trees, the partitioning at every hierarchy level is defined by the geometry of the

structure and there are no elements at the boundaries of the rectangles at any level of the hierar-

chy. However, similar to quad trees, the partitioning, and hence the number of rectangles in a hier-

archical level, depends on the layout density at any area. The fixed number of hierarchy levels is

similar to binning and different from quad trees. 

A bottom-up approach is used to define the hierarchical bin representation. The canonized

geometry of the component layers (for example the metal layers in the CMOS micromachining

process), anchor layer, hole layer and the gap layer (described in Section 1.3.1.3), along with any

electrical connectivity information, form the lowest level of the hierarchy. The bounding box of

the entire layout is canonized using the hole layer and the gap layer (using inter-layer canoniza-

tion routine described later in Section 2.3.1) to form the bin level of the hierarchy where the first

iteration of recognition, to find the atomic elements, occurs. The overlap between the bins and

Figure 2.1: Hierarchical bin data structure; (a) example layout of two cantilever fingers; (b) its 
bin storage
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each of the bottom hierarchy levels (component layers, anchor layer, hole layer and gap layer) is

used to create the parent information as shown in Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.1 only the component

layers (metal1 and metal2) for the lowest hierarchy level are shown for simplicity. The geometry

of the component layers are further split by the edges of the bin level so that each rectangle in the

component layers belong to an unique bin. For the example shown in Figure 2.1, the inter-layer

canonization causes additional splitting of the metal2 layer as shown in Figure 2.1(b). Contiguous

sets of recognized bins of the same type are merged together to form the topmost storage level, the

superbins, where the final iteration of recognition detects the functional elements. The superbins

also maintain the information of their parent (lower) bins (shown using connecting strings in

Figure 2.1(b)). By utilizing a storage hierarchy similar to the design hierarchy used in structural

MEMS design, the hierarchical bin representation achieves algorithmic simplicity during element

recognition (described in Section 3.1).

2.2 Geometry Representation

In order to simplify the recognition heuristics used during MEMS extraction, the geometrical

information of each layer (derived or existing mask layer) of the layout needs to be represented in

an unique way irrespective of the input geometry. A fully fractured representation, which we refer

to as the canonical representation [34], was found to be most suitable for MEMS layouts because

of its logical splitting of geometry into atomic elements. This section describes the canonical rep-

resentation (Section 2.2.1) used for geometry representation along with the data structures and

algorithms used for canonization. A survey done on layouts for suspended MEMS in recently

published conferences showed that more than 90% of the layouts are Manhattan in nature. How-

ever, non-Manhattan layouts and curves were found to be predominant in microfluidic layouts.

Section 2.2.2 describes the curve detection and curve fitting algorithms the precede the non-Man-
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hattan canonization (Section 2.2.3). Section 2.2.4 presents a simplified and more efficient algo-

rithm for suspended MEMS layouts having only Manhattan geometry.

2.2.1 Canonical Representation

To define the canonical representation, we first classify the edges of the geometry into external

and internal edges (Figure 2.2) and can be defined to have two faces, one on either side of them.

A face of an edge is said to be a visible face only if there exists a point, internal to the layout

geometry, from which a line, perpendicular to the edge, can be drawn without intersecting any

other edge. External edges form the boundary of the geometry and can have only one visible face

(the side which faces the inside of the geometry). In contrast the internal edges have visibility on

both their faces. Two edges are said to be mutually visible if they are parallel and if a line perpen-

dicular to both the edges can be drawn, between visible faces of the edges, without intersecting

any other edge. The area internal to the geometry that is visible to both of the mutually visible

edges is called the visible area for the pair of edges. The canonical representation uses minimum

number of rectangles to cover layout area between mutually visible parallel edges of the geometry

such that each rectangle and polygon after partitioning has at most one neighbor per edge and

a bA B C

c d

(a) (b)

internal edges
external edges
visible area between edges a and b

non rectangular polygon in the 

represented by rectangles A, B and C
in the final representation

final representation

visible faces of an edge. External 
edge d has only one visible edge 
while internal edge c has two 
visible edges

Figure 2.2: Example explaining the canonical representation. (a) initial layout geometry, (b) 
final canonized representation, (c) neighbor pointers for polygon E, (d) neighbor pointers for 
rectangle C
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each edge is either fully covered by a neighbor or not covered at all. Figure 2.2 explains the idea

of the canonical representation and shows the various types of edges in the final representation.

For a Manhattan geometry, this reduces to a representation which uses minimum number of rect-

angles to cover the layout area such that each rectangle has at most one unique neighbor per

edge. Every part of a Manhattan layout area lies in the visible area of some pair of mutually visi-

ble edges and hence the final partitioned rectangles cover the entire layout area. Figure 2.3 shows

an example of a Manhattan layout that can have multiple geometrical representations

(Figure 2.3(a)). The corresponding fully fractured rectangle cover in the canonical representation

is shown in Figure 2.3(b). For a non-Manhattan geometry, the final canonized representation will

contain rectangles and non-rectangular polygons (Figure 2.2(b)).

While this representation is similar to the tile representation (corner stitching) [67] used in

microelectronics, it does have a drawback that the final number of rectangles are much more than

the number of maximally horizontal or maximally vertical tiles needed to represent the same

geometry. The number of rectangles have a potential to be quadratic with respect to the edges of

the geometry. However, as will be shown using the statistical analysis in Section 2.4, the number

of rectangles in the canonical representation is usually O(e), where e is the number of external

edges needed to represent the layout geometry. An alternative approach for Manhattan layouts is

to use atomic representation introduced in [68] which reduces the number of rectangles in the

final partitioning. However, as noted by the authors in [68], the reduction in the number of rectan-

gles is significant only in certain special situations where a large rectangle has lots of small rect-

angles on its sides with a small offset between the sets of small rectangles on either side of the

large rectangle. The authors in [68] also show a linear increase in partitioned geometry with
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increase in the initial number of minimal tile representation which is similar to the statistical

results presented in Section 2.4.

Similar to the tile representation, the final polygons in the canonical representation store

neighbor pointers at each edge. Since each edge of any polygon in the canonical representation

can have at most one neighbor, the number of neighbor pointers needed for any polygon is equal

to the number of edges in the polygon. Figure 2.2(c), (d) and Figure 2.3(c) show the neighbor

pointers for some representative polygons for a non-Manhattan and Manhattan layout geometry

respectively. 

2.2.2 Curve Detection and Representation

Turns, which are widely used in microfluidic layouts, tend to be stored as polygons by standard

microfabrication layout representations (CIF, GDS). This makes detection and extraction of

curved geometry essential. The canonization algorithm first detects and fits the curves in the input

geometry and represents them using an imaginary edge (referred to as pseudoedge) connecting

the two end points of the curve. This reduces the layout to a pure non-Manhattan layout without

any curves. During the canonization of the resulting geometry the pseudoedges are treated as spe-

cial edges which can form visible pairs with only another such pseudoedge. Also, for two such

edges to be mutually visible, they need not be parallel. This is done because two sides of a curved

bend might not be concentric (and hence the chords representing them will not be parallel). A sur-

Figure 2.3: (a) Various representations of a Manhattan layout, (b) canonical representation of 
the layout consisting of rectangles, (c) pointers storing neighbor information for one such 
rectangle in the canonical representation
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vey of recently published microfluidic layouts indicate that almost all the curves are formed by a

combination of circular arcs. This thesis assumes that all curves are formed by arcs of a circle that

are represented in the polygon format using at least four non-trivial vertices. Geometrically three

points are sufficient to represent any circular arc. The extra point required by the curve detection

algorithm is needed to identify the turn angle (the difference in angle) between successive edges

of a polygon (Figure 2.4(c)). Two successive turns having a turn angle less than an user specified

curve_angle parameter is considered to be a start of a curve. The edges following the start are

considered to be part of the same arc as long as the turn angle is less than the specified

curve_angle value and the direction of rotation between two consecutive edges are same.

Figure 2.4(a) shows the layout of a microfluidic separation channel containing tapered bends.

Figure 2.4(b) shows how one such tapered bend can be broken down into four arcs and hence can

be represented using the pseudoedges numbered 1 to 4 in the figure. The clause of equality of turn

direction between consecutive edges allows the curve detection algorithm to separate the curves

2, 3 and 4.

An accurate curve fitting algorithm would need the use of recursive algorithms having large

time complexity. However a faster approximate algorithm can be used in this problem since the

points are not arbitrary and belong to an actual curve in the layout. The algorithm used here has
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Figure 2.4: Serpentine microfluidic 
separation channel containing tapered 
bends; (a) layout, (b) arcs constituting a 
tapered bend and the corresponding 
pseudoedges representing them after 
curve detection, (c) a set of points on the 
curve showing the turn angle between 
consecutive edges
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been adopted from the bounding sphere algorithm in [69]. The algorithm used (explained in

Figure 2.5) works in two phases. First it makes an initial guess for the center coordinates and the

radius and then it uses the difference between the current radius and the distance of the points

from the center (referred to as error in Figure 2.5(b)) to modify the radius and center coordinates.

In the first phase, two passes are made on the points to select three spatially distributed points

which are then used to obtain the initial guesses for the center and radius of the arc. In the second

phase, another pass is made through the points and the error at each point is used to update the

radius and the center coordinates such that the new arc passes through the point on one side and

has the older arc on the other side. The authors in [69] provide an example, using a worst case dis-

tribution of points in a sphere, for the bounding sphere algorithm in [69] where the error is found

to be less than 7%. However no appreciable error was found when the modified curve fitting algo-

rithm, explained in this section, was used to fit curves for turns in microfluidic layouts. This is

because unlike the examples in [69], where 10,000 randomly distributed points in a sphere (with

some points on the surface of the sphere) were used to fit the sphere, for the microfluidic exam-

ples, the curve fitting algorithm fits points that are approximately lie on the arc being recreated.
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Figure 2.5: Example explaining curve fitting algorithm. (a) initial guess of center (o1) and 
radius (r1) using perpendicular bisectors of two chords, (b) modify radius to r2 (= r1 + error/
2), (c) modify center to o2 such that the new circle passes through the new point on one side 
and has the older circle is on the other side.
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Curve detection and curve fitting is followed by non-Manhattan canonization which is

described in the next section.

2.2.3 Non-Manhattan Canonization

This section describes the data structures and algorithms used for canonization of any non-

Manhattan geometry, without curves. The canonization algorithm works in two phases as shown

in Figure 2.6. First a split phase creates the edges for the canonized geometry followed by the

polygonization phase where loop detection algorithms use the edge database to create the poly-

gons for the final representation. The polygonization phase also involves the creation of neighbor

information for each polygon.
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Figure 2.6: Flow diagram for the scanline-based canonization algorithm
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2.2.3.1 Split Phase

The split phase starts with the enumeration of the various angles in the geometry. A pair of

scanline sweeps are done for each angle in the geometry starting with the split scan which finds

interedge visibility of edges that are perpendicular to the direction of scan. The edges that are per-

pendicular to the current direction of scan are called active edges while the others are called inac-

tive edges. The components of the inactive edges, on the scanline, are considered, as the scanline

moves, so that their contribution in shadowing the active edges is accounted. For any two mutu-

ally visible active edges, the lines orthogonal to the active edges at the boundary of the visible

area are entered as connecting edges and the pair of active edges are split so that a junction is

formed at their intersection with the connecting edges. The insertion of such connecting edges

creates many overlapping edges in the edge database. This necessitates the second clean scan in a

direction orthogonal to the split scan to remove any overlap between the added connecting edges

and the existing edges, if any, in that direction. Since all the scans are based on sorting of the

edges, the algorithm has an operational worst case complexity of O(knlgn), where n is the total

number of edges and k is the number of angles in the geometry. It should be noted that for typical

microfluidic layouts k is very small (less than 10).

 The algorithm described is explained using the example in Figure 2.7. As the scanline moves

along the direction shown and reaches active edge b (Figure 2.7(c)), it creates two connecting

edges g and e. It also splits edge a into edges d and f. While edge d ends due to its complete over-

lap with external edge b, edge f is dragged along with the scanline. An active edge or parts of an

active edge are removed from the scanline only if they overlap with a newly added inactive edge

or if they overlap with an active edge which is also an external edge. Finally the edge f gets shad-
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owed by the inactive edge h (Figure 2.7(d)) and hence no other connecting edges are formed. A

clean scan is then performed, in a direction perpendicular to the split scan, to detect the overlap

between edges e and c and removes edge e (Figure 2.7(e)). While removing edges, an external

edge is kept in preference to a connecting edge. Figure 2.7(f) shows the final partitioned structure

after scans in all the directions are completed.

One important implementation challenge in the split phase was to accurately consider the con-

tribution of the inactive edges during any split scan. While algorithmically it can be achieved as

shown in the example in Figure 2.7, practical implementation can be quite challenging because of

real world floating point computations. Adaptive floating point arithmetic implementation have

been suggested in the past for robust geometric predicates [70]. The approach taken here is to

avoid errors due to floating point arithmetic by carefully selecting the implementations. The com-

ponents of the inactive edges by rotating the edges to make them parallel to the scanline and trun-

direction
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Figure 2.7: example demonstrating the partitioning algorithm for fluidic geometries. (a)-(d) 
Different stages of a split scan, (e) result of a clean scan in the orthogonal direction, (f) final 
partitioned geometry
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cating them such that they represent the component of the original edge. However the real

problem lies in choosing the center of rotation. The result can be quite different depending on the

location of the rotated edge. The rotation scheme and the dependence of the edge order due to

location of the rotated edge is demonstrated using the example in Figure 2.8(a). The edges a and e

are active edges and the edge c is an inactive edge, the component of which needs to be consid-

ered. Figure 2.8(b) shows the component (c1) of the edge c placed in one corner of the edge. Note

that the length of c1 is less than c because of the truncation. The edges for truncation are the edges

drawn from the edges of the original edge (c) along the scan direction (in this example they corre-

spond to edges b and d). Figure 2.8(c) and (d) show alternate placement for the component edge

of c. As can be observed, depending on the placement of the component edge, the order of the

edges encountered by the scanline changes. This can lead to non deterministic and orientation

dependent splitting. This problem is further explained using the example shown in Figure 2.9(a).

Let us consider the split scan in the direction shown in the figure. To consider the contributions of

the inactive edges (all the vertical and horizontal edges in this case) we need to consider the com-

ponents of these edges (as shown in Figure 2.9(b)). The rotated edges can now be placed any-

where on the original edges. If we choose the center of rotation to be the center of the edge, we get

the set of rotated edges shown in Figure 2.9(b). Here the dotted lines (numbered as ix correspond-
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Figure 2.8: Example demonstrating the rotation of edges and placement of rotated edge
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ing to the inactive edges ex) are the components for the inactive edges. The edges e3 and e4 are the

active edges and e5, being parallel to the scan direction, has no components on the scanline. The

sorted order of edges entered in the scanline will be i1, i2, i8, e3, e4, i6 and i7. Since inactive edge

i8 gets inserted before edge e3, the top portion of the edge e3 will not be blocked (as it should have

been in Figure 2.7(d)) resulting in an implementation that does not accurately represent the algo-

rithm. Such special situations occur irrespective of the selection of the center of rotation. The

solution to this problem lies in splitting the inactive edges by active edges prior to rotation.

Figure 2.9(c) shows this situation where edge e8 is first split into three parts by the active edges e3

and e4 and then the individual parts are rotated (resulting in i81, i82 and i83). To simplify the split-

ting process, the rotation is first done as shown in Figure 2.9(b). Next the coordinate axis is

rotated such that the x-axis is parallel to the scan direction and the y-axis is parallel to the scanline

and the active edges. Next grid points are enumerated from the y-coordinates of the active edges.
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Figure 2.9: Example 
demonstrating the importance of 
splitting the inactive edges for 
the scan direction shown in 
figure; (a) input geometry with 
the edges marked as 
ex,(b) components of the inactive 
edges (ix represents the 
component for edge ex) if top 
edge e8 is not split; the result is 
incorrect because active edge e3 
does not get blocked by inactive 
edge i8 when the scanline moves, 
(c) the correct set of inactive 
edge components where the edge 
e8 is split into three parts and 
represented by the three edges 
i81, i82 and i83
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These grid points are then used to split all the rotated inactive edges. The splits are then trans-

ferred to the actual inactive edges by taking the ratio of the split portions. The splitting process is

shown in the example in Figure 2.10. If this splitting is done for the example in Figure 2.9(a) we

would get the edge set shown in Figure 2.9(c). The sorted order of edge insertion in scanline will

now be i1, i2, i81, e3, i82, e4, i6, i83 and i7. Such an order would achieve what the algorithm out-

lined in Figure 2.7. One more implementation detail worth mentioning is that while taking the

rotations of edges, all trigonometric operations (like tan, sin, etc.) must be considered w.r.t. a local

frame of reference at the center of the edge. This reduces the floating point errors introduced dur-

ing such operations which might cause significant errors when the edges are long or when they

are placed far apart from each other in absolute coordinates (this often happens in fluidic layouts

where long channels spanning huge distances is quite common). The easier alternative to do all

trigonometric calculations with the actual layout coordinate system would result in significant

truncation errors which tend to get carried over and keeps accumulating to finally show up as

unexpected errors.

2.2.3.2 Polygonization Phase

The split phase is followed by a polygonization phase which uses the edge database created by

the split phase to generate the final polygons along with the neighbor information for the poly-
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gons. A modified version of tree-link analysis [71] is used to polygonize the edge database. First,

the edges of the canonized geometry (Figure 2.11(a)) are represented as branches of a graph with

the vertices corresponding to the nodes of the graph (Figure 2.11(b)). Any consecutive trivial

branches of the graph are merged together since representing them separately does not provide

any extra information and merging them reduces the number of edges (and hence less number of

entries in the matrix used later) in the graph (for example edges g, l, m in Figure 2.11(a) are

merged to form branch g in Figure 2.11(b)). This is followed by two sets of sparse-matrix opera-

tions on the incidence matrix of the graph (Figure 2.11(c)). The incidence matrix contains n-1

rows, corresponding to n-1 nodes from the total of n nodes, and e-1 columns, corresponding to e-

1 edges from a total of e edges of the graph. The entries in any column of the matrix correspond to

the nodes that the edge spans. Hence in the example in Figure 2.11(c) the first column (corre-

sponding to edge a) has entries in rows 1 and 3 (corresponding to nodes 1 and 3 in the graph)

because edge a spans between nodes 1 and 3. Unlike incidence matrix for circuits (where the

entries have signs, i.e. are either +1 or -1, depending on whether the directed edge of a graph is
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Figure 2.11: Example explaining polygonization algorithm; (a) edge database after split phase, 
(b) the reduced graph, (c) incidence (A) matrix corresponding to the graph in (b), (d) modified 
incidence matrix obtained by swapping columns and XOR of rows (unity matrix on the left 
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incident on the node or leaving a node), here the entries do not have signs because an undirected

graph is used. Next the incidence matrix is modified to obtain an unity matrix on the left half with

the only allowable operations being swapping of columns or XOR of rows. In circuits the allowed

operations are swapping of columns and additions of rows. The later operation was modified

because the entries do not bear signs (and hence will not cancel each other when an addition of

rows is done). Figure 2.11(d) shows the modified incidence matrix for the example shown which

is obtained by the following sequence of operations. First, row 1 is XOR’ed to row 3 to remove

the entry at position (1, 3). Next columns 4 and 9 (corresponding to columns for edges d and i) are

swapped to get an entry at cell (4, 4). Finally, row 3 is XOR’ed to row 4 to remove the entry at cell

(4, 3). This results in the modified incidence matrix shown in Figure 2.11(d) with an unity matrix

on the left. 

The matrix can then be shrunk by removing the unity matrix and replacing the node names with

the corresponding edges in the unity matrix (i.e. replace node 1 with edge a, node 2 with edge b,

node 3 with edge c and node 4 with edge i). If another unity matrix is appended to the bottom of

this shrunk incidence matrix we get the cutset-loop matrix (Figure 2.11(e)), the columns of which

give an unique set of loops in the graph. Hence the fifth column (under d), which has entries for

edges a, b, c and d, correspond to the loop formed by these edges in the graph in Figure 2.11(b).

However, this does not necessarily give the canonical set of loops. A canonical loop is a loop

which does not contain any other loop inside it. For the example explained here, the first column

(under h) of the cutset-loop matrix (Figure 2.11(e)) corresponds to the loop formed by edges c, i

and h, which is not a canonical loop since it encloses two smaller loops formed by edge sets (c, i,

e) and (e, h). This necessitates the second set of matrix operations which involves XOR of col-

umns of the cutset-loop matrix which results in a reduction in the area of the polygon formed by
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the target column. For this example only one such operation is needed, i.e. XOR of second col-

umn (under e) to the first column (under h), which results in the canonical-loop matrix shown in

Figure 2.11(f). The columns of this matrix gives the canonical loops of the graph and hence the

polygons corresponding to the edge database. The neighbor information is easily obtained by a

single pass through the edge database and linking the polygons that has the edge on their bound-

aries. Using a sparse matrix with cells having pointers to their row and column headers and point-

ers to entries on all four directions, reduces the storage and timing complexity of the

polygonization routine.

An alternative algorithm for polygonization that was investigated was to use a modified maze-

routing type algorithm where you start marching from any one node along all possible paths and

report a loop whenever two paths having the same start node meet. There are three problems with

this approach. First since there is no apriori knowledge of how many loops are attached to the start

node and since there is no way of guaranteeing that all canonical loops will be reached before any

non-canonical loop, the only stop criteria will be when all the nodes have been visited. Also

because of the same reason we need to do the loop search for every node in the graph making the

algorithm potentially cubic w.r.t the number of nodes (n) in the graph (timing complexity of O(ne)

where e is the number of edges in the graph which can be of O(n2) in worst case). The second

problem encountered was because of the different ways the maze routing type march can select to

walk edges equidistant from the start node. Many special cases arise which result in the march to

miss some loops associated with the start node, which may be canonical loops. The third problem

is to differentiate between non-canonical and canonical loops. The only way to analyze the loops

obtained, to sieve out the canonical loops from the non-canonical loops, would be to use an

approach similar to the second set of sparse matrix operations for the chosen polygonization rou-
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tine. Although the maze routing type graph marching routine appears easier to implement, its

problems were too difficult to handle and hence the matrix-based algorithm was chosen.

2.2.4 Manhattan Canonization

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, almost all suspended MEMS layouts in recent

literature were found to be Manhattan in nature. For a Manhattan geometry there are only two

angles in the geometry (along the two axes of geometry) and hence a more efficient canonization

algorithm using a single scan that considers only the vertical edges is enough. In addition, since

the final geometry will only have rectangles, the polygonization phase is no longer needed since

the rectangles can be formed during the split scan itself. Here, as the scanline moves in a horizon-

tal direction, it drags the vertical edges in it, thereby extending the rectangles associated with

those edges. When a new edge is inserted, it completes the rectangle associated with all the edges

it can reach on the scanline. If this edge is an internal edge, it also starts new rectangles for all the

overlapping rectangles. If the input geometry is Manhattan in nature then this simplified and more

efficient algorithm is used for canonization instead of the generalized canonization algorithm.

The implementation of the canonization algorithm for Manhattan geometry relies on the sorting

of the vertical edges of the geometry. The sorted edges are then sequentially added into the scan-

line resulting in a scanline motion along increasing abscissa coordinates (i.e. the scanline moves

from left to right). The sequence of events associated with each insertion and deletion is explained

in the algorithm below.

SORT(edge_set E):

Assign direction to edges such that the layout area is to the left.

Sort the edges in E w.r.t. their abscissa, then their ordinate and finally their angle to abscissa
and return the sorted set of edges

OVERLAP (edge a, edge b):
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returns TRUE if edges a and b overlap

INTERSECTION(edge_set A, edge_set B):

find the set of edges (I) in A that overlap completely with edges of B

create rectangles corresponding to each edge in I

return I

SPLIT(edge e, point_set P, scanline S):

split edge e by points of P and replace edge e in S with its split parts

return the set of edges created from splitting e

SPLIT_AND_PROPAGATE(edge e, point_set P, scanline S):

split edge e by points of P and propagate the splits to the rectangles and edges to the left of e

replace edge e in S with its split parts

return the set of edges created from splitting e

MODIFY (edge x, edge e, scanline S):

point_set Vx = {vertices of edge x}

point_set Ve = {vertices of edge e}

for i = 1 to length[Ve]     /* split and propagate to left */

edge_set X = SPLIT_AND_PROPAGATE(x, Ve[i], S)

for i = 1 to length[Vx]     /* split current edge a*/

edge_set E = SPLIT(e, Vx[i], S)

e = top most edge of E     /* replace current edge */

return INTERSECTION(X, E)     /* return duplicate edges */

CANONIZE(edge_set E):

SORT(E)

scanline S = NULL

for i = 1 to length[E]

push[S, E[i]]

edge c = E[i]

edge n = successor of edge c in S

while OVERLAP(n, c) is TRUE

edge_set I = MODIFY(n, c, S)

S = S-I     /* remove duplicate edges in scanline */

if c is a closing edge

S = S-I     /* remove closed edges from scanline */
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n = successor of edge n in S

edge p = predecessor of edge c in S

if OVERLAP(p, c) is TRUE

edge_set I = MODIFY(p, c, S)

S = S-I     /* remove duplicate edges in scanline */

if c is a closing edge

S = S-I     /* remove closed edges from scanline */

return

A red-black tree was used for the scanline data structure for guaranteed O(logn) insertion and

deletion of edges. The total time taken in the functions OVERLAP and INTERSECTION is O(m)

where m is the final number of rectangles in the canonized representation. Each edge insertion and

deletion takes O(logk) time, where k is the current number of edges in the scanline (having an

expected value of O( )). Hence the total time taken for the canonization is O(m + elogk) where

e is the initial number of vertical edges.

Figure 2.12 shows an example of canonization using the algorithm described. Notice that when

edge c is inserted (scanline position denoted by sp = 2) in the scanline (S), the rectangle A gets

m
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Figure 2.12: Example demonstrating Manhattan canonization. The contents of scanline S and 
the state of the canonical set of rectangles are shown in consecutive figures are shown for each 
value of scanline position (sp); (a) the initial directed set of outer edges and the empty scanline; 
the stop positions for the scanline are marked at the bottom; (b) the first scanline position where 
edges a and b are inserted; (c) the second scanline position where edge c is inserted and box A 
gets completed while box B associated with edge b on the scanline is not completed; (d) the third 
scanline position when edge d is inserted; (e) fourth scanline position where insertion of edge e 
causes split in boxes corresponding to edge a on the scanline in addition to creation of other 
boxes; It also removes overlapping edges from the scanline since it is a closing edge; (f) the final 
scanline position where edge f is inserted and being a closing edge removes all existing edges in 
the scanline
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completed while rectangle B is not completed, as edge a on S can be reached from c while edge b

cannot be reached. Also when edge e is inserted (sp = 4), the edge a, and the rectangles to its left,

are split by the top of the edge e.

The Manhattan canonization is followed by a neighboring phase where the neighbor informa-

tion of each rectangle is assigned using two cycles of sorting and comparison of consecutive rect-

angles. For finding the vertical (horizontal) neighbor information, the rectangles are sorted first

with their abscissa (ordinate) and then with their ordinate (abscissa).

The canonization routines described in this section is used by the extractor to represent the

geometry of each layer in the hierarchical bin representation. The recognition algorithms utiliz-

ing the hierarchical bin representation of data and canonical representation of geometry will be

discussed in the next chapter (Chapter 3). In addition to the canonization algorithms described

above, various other scanline-based algorithms are used during the creation of the hierarchical

bin representation and recognition process which are described in the next section.

2.3 Other Scanline Algorithms

The algorithms described in the previous section (Section 2.2) are for intra-layer canonization

of a single layer. The inter-layer canonization and the algorithm to check overlap between two

layers use similar but simpler scanline algorithms, where the edges corresponding to different lay-

ers are color coded and the decision at each insertion and deletion uses the color of the edge along

with the overlap information. This section gives outlines for these algorithms.

2.3.1 Inter-layer Canonization

The inter-layer canonization is important during the binning stage (creation of the bin layer) for

the hierarchical representation described in Section 2.1. Since this was used only for the multi-

layered suspended MEMS layouts, the algorithm is only applicable to Manhattan layouts. A target
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layer T is canonized by edges of the source layer S using two scanline sweeps along the orthogo-

nal coordinate directions. The HORIZONTAL_SWEEP creates the horizontal splits needed in T

and the VERTICAL_SWEEP creates the vertical splits needed. The split functions,

HORIZONTAL_SPLIT and VERTICAL_SPLIT, are similar to the SPLIT function in canoniza-

tion described in Section 2.2.4 and perform splits along horizontal and vertical direction respec-

tively. The sequence of operations involved in HORIZONTAL_SWEEP are described below. The

VERTICAL_SWEEP function is identical with the x and y coordinates swapped and the horizon-

tal and vertical functions swapped. The inputs to the HORIZONTAL_SWEEP are canonical rep-

resentation of the layer geometries for T and S.

MAKE_VERT_EDGE(box_set B, color curr_color)

box_set A = {maximal vertical representation of B with box in A maintaining information of its
parents in B}

edge_set EA = {directed vertical edges of A colored with curr_color}

return EA

UNSIGN(edge_set E)

edge_set EU = {edges of E with all directions made +ve}

return EU

HORIZONTAL_SWEEP(box_set T, box_set S)

color curr_color = s

edge_set ET = MAKE_VERT_EDGE(T, curr_color)

curr_color= t

edge_set ES = MAKE_VERT_EDGE(S, curr_color)

ES = UNSIGN(ES)

edge_set E = ET      /* add the directed edges of target to final edge set */

E = E + ES      /* add the uni-directed edges of source to the final edge set. The order is
important so that any edge from ES that completely overlaps with an edge from ET comes after
the ET edge in the sorted list */

SORT(E)

scanline S = NULL
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for i = 1 to length[E]

push[S, E[i]]

edge c = E[i]

color curr_color = color of edge c

edge n = successor of edge c in S

if curr_color = s       /* then it is an edge from ES */

while OVERLAP(n, c) is TRUE

HORIZONTAL_SPLIT(n, c)

n = successor of edge n in S

edge p = predecessor of edge c in S

if OVERLAP(p, c) is TRUE

HORIZONTAL_SPLIT(p, c)

S = S-c     /* remove edge of ES from scanline */

else if DIRECTION[c] = +1           /* it is a closing edge from ET */

while OVERLAP(n, c) is TRUE

S = S-n       /* remove any overlapping edges */

n = successor of edge n in S

edge p = predecessor of edge c in S

if OVERLAP(p, c) is TRUE

S = S-p

S = S-c          /* remove closing edge of ET from scanline */

return

The algorithm exploits the explicit order in adding the edges from target and source into the

final edge_set E. As the edges are inserted into the scanline S, any source edge causes splits in

overlapping edges in the scanline and any closing edge from target causes edges to be taken out

from the scanline. 

Figure 2.13(a) shows an example of a target layer which is to be canonized by the target layer.

For horizontal splitting, first each layer is represented in a maximally vertical representation as

shown in Figure 2.13(b). The information of the lower canonized representation is stored in the

maximal vertical representation (shown using dotted lines in Figure 2.13(b)). Figure 2.13(c)
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shows the edges of the source and target used by the horizontal split. Next the edges vertical edges

of the source and target are sorted. The source edges are all made to be +ve direction as explained

before. After the sorting, the order of edges will be 1, a, 2, 3, c, b, 4, d, where the numerical are

used to number the target edges and the alphabets are used to number the source edges. The

inserting order of edges (i.e. target followed by source) as mentioned in the algorithms causes

edge d to come after edge 4. As the scanline moves from the left to right, edge 1 is first inserted

followed by edge a. Since edge a is a source edge and overlaps wit edge 1 it splits the rectangles

(the canonical rectangles associated to edge 1) horizontally. The split propagation transmits this

horizontal split to adjacent canonical boxes on the left and right as shown in Figure 2.13(d). When

the scanline reaches the next stop point, edge 1 is removed due to its overlap with edge 2 and

edge 3 is inserted. Next edge b is inserted which does not cause any new splits because the hori-

zontal splits were already done by edge a. Similarly edge c and edge d also does nothing. How-
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a b

c
d

edges of 
target

edges of 
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Figure 2.13: Example showing the preliminary steps involved in horizontal splitting during 
inter-layer canonization; (a) original source and target geometry, (b) maximal vertical 
representation showing the inner canonical rectangles, (c) edges of the source and target to be 
considered during horizontal splitting, (d) splitting of underlying rectangles of the target by the 
edge a of source, (e) target geometry after horizontal scan which does horizontal splits for 
inter-layer canonization, (f) target geometry after interlayer canonization

(a)
(b) (c)

sourcetarget
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ever edge 4 removes edge 3 from the scanline resulting in an empty scanline at the end. The

resulting target geometry after the horizontal scan is shown in Figure 2.13(e). The final target

geometry after both the scans is shown in Figure 2.13(f).

2.3.2 Overlap Checking Algorithm

The overlap checking algorithm is used to find overlaps between canonized sets of rectangles

from two layers. It is also used during the creation of parent information for bin and superbin

layer in the hierarchical representation explained in Section 2.1. The algorithm is similar to the

inter-layer canonization algorithm (outlined in Section 2.3.1) with the source box_set being the

rectangles of the layer which is being checked for overlap and target box_set being the rectangles

of the layer which will contain the information of the overlap. So during creation of parent infor-

mation of bins, for example to find out which bins contain rectangles from metal1 mask layer, the

source box_set will be the rectangles from metal1 geometry and the target box_set will be the bins

(in the bin layer of the hierarchical representation). The only difference in the algorithm is that

there is only one sweep needed and the function HORIZONTAL_SPLIT is replaced by a simpler

function which simply adds the box associated with the current edge (c) to the overlap box list of

the box associated with predecessor or successor edge (n or p), as the case may be.Also the edges

of the canonical representation are used instead of a maximally vertical or horizontal representa-

tion.

Figure 2.14 shows an example to demonstrate the overlap routine. The rectangle from the

source layer is being checked with the rectangles (A, B, C) of the canonical representation of the

target layer for overlap. The edges of target layer are numbered using numerals and those of the

source are numbered using alphabets. As the scanline moves, edge 1 gets inserted first. Next
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(Figure 2.14(b)), edges 2, 3 and 4 are inserted in order. When edge 3 is inserted, it closes the edge

1 and hence rectangle A is no longer represented in the scanline. Hence in the next stop point

when source edge a is inserted (Figure 2.14(c)), it only overlaps with edges 2 and 4 in the scan-

line. This overlap information is stored in the rectangles C and B corresponding to edges 2 and 4

respectively. Similarly the overlap of edge b gets stored into rectangles C and B (Figure 2.14(d).

This duplication of overlap information can be avoided by having a flag set for the target layers

whenever an overlap is found. However since the since problem size (of overlap finding) is not so

big in our case, such extra effort in maintaining flags was not done. Finally edges 5 and 6 close

the edges 2 and 4 respectively resulting in an empty scanline at the end. 
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Figure 2.14: Example demonstrating the overlap routine. The scanline position at every step is 
shown by the arrow at the bottom.
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2.4 Statistical Analysis

This section uses a set of examples to compare the space requirement of canonical representa-

tion with other geometry representation techniques. Since an increase in storage requirement

implies an increase in the time required to create the representation, this section in effect attempts

to find the average case time complexity of the canonization algorithms. It also analyzes the space

requirement of the hierarchical bin representation used to represent multi-layer information. In

the first sub-section, the number of rectangles required in canonical representation is compared

with the number of edges required to represent the polygons. Next, the canonical representation is

compared with the maximally vertical or horizontal tile representation used in IC layout represen-

tation. In both cases a linear growth in the canonical representation is observed. The final sub-sec-

tion does similar comparison on layouts taken from electronics to prove that the linear nature is an

outcome of how the geometry of any layout is drawn rather than a manifestation of the examples

used.

2.4.1 Comparison of Canonical Representation with Edge Representation

As mentioned before, the number of rectangles needed to represent a Manhattan layout geome-

try can have a worst case storage (and hence time) complexity of O(e2), where e is the number of

outer edges required to represent the geometry. That would mean that the scanline implementation

for canonizing the geometry, using logarithmic insertion and deletion, would not result in any sig-

nificant run-time improvement over the sequential algorithms used for canonization in [34], [57]

and [56] (which have an average quadratic time complexity). However, in practice a significant

improvement was observed and the final number of boxes required to represent any given layout

geometry was always found to be O(e). While no mathematical proof for this phenomena could be
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derived, the statistical results from a set of commonly used Manhattan layouts are presented in

Figure 2.15(a) which clearly shows the linear trend. 

The storage requirement from the hierarchical representation used to represent the layout to aid

the recognition process, explained in Section 2.1, should be 3x (because of the three levels of

hierarchy). However, due to the way the bins and superbins are defined (based on recognition and

merging of contiguous sets), this multiplication of storage requirement is not observed in practice.

This is shown by the comparison of the boxes for canonical representation, bins and superbins in

Figure 2.15(b) for a set of examples spanning different size and different processes. As can be

observed, there is a significant reduction in the number of bins and superbins for most examples.

However, for PolyMUMPS layouts, where the etch holes are represented in a separate layer and

hence do not cause splitting in the structural layers, the number of boxes required for canonical

representation of the geometry in the structural layer (polysilicon layer in this process) is signifi-

cantly lower. In contrast, the number of bins required is actually higher because it needs to take

into account the holes. However, it should be noted that the PolyMUMPS layouts use only a sin-
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Figure 2.15: (a) comparison of number of boxes required for canonical representation w.r.t. the 
outer edges required to represent the same geometry; (b) comparison between boxes required for 
canonical representation, bins and superbins required during extraction; results show a 
dramatic decrease in the number of bins and superbins required for larger examples and slightly 
more bins required for examples from PolyMUMPS layout where the hole layer is supplied 
separately and hence not accounted in the initial geometry but represented in the bins.
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gle structural layer (unlike multiple metal layers used in CMOS micromachining) and hence have

a significantly lower storage requirements as is obvious from the graph Figure 2.15(b).

2.4.2 Comparison of Canonical Representation with Tile Representation

Since maximally horizontal or maximally vertical representation of geometry is quite common

in microelectronics, a second set of comparisons were done to compare the number of rectangles

required for canonical representation with the number of rectangles required for maximally hori-

zontal or vertical representation, whichever is lower. Figure 2.16(a) shows that the relationship

between the two is almost linear. Figure 2.16(b) compares the same data set with the bins and

superbins required for them. The number of bins and superbins were found to be less than the oth-

ers because of overlap between rectangles in different layers which get represented in the same

bin or superbin.

2.4.3 Canonical Representation for IC Layouts

A third set of experiments were done by running the canonizer on layouts from circuits and

comparing the canonical rectangles required with the edges required for representing the geome-

try and the rectangles required to represent the geometry in a maximally horizontal or vertical rep-

resentation, whichever is lower. The results shown in Figure 2.17(a) and (b) show that the
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Figure 2.16: (a) comparison of number of boxes required for canonical representation w.r.t. the 
number of rectangles required for maximally horizontal or vertical representation, whichever is 
lower; (b) comparison between boxes required for minimum of maximally horizontal or vertical 
representation, canonical representation, bins and superbins
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relationship is linear and Figure 2.17(c) shows that the number of edges required is almost same

as the number of rectangles required for canonical representation. Hence the linear trend is not

restricted to only MEMS layouts but is related to how usual layouts are laid out by designers. 

2.5 Summary

The different data structures and algorithms used to represent the layout was discussed in detail

in this chapter. A hierarchical bin representation exploiting the hierarchy in structural MEMS

designs has been presented to represent the multilayer input data. The hierarchical bin representa-

tion leads to simplification of the recognition heuristics used in the next section. The fully frac-

tured canonical representation used by the MEMS extractors to represent geometry at any level of

the hierarchical bin represented is introduced in Section 2.2.1. The various algorithms required to
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Figure 2.17: (a) comparison of 
rectangles required for canonical 
representation of circuit layouts w.r.t 
edges required to represent the same 
geometry; (b) comparison of 
rectangles required for canonical 
representation of circuit layouts w.r.t 
boxes required for maximally 
horizontal or vertical representation 
of the same geometry, whichever is 
lower; (c) comparison of maximally 
horizontal or vertical representation, 
edges and canonical boxes for VLSI 
circuit layouts
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canonize non-Manhattan geometry have been described in detail in Section 2.2.3. If the layout has

curves, the non-Manhattan canonizer is preceded by curve detection and curve fitting routines

which have been described in Section 2.2.2. A simplified canonization algorithm for Manhattan

geometry, commonly found in suspended MEMS layouts, is also discussed (Section 2.2.4). Other

algorithms used during the creation of the hierarchical bin representation and used later in the

recognition algorithms have also been discussed in this chapter while highlighting its similarities

with the canonization algorithms. Finally results from statistical analysis done on a set of exam-

ples are presented to highlight the impact of scanline-based algorithms used in the canonization

algorithms. The use of a three level hierarchical bin representation is also justified by showing

that the additional levels do not multiply the storage requirement. The next chapter (Chapter 4)

describes the elements found in suspended MEMS and microfluidics and highlights the heuristics

and algorithms used for recognizing them from the geometry, connectivity and neighbor informa-

tion made available in the hierarchical bin representation.
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Chapter 3. Recognition

The representation of layout geometry (explained in Chapter 2) is followed by the recognition

of elements and parasitics. The recognized geometry can then be used to generate the extracted

schematic for verification using schematic level simulation. The recognition of elements takes

advantage of the hierarchy in structured MEMS design by first recognizing the fundamental or

atomic elements, from the geometry and connectivity data of the layout, which are then combined

to recognize the functional elements. Section 3.1 of this chapter introduces the various atomic and

functional elements used in the design of suspended MEMS and microfluidic systems. The heuris-

tics and the algorithms used in the recognition process are also described while highlighting the

flexibility the user has in controlling the recognition heuristics. A statistical analysis showing the

spread of atomic and functional elements over a set of examples is presented in Section 3.1.3 to

highlight the presence of hierarchy in structural MEMS design and how the MEMS extractor

exploits this hierarchy. 

Extraction of domain-specific parasitics is vital for accurate representation of the layout in the

schematic level. Section 3.2 explains the commonly found parasitics in suspended MEMS and

microfluidics and the heuristics used by the extractor to identify and annotate such parasitic infor-

mation in the schematic models during schematic generation.

To aid designers in detecting simple parametric and connectivity errors in layout, an integrated

MEMS Layout-versus-Schematic (LVS) methodology is presented Section 3.3. The integrated

MEMS LVS is discussed for integrated suspended MEMS but can be easily extended to microflu-

idics. Custom MEMS-specific Schematic-versus-Schematic (SVS) tool developed for LVS is also

presented in Section 3.3. In addition to comparing the extracted and design MEMS schematics,
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the MEMS SVS tools points out the symmetry in MEMS designs which could help designers in

correcting unwanted asymmetry in the layout.

3.1 Recognition of Elements

Canonization and representation of geometry is followed by the recognition of domain-specific

elements. The recognition process proceeds in conjunction with the creation of the hierarchical

bin representation while taking advantage of the hierarchy in structured MEMS design. Since the

elements, and their recognition heuristics, for suspended MEMS and microfluidics are signifi-

cantly different, they are discussed in separate sub-sections. Each sub-section explains the differ-

ent domain specific elements and the heuristics used for recognition of atomic and functional

elements. The section concludes with a statistical analysis highlighting the spread of elements at

different levels of hierarchy in structured MEMS design flow.

3.1.1 Suspended MEMS Elements

Suspended MEMS components (shown in Figure 3.1) consists of structural areas suspended

over the substrate. Such suspended areas can be partitioned into two groups, plates and beams,

based on their relative rigidity. The suspended areas of the structure, which are relatively rigid to

forces along the plane of the structure, are defined to be plates. They are the major contributors to

the mass of the suspended structure. The structural compliance of the suspended structure is

decided by the network of beams. Geometrically these are rectangular areas having neighbors

only on their shorter sides. Cantilever beams are often classified separately as fingers and are

extensively used to design electrostatic actuators and sensors. Two or more beams are connected

by joints. Joints serve as logical connectivity elements. The suspended structure is connected to

the base at the anchors which form the mechanical pillars supporting the entire suspended struc-

ture. The empty areas between suspended structures are defined to be either holes or gaps. Holes
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are empty regions that are completely surrounded by structural elements. The rest of the empty

regions in the layout are defined to be gaps. The gaps may be either electrostatic or mechanical

depending on the electrical connectivity in the adjacent suspended structure. The plate, beam,

joint, finger, gap, hole and anchor form the atomic element set for suspended MEMS and are

equivalent to elements like transistors, resistors etc. in the electrical domain. These atomic ele-

ments can be further grouped to form functional elements like comb drives (formed of fingers and

electrostatic gaps), springs (formed of beams and joints), functional plates (formed of atomic

plates and holes) and functional anchors (which represent a contiguous set of atomic anchors).

The functional elements are similar to opamps, comparators, etc. in the electrical domain.

Figure 3.1 shows common functional elements along with some typical examples. Springs con-

nect the suspended plates to anchors and are designed to meet area and buckling constraints [72].

Comb drives are used primarily for electrostatic actuation and sensing of the MEMS component.

The lateral comb drive [72][73] allows actuation and sensing along the length of the fingers and

atomic elements

functional
elements

Figure 3.1: Atomic and functional elements for suspended MEMS
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uses alternating fingers of different electrical property. The merged [14] and split differential

comb drives [74] use three sets of electrically isolated fingers and can actuate and sense in a direc-

tion orthogonal to the finger length. The electrically isolated fingers may be mechanically com-

bined to form composite mechanical fingers (e.g. the mechanical finger containing the middle two

electrical conductors of merged differential comb drive) or may be mechanically separated

(e.g. the fingers in split differential comb drive). Figure 3.2 shows the flow chart for element rec-

ognition for suspended MEMS along with the steps involved in recognition of atomic and func-

tional elements. The order of the steps in atomic and functional element recognition is a suggested

order of recognition found to be suitable for the examples used in this work. However, the user

has the flexibility to reorder the instantiation of the sub-functions. The various algorithms used to

recognize the atomic elements and functional elements are explained in detail in the next sub-sec-

tions.

3.1.1.1 Atomic Element Recognition

Recognition of atomic elements involves classifying the bins into different atomic types (plates,

beams, fingers, gaps, holes and anchors). Since the final extracted schematics are to be simulated

using lumped parameter models from NODAS [59], the atomic elements recognized were chosen

to match the available models in NODAS. Hence only the electrostatic gaps, out of the two gap

sub-types, were recognized; and the fingers were represented using a beam schematic element

with connections on one side only. In addition, joints were represented using the plate schematic

element only when they were recognized as parasitic joints (discussed in Section 3.2.1). The non-

parasitic joints were neglected during the schematic generation. The recognition routines use

rules based on geometry and neighbor information of the bins. All recognition routines use two
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iterations of operations, each having linear time complexity. The recognition routines using over-

lap of sets of rectangles use the scanline algorithm described in Section 2.3.2 and hence have

O(k + alogb) time complexity, where k is the total number of overlaps, a is the number of rectan-

gles in the source layer (the layer being used to check the overlap) and b is the number of rectan-

gles in the target layer (the layer in which the overlap information will be stored, usually the bins).

The first iteration marks out the bins that can potentially be the element being recognized and the

second iteration uses stricter rules to check the potential set of bins to confirm the recognition.

The subroutines use geometric relations like aspect-ratio, ratio of width of the bin to width of

neighbor, etc. which can be user-specified. The user also has the flexibility of choosing the sub-

routines to use and the order in which they can be called. Given below is a short description of the
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atomic elements
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recognize anchors
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Figure 3.2: Element recognition flow chart for suspended MEMS showing the steps in atomic 
and functional element recognition
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algorithms used for recognizing the atomic elements in an order that was found most suitable to

extract commonly found suspended MEMS components.

The first atomic elements to be recognized are the holes. Unlike the other atomic elements,

which are recognized after the creation of the bin layer, holes are recognized during the creation

of the bins. The first iteration starts with the creation of a preliminary copy of the bin layer by can-

onizing the bounding box of the layout by the empty regions of the layout (this is similar to a log-

ical OR of the structural layer, introduced in Section 1.3.1.3, and the empty regions of the layout

while maintaining the boundaries between the structural layer and the empty regions). Next, the

overlap routine (described in Section 2.3.2) is used to find overlaps between the rectangles of the

bin layer with its parent layers (the component layers, introduced in Section 1.3.1.3, and the

empty regions). The overlap information is used to mark structural and non-structural rectangles

in bin layer. The rectangles in bin layer having component layers (the metal layers in CMOS

micromachining [33] and POLY1 layer in PolyMUMPS process [40] as described in the symbolic

layer processing sub-section in Section 1.3.1.3) as parents are marked as structural bins and the

rest are marked non-structural. Finally, the non-structural bins that are completely surrounded by

structural bins are marked as potential holes. In the next iteration, the width of each potential hole

is compared with the width of its structural neighbors (or with the combined width of a contigu-

ous set of structural bins neighboring the potential hole). If this ratio (hole width vs. neighbor

width) is found to be less than an user-defined critical aspect ratio, then the potential hole is con-

firmed to be a hole. Figure 3.3 (which is a improved version of Figure 1.15) shows examples of

holes having split and un-split structural neighbors. The rectangular area between the beams will

be first considered as a potential hole but will not be confirmed as a hole because it will not meet

the aspect ratio criteria when compared with the vertical beam on the right. The rest of the non-
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structural bins are marked as gaps. The holes and the gaps are used to define hole and gap layers

(or append an existing hole or gap layer) respectively.

The structural bins overlapping with anchor layer (a derived layer for CMOS micromachining

[33] and a mask layer for PolyMUMPS process [40]) are marked as anchors. This is followed by

the recognition of beams. In the first iteration to recognition of beams, structural bins having non-

beam structural bin neighbors only on their shorter sides and gaps as neighbors on their longer

sides are marked as potential beams. If one of the longer sides has a gap neighbor while the oppo-

site side has a structural bin neighbor, then the bin is marked as a potential split-beam. Contigu-

ous structural bins between two potential split-beams are also marked as potential split-beams. In

the next iteration the aspect ratio of each potential beam (or the aspect ratio of a contiguous set of

potential split-beams) is compared with an user-defined ratio to mark them as beams (or split-

beams). Examples of beams and split-beams are shown in Figure 3.3. Similarly, cantilever beams

(i.e. beams having only one neighbor on one of the shorter sides) are marked as fingers. The split-

fingers (Figure 3.3) are also recognized using the same approach used for split-beams. Next,

plates are recognized using hints from overlap with the holes. Such areas act as seed layers for an

expansion of plates into neighboring unrecognized structural bins which are also marked as

un-split structural neighbors 

split structural neighbors structural holes

finger

split-finger

Figure 3.3: Example showing split and un-split atomic elements
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plates. Structural bins connecting two or more beams are recognized to be joints. Split-joints

(Figure 3.3) are also recognized using the same approach used for split-beams. Finally, the elec-

trostatic gaps are recognized using the electrical property of structural neighbors of gaps. If a gap

bin or a contiguous set of gap bins have two structural neighbors of different electrical connectiv-

ity then the set of gaps is recognized to be an electrostatic gap. 

3.1.1.2 Functional Element Recognition

The next step in element recognition is functional element recognition which occurs after con-

tiguous sets of similar bins have been merged to create the superbins in the hierarchical bin repre-

sentation (Section 2.1). The functional plate and functional anchor are automatically formed

during the creation of the superbins from the bins. The most challenging aspect of functional ele-

ment recognition is the recognition of springs and comb drives, for which a Finite State Machine

(FSM) based algorithm has been used. The detection routine first reads in an user defined library

file which defines the elements for the FSM and also defines the recognition transition state dia-

gram. This is used to create the FSM through which contiguous sets of beams, joints and electro-

static gaps are passed to either recognize or not recognize the set to be a spring or comb drive, as

the case may be. The FSM for can be defined by 

M = {Q, S, L, G, F, X}, where

Q = states = {S, {intermediate states}, F, X};

S = start state = anchor point; 

L = inputs or the language set = {{joints}, {beams}, {electrostatic_gaps}, NULL};

G = transition rules;

F = set of final states; and

X = exit state.

A joint, in the FSM input element list, is defined to be a node having one input port and at most

three output ports and is labelled using the ‘m’ (from moment) and ‘t’ (from transition) parame-
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ters. The t-parameter is 1 only if there is an output port along the direction of the input port. An

output port at right angles to the input port contributes a +1 or -1 to m-parameter depending

whether the twist direction is anticlockwise or clockwise. The six types of joints possible using

such a convention are shown in Table 3.1. Beams, in the FSM language set, are first differentiated

based on the electrical properties of the embedded electrodes in the beam. Next, copies of the dif-

ferent types of beams are defined in the library file depending on how many unique beams of

same electrical configuration are needed to define the springs in the library. For example, a U-

spring requires three beams (Figure 3.1) which may or may not be equal in dimension, while a

folded flexure requires four type of beams which must be arranged as shown in Figure 3.1. Simi-

larly, for the comb drive library, copies of fingers and gaps required are defined in the FSM lan-

guage set. The fingers are also differentiated based on their electrical property. An simple finger

(symbolized by ‘s’) is used to define a finger having uniform electrical property throughout the

mechanical structure while a differential finger (symbolized by ‘d’) is used to represent fingers

having two different electrical conductors embedded in the mechanical structure.

Figure 3.4 shows a small example of an FSM that can be used to recognize any crab leg spring

in any given layout. Figure 3.4(a) shows the two possible topologies for a crab leg spring and

Figure 3.4(b) shows the FSM which uses two unique beams (a and b), two types of joints (J+ and

Joint name m-param t-param ports example

J+ +1 0 2

J- -1 0 2

JT0 0 0 3

JT+ +1 +1 3

JT- -1 +1 3

J0 0 +1 4

Table 3.1: Dictionary of joints
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J-) and the null element (φ) as its language set (L). The start state S goes to the next valid state (1)

only if it encounters a beam (a). Next joints of type J- or J+ takes the FSM to the valid states 2

and 3 respectively. A beam (b) at any of these states takes the FSM to the state 4 at which point a

null is needed to reach the final recognized state (F). A null element is encountered when the con-

tiguous set of beams and joints, being checked for the crab leg spring, is exhausted. Any devia-

tion from the input sequence mentioned above leads the FSM to the state X which represents an

unrecognized spring. 

For a real library (comb library or spring library) there will be multiple recognized states corre-

sponding to the different comb drives or springs defined in the library. Certain springs, like the

folded flexure spring, need the simultaneous satisfaction of more than one branches. While this

could be defined by a FSM, an easier implementation using a stack FSM or Push Down Automata

(PDA) has been used for such cases. Such simultaneous satisfaction conditions are highlighted in

the library file, representing the transition rules, using a ‘<’ symbol, to signify a branching, fol-

lowed by a branching label. The locations where such branches get satisfied are marked by the

symbol ‘>’ followed by the label of the branching that ends here and the number of branches for

the label. 

Figure 3.4: Example demonstrating the FSM based 
recognition algorithm for springs and comb drives; (a) 
schematic of the two possible topology for a crab leg, (b) 
the FSM definition for recognition of a crab leg spring 
only, (c) graphical representation of the transition rules
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Figure 3.5 shows the graphical representation of the transition rules for recognition of the comb

drives shown in Figure 3.1. The corresponding library file (comb.lib) is shown in Figure 3.6. The

initial section defines the different fingers and gaps needed in the library. A ‘D’ precedes each

line defining the elements. The fingers are numbered as Fx and can be either simple finger,

defined by a ‘s’, or differential finger, defined by a ‘d’. Next the number of comb drives in the

library are noted (using the numdef variable) followed by the names of the comb drives which are

numbered as Nx. The symbol S starts the definition of the transition rules with each line represent-

ing one transition in the following manner: 

(state number) (number of possibilities) (input1 next state)....

The states are numbered as fx or gx (the different names are just for convenience of understand-

ing) and an ‘O’ is used to denote the null element. The symbol E ends the transition rules. It

should be noted that the file is case sensitive. The capital letters are used for defining elements

(e.g. F1) while small letters are used for representing state names (e.g. f1).

f1 g1 f2 g2 f3

g3

f4

N1

g10 f10 g11

f11

g12

f12

N3g9
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g5 f6
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g6
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f8 g8 f9
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F4
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φ
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φ
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Figure 3.5: Transition rules for comb detection;
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Figure 3.7 gives a graphical representation of the transition rules for recognition of springs shown

in Figure 3.1. The corresponding library file (spring.lib) is shown in Figure 3.8. Here also the ini-

tial section defines the different unique beams required by the FSM. The joint library is assumed

to be the same as in Table 3.1. The different springs in the library are numbered as Nx. Each defi-

nition is also accompanied by the number of unique beams required by the spring being defined.

The library file shown here assumes that a branching state that needs simultaneous satisfaction

(denoted by <x) cannot lead to an end state and that the first state cannot be one such branching

state. 

The example library files presented in this section detect commonly used comb drives and

springs, and are not complete w.r.t. all possible comb drives and springs. New comb drive or

D F1 s

D G1

D G2

D F2 s

D F3 d

D F4 s

numdef 3

N1 lateral_comb 2 1

N2 merged_differential_comb 2 1

N3 split_differential_comb 3 2

S

f1 2 F1 g1 F3 g6

g1 1 G1 f2

f2 2 F2 g2 F3 g9

g9 1 G1 f5 

g2 2 G1 f3 O N1

f3 2 F1 g3 F4 g10

g3 2 G1 f4 O N1

f4 1 F2 g2

g4 2 G1 f5 O N2

f5 1 F1 g5 

g5 2 G1 f6 O N2

f6 2 F3 g4 O N2

g6 1 G1 f7

f7 1 F1 g7

g7 1 G1 f8

f8 1 F3 g8

g8 1 G1 f9

f9 1 F1 g5

g10 2 G2 f10 O N3

f10 1 F1 g11

g11 1 G1 f11

f11 1 F2 g12

g12 1 G1 f12

f12 1 F4 g10

E

Figure 3.6: Library file for comb detection (comb.lib)
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spring designs can be added to these example library files by including the transition rules that

capture their connectivity. Examples of such functional elements not included in the example

library files include the z-direction (or vertical) comb drive [38] and the O-spring [11].

Two types of errors can occur in recognition algorithms. First type of error is to not recognize a

functional element although it is listed in the library file. To eliminate the chances of such errors,

a proof of the correctness of the FSMs is needed. Although no formal proof of the correctness of

the FSMs presented here have been done, they have been rigorously checked. However, if some

special situation still exists, the set of beams and joints (or fingers and gaps) which are not recog-
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nized as the intended spring (or comb drive), still gets represented in their atomic state. Hence the

reduction in schematic elements for the final netlist will not occur in such situations. However, the

D B1 x

D B2 x

D B3 x

D B4 x

D B4 x

D B5 x

D B6 x

numdef 5

N1 beam_spring 1 

N2 crab_spring 2 

N3 U_spring 3 

N4 serpentine_spring 6 

N5 foldedFlexure_spring 4 

S

b1 1 B1 j1

j1 4 J- b2 JT0 b6 J+ b16 O N1

b2 1 B2 j2

j2 4 JT- b3 J+ b11 J- b10 O N2

<x b3 2 B3 j3 B4 j5

j3 2 JT+ b4 JT- b4

<y b4 2 B2 j4 B4 j5

j4 2 J- b5 J+ b5

b5 1 B1 j5

>x 2 >y 2 >w 2 >v 2 j5 1 O N5

<w b6 2 B2 j8 B3 j10

j8 2 J+ b7 J- b7

b7 1 B4 j5

j10 2 JT+ b8 JT- b8

<v b8 2 B1 j5 B2 j12

j12 2 J+ b9 J- b9

b9 1 B4 j5 

b10 1 B3 j14

j14 1 O N3

b11 1 B3 j15

j15 1 J+ b12

b12 1 B4 j16

j16 1 J- b13

b13 1 B3 j17

j17 1 J- b14

b14 2 B4 j25 B5 j18

j25 1 J+ b11

j18 1 J+ b15

b15 1 B6 j19

j19 1 O N4

b16 1 B2 j20

j20 4 JT+ b3 J- b17 J+ b10 O N2

b17 1 B3 j21

j21 1 J- b18

b18 1 B4 j22

j22 1 J+ b19

b19 1 B3 j23

j23 1 J+ b20

b20 2 B4 j26 B5 j24

j24 1 J- b15

j26 1 J- b17

E

Figure 3.8: Library file for spring detection (spring.lib)
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resulting extracted schematic will still be correct since the unrecognized functional element is

now represented using atomic elements. 

The second type of error is to erroneously classify a set of beams and joints (or fingers and

gaps) as springs (or comb drives). The proof of correctness of the example FSMs presented here,

w.r.t. such error, is by structural induction over construction of regular expression [75]. It can be

easily proven that the library of springs and comb drives can be expressed completely as a regular

language. Hence, the theorem of structural induction [75] is applicable for the FSMs used.

Although a regular expression can be represented completely by a FSM, the implementation here

uses the behavior of context free languages (CFL), which is more expressive than regular lan-

guages, to handle situations where simultaneous satisfaction of two or more branches of FSM are

needed. Example of such a situation is the recognition of folded-flexure spring in the spring detec-

tion FSM. However, it should be pointed out that even for such situations, since the number of

states are finite, the springs can still be classified as part of a regular expression.

The overhead of setting up the library of springs and comb drives is linear with respect to the

number of states defined in the library (m). The detection part of the algorithm takes O(mn) time,

where n is the total number of contiguous sets of beams, joints and electrostatic gaps in the given

layout. Using the spring functional elements [61][62] in the schematic instead of the beams and

joints reduce simulation time at the cost of reduced accuracy. The loss of accuracy is observed

when the spring contains lots of parasitic joints (explained later in Section 3.2.1) which cannot be

accounted in the functional model. However, an appreciable improvement in simulation time is

observed only for serpentine springs containing a large number of turns (i.e. when lots of beams

and joints get replaced by a single serpentine spring element). For usual layouts the improvement
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in simulation time is not enough to counter the loss of accuracy and hence in the examples used in

this thesis the spring detection has been turned off.

3.1.2 Microfluidic System Elements

Fluidic systems can be of diverse nature. The extractor presented here focuses on electrokineti-

cally driven fluidic separation and mixing systems and can be easily extended to other microflu-

idic systems. The elements constituting electrokinetic systems can be classified into I/O and flow

elements. Elements like reservoirs, regions for input/output, valves/vents, etc. are classified as I/O

elements and act as connectors between the microfluidic system and the outer macro world. The

flow elements are regions where the liquid flows and all related electrokinetic operations (like

injection, separation, mixing, detection, etc.) take place. These can be classified into channels,

bends and joints. Channels are regions where there is no change in the flow direction. A bend

I/O elements flow elements

channels bends joints

tapered non tapered tapered non tapered

fluidic elements

Figure 3.9: Atomic and functional elements for microfluidic systems

cross
injector

double cross
injector

double T
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functional bend functional jointfunctional injector
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elements

element being defined

channel attached to the element

Y-joint cross-
joint

elbowtapered 
U-bend

U-bend L-bend
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introduces change in the direction of flow and connects two channels. A joint is a multiport ele-

ment which connects more than two channels. The channels and bends may be either tapered

(width at two ends not equal) or non tapered (width same along the axis). Bends may or may not

be curved. Joints can be of many types depending on the design library. Some common joints are

Y-joint and cross-joint. The I/O elements, channels, bends and joints form the atomic element set

for microfluidic systems. The atomic elements can be combined to form the functional elements.

The functional injectors are formed using I/O elements, bends and joints and are used to inject

species bands into separation channels. Figure 3.9 shows the commonly found functional injec-

tors in microfluidic systems. The functional bends and functional joints are formed by adding

extra leg lengths to the ports. The extra leg length accounts for parasitic effects in the channel area

near the bends and joints (discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.2). Figure 3.10 shows the flow

chart for element recognition for microfluidic systems along with the steps involved in atomic and

functional element recognition. The heuristics used in these steps are discussed below.

Atomic element recognition for microfluidic layouts start with the recognition of the I/O ele-

ments by checking overlap between the structural geometry and non-structural layers (which

recognize 

return

atomic element recognition
input layout

to automatic

atomic elements

recognize I/O ports

recognize channels

recognize bends

recognize joints

return

functional element recognition

split channels near

create functional

recognize functional

bends and joints

recognize 
functional elements

schematic generation

bends and joints

injectors and detectors

Figure 3.10: Element recognition flow chart for microfluidic systems showing the steps in atomic 
and functional element recognition
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define the I/O areas). The canonical representation described in Section 2.2.1 automatically sepa-

rates out the channels from the bends and joints. Bends and joints are differentiated based on the

number of channels associated with the polygons that are not channels. 

Functional element recognition starts with the splitting of channels which neighbor the bends

and joints. The location of the split is determined by multiplying the length of the edge, common

to the bend/joint and the channel, by an user-defined factor. Next the bends/joints and their neigh-

boring channels are merged to form the functional bends and functional joints. This process is

explained using a Y-joint example in Figure 3.11. Since the number of functional injectors found

in literature are limited to the ones shown in Figure 3.9, a simple approach of pattern recognition

was used to match a set of I/O ports (and the neighboring joints and channels) to the different

functional injectors. For example, if the microfluidic system has three I/O ports which are con-

nected using a cross-joint via channels then the collection is merged to form the cross injector.

The recognized geometry along with the neighbor information is used to generate the netlist

using schematic models. Both, atomic level schematic (using the bins) and the functional level

schematic (using the superbins) are generated for both the suspended MEMS and microfluidic

systems. The user has the flexibility of choosing between the atomic and functional schematic.

The functional level schematic has less number of schematic elements and hence take less simula-

tion time without any significant loss of accuracy.

joint formed after joint after accounting for

Figure 3.11: Example demonstrating extension of edges of a joint to account for parasitic effects

partitions based on
user defined factorpartitioning  the entrance length

atomic joint
functional joint
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3.1.3 Statistical Analysis

The advantages of the hierarchical representation and the need for recognition of functional ele-

ments from atomic elements are better understood when a statistical analysis of the distribution of

various elements is done for a set of samples. Figure 3.12(a) and (b) show the distribution of

plates and anchors at the atomic (bin) level, superbin level and in the final functional level sche-

matic, respectively. As can be seen from the figure, there is a significant reduction in the number

of functional plates and anchors because of the merging of atomic plates and anchors. This

results in a significant reduction in the number of schematic elements in the functional level sche-

matic, over the atomic level schematic, which manifests itself as an improvement in simulation
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of (a) plates and (b) anchors at the bin/atomic level, superbin level and 
the functional schematic. 
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Figure 3.13: Distribution of (a) beams and (b) fingers at the bin/atomic level, superbin level and 
the functional schematic.
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time. Figure 3.13(a) and (b) show similar distributions for beams and fingers. While the reduction

from bin level to superbin level is not significant here, it is important to note that the functional

level schematic usually has no fingers because they get recognized as comb drives. A similar

reduction would have been seen for the beams if spring detection was done for the examples. The

small reduction in the number of boxes at the superbin level from the bin level, in both cases, is

attributed to merging of split-beams and split-fingers at the superbin level. This is usually

observed in larger layouts where the complexity of the layout results in such split-beams and split-

fingers. Finally Figure 3.14(a) and (b) show the distribution of the different atomic and functional

elements, respectively, for the sample of experiments. At the atomic level the atomic plates and
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the different elements in the (a) atomic level schematic and 
(b) functional level schematic
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spaces (gaps) dominate the number of elements while at the functional level the number of beams

and joints dominate the number of elements. The reason for the later is because the spring detec-

tion was not done on these examples. It is important to note the significant reduction in the total

number of elements in the functional elements over the atomic elements, which is the prime moti-

vation for structured hierarchical MEMS design highlighted in [65]. 

3.2 Recognition of Parasitics

Automated recognition and extraction of domain-specific parasitics form a crucial part of

MEMS extraction. Parasitics in MEMS can be classified into two types. The first type of parasit-

ics have their origins in the assumptions of boundary condition and response function used in the

derivation of lumped parameter models. Such assumptions are used to convert the partial differen-

tial equations representing the physics of the component into ordinary differential equations,

resulting in simple lumped parameter models that can be solved by fast schematic simulators.

However such assumptions may not be valid for certain configurations of design. One common

approach to represent such designs is to replace single components by more than one similar or

different components. Manual enumeration of regions in the design which need such modifica-

tions is difficult and results in erroneous schematic representation. These modifications, classified

as the first type of parasitics, are accurately captured by the extractor. Examples of such parasitics

include the parasitic joints discussed in Section 3.2.1. Such parasitics can also be detected by

checking the schematic for the connectivity and element information using a schematic analysis

tool. Such a schematic analysis tool can be implemented by encoding the same rules used by the

extractor to detect the first type of parasitics.

The second type of parasitics occur from the need for accurate representation of layout infor-

mation in the schematic models. Manual calculation of minor details in the design (like extra mass
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in plate area of suspended MEMS due to routing, parasitic capacitance occurring due to the elec-

trical wires in suspended MEMS and in electrofluidic systems using electronic detection [76]) is

cumbersome and impossible for large designs. This leads to approximate estimations of such lay-

out information during manual creation of schematic. However, the simulation can be very sensi-

tive to errors in such calculations as is highlighted in the preview example in Chapter 1

(Section 1.2.3) and the examples shown in Chapter 4. Such small and detailed layout information

which can significantly modify the response of the simulation are classified as the representation

parasitics and are also accurately captured by the extractor. Such parasitics cannot be captured by

schematic analysis alone since they need layout-specific information. Hence they can only be

detected by an extractor that creates the schematic directly from the layout.

The three domains investigated for the prototype implementation lead to three types of parasit-

ics: electrical, mechanical and fluidic, which will be described in this section. The electrical and

mechanical parasitics will be discussed in the context of integrated suspended MEMS while the

fluidic parasitics will be discussed separately for microfluidic systems. Electrical parasitics, simi-

lar to the ones described for suspended MEMS in Section 3.2.1 also occur in microfluidic systems

using integrated electronic detection as in [76].

3.2.1 Parasitics in Integrated Suspended MEMS

Electrical parasitics, like parasitic capacitances significantly effect the operation of electrome-

chanical elements like comb drives. Similarly, electrical parasitic capacitances (Figure 3.15(a)) in

MEMS areas tend to affect the interface between MEMS and circuits and hence need to be accu-

rately captured in the integrated schematic. While estimating the parasitic capacitance in the sus-

pended MEMS areas the gap between the substrate and the suspended structures, due to the

release etch (Figure 1.9(c)), needs to be taken into account. These process related information are
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encoded into the Diva extraction file used by the master extractor (third set of Diva processing

shown in Figure 1.14). The extraction of electrical parasitics is done using commercially available

IC extraction tool (as shown in Figure 1.14) after incorporating the modifications due to the dif-

ference in geometry (like gap between structure and substrate in suspended MEMS) in the MEMS

areas. 

Mechanical parasitics that more accurately capture layout details for schematic simulation

include the effect of parasitic mass in the plates and the effect of parasitic joints between beams.

Parasitic joints (Figure 3.15(b), (c)) occur between beams which differ significantly in their

widths. Such joints need to be modeled using plate elements to accurately capture the transfer of

moments between the beams. The integrated extraction tool presented here identifies the parasitic

joints by comparing its adjacent beams and takes a decision based on an user specified ratio of the

widths of beams. If a joint is determined to have parasitic effects, it is represented as a plate ele-

ment instead of neglecting it in the schematic. A joint is also determined to be parasitic if its

dimensions are similar to any of the lengths of its adjacent beams. The user-defined parameters

for recognition of such parasitic elements are included in the atomic parameter file (as shown in
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Figure 1.16) used by the domain-specific extractor. Parasitic mass in plates (Figure 3.15(d))

results due to routing in lower metal layers (in a multilayer process like the CMOS-MEMS [33]

process where the top layer is used to define the suspended structure and the lower layers are used

for connectivity) and also from the etch-holes in the plate. These information are annotated as

parameters to the plate models extracted by the suspended MEMS extractor. For example, the

presence of lower metal layers due to routing are accounted by the mass factor for each metal in

the plate. This is demonstrated in the example in Figure 3.15(d) which relates to the three metal

CMOS-MEMS process. Note that the percentage of metal3 is less than one because of the pres-

ence of etch holes in the structure. Other physical parameters, like center of mass, moments of

inertia, etc. which capture the distribution of mass in the area, being represented by the plate ele-

ment, are also annotated in the extracted schematic. While the parasitic joints can be included in

the design schematic by the designer based on past experience, the parasitic mass in plate region

is entirely dependent on the layout and cannot be accurately calculated before completing the lay-

out. For large designs, manually evaluating when a parasitic joint is needed also becomes cum-

bersome and leads to the designer neglecting them. However the extractor automatically inserts

the parasitic joints and also calculates parasitic mass where required resulting in an accurate

schematic representation of the layout.

Unlike microelectronic circuits, where parasitics are usually smaller than the actual device

parameters, in integrated MEMS the parasitics can be comparable to the device parameters.

Hence the parasitic mass contribution in the plates due to routing in the lower metal layers, as in

the example shown in Figure 3.15(c), can be the dominant source of mass. Also the contribution

of the etch-holes in reducing the mass of the plate can be quite significant and can result in signif-

icant errors in the schematic level simulation if it is not accurately annotated in the extracted sche-
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matic. Similarly the parasitic joints can lead to significant errors if not accounted accurately,

specially for designs using long and complex springs. One such example is highlighted in the

results in Chapter 4.

3.2.2 Parasitics in Microfluidic Systems

Parasitics in the fluidic domain are dominated by the non-ideal behavior of fluid flow near

bends and joints. While most lumped parameter models for channels assume a fully developed

laminar flow, the flow near the bends and joints are not laminar. For pressure driven flow in pipes,

this is characterized by the entrance length (length of channel where the flow is not laminar) as

explained in [77], [78] and [79] where depending on the flow regime (Reynold’s number) the

entrance length can be 100 times of the hydraulic diameter (= area of cross-section/wetted perim-

eter of the microchannel). The effect is less pronounced in electrokinetic flows but can occur

when effects like abrupt change in zeta potential [24], Joule heating [80], etc. give rise to internal

hydraulic pressure. In addition, differences in the flow development, along the width of the chan-

nel, during transients can also lead to development of hydraulic pressure [81]. The transients

become important for injector models which use voltage switching to inject bands of species into

separation system.

Current models for channels and bends assume an ideal axial and radial electric field in the

channels and bends respectively. However, as highlighted in [82] and [83], the transverse electric

fields at the interface of channels and bends can cause significant dispersion. Such a transient

region extends both into the channels and bends, near the interface, and have non ideal flow pat-

terns and hence non ideal dispersion. The added dispersion depends on the flow regime (Peclet

number of the flow symbolized as Pe) and is more prominent in high Pe number flows which are

being increasingly used for fast electrophoretic separation systems [84]. In addition, the disper-
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sion from the transient fields distort the band shape and grows with the number of turns in the sys-

tem. The growth is quadratic for very high Pe number flows and sublinear for very low Pe

number flows. [82] proposes models for complete serpentine channels to take into account this

effect. For composable schematic level models, such an effect needs to be accounted in the bend

models as parasitics. This would need the transient section of the channel, near the bends, to be

included as a part of the bend schematic element by appending the atomic level bends with addi-

tional channel legs at the ports (as was noted in Section 3.1.2). As highlighted in [82], a leg length

equal to the width of the channel accounts for 96% of the transition length. Channel sections asso-

ciated to ports of bends and joints are capable of handling both, the entrance length effect and the

transition electric field effect, as parasitics in the bend or joint model. However, since the user’s

need for accounting such effects can vary, the microfluidic extraction tool uses an user defined

factor (w.r.t width of channel) to define the lengths of the channel legs at the ports.

Another significant source of parasitics in electrophoretic separation systems comes from turn

induced band broadening [85][86][87] occurring in serpentine channels which are often used to

obtain long channel lengths using small chip area. The unequal electric field together with the

unequal travel lengths on the two sides of the turn result in a skew (∆L) in the band shape (com-

monly referred to as racetrack effect), as shown in Figure 3.16(a), which causes the variance of

the detector signal to increase by ∆L2/12. Complementary turns, in opposite directions, was intro-

duced as a possible solution to nullify the racetrack effect. However as observed in [88], this can-

cellation is dependent on the distance between the turns and also on the species parameters like

diffusivity and mobility. For very low Pe number flows (diffusion dominated), there will be no

cancellation at all and each turn will add extra dispersion which must be accounted in the sche-

matic model. For very high Pe number flows (advection dominated), the complementary turn may
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over compensate the skew (and hence result in a skewed band at the end of a complementary turn)

because the input to the second turn has already undergone some unskewing due to the transverse

diffusion in the inter-turn channel. Hence the unskewing in the inter turn channel must be calcu-

lated to accurately capture the effect of any complementary turn. An approximate approach to

estimate this unskewing in inter-turn channel is to model the effective axial diffusion of a skewed

band. For a wide channel, the skewed band at the center diffuses in a direction perpendicular to

the face of the band and can be modeled as an increase in effective axial diffusivity (Deff) such

that the component of the resulting diffusion length (Ldeff) along the local skewed axis of refer-

ence (x’-y’) is same as in the case of a unskewed band (Figure 3.16 (b) & (c)). Immediately after

the first turn, Deff is approximated as D/sin2φ, where D is the molecular diffusivity and φ is the

skew angle of the band. As the band moves downstream the band diffuses and ultimately becomes

a vertical band diffusing with Deff = D. Figure 3.16(d) shows an approximate model for Deff as a
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Figure 3.16: (a) schematic illustration of the racetrack 
effect, (b) dispersion due to diffusion for an analyte band 
perpendicular to the flow direction, (c) dispersion due to 
diffusion for a skewed analyte band, (d) approximate 
model for effective diffusivity for skewed band in channel
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function of Pe/(L/w), where Pe is the Peclet number, L is the inter-turn channel length and w is the

channel width. The cutoffs for the change in Deff were chosen using the argument used in [89] and

were verified using finite element simulations [88]. The approximate model can be used to predict

Deff for any given inter-turn channel length which could be then used to predict the effective skew

at the end of the channel using the formula . The skew angle (φ) can then be used

to estimate the overcompensation by the complementary turn.

The model described above is derived from observing numerical simulations and is hence not

analytically derived. An analytical model using method of moments was recently developed for

representing the dispersion of bands in microfluidic channels [90]. The real interest of the design-

ers is to model the spread of the whole band integrated over the width of the band (as seen by the

detector). As shown in [90], this integrated band always diffuses using the molecular diffusivity

irrespective of the initial distribution of the band. However, the approximate model mentioned

above can still be used to estimate the unskewing and model the effect of complementary turns

with long inter turn channel lengths. 

The microfluidic extractor presented in this work addresses the parasitics mentioned in this sec-

tion by allowing the user to select the leg lengths associated with the bends and joints. Since,

accurate models for bends and joints, that can handle the parasitics mentioned in this section, are

still under development, the extractor could not annotate the parasitics into the schematic models.

However future possibilities of such extensions were considered during the development of the

microfluidic extractor and can be easily implemented when the schematic models are available.

3.3 LVS and Recognition of Symmetry

The extraction capability presented in this thesis allows designers to do a comparison between

the extracted schematic and the original design schematic, if available, (Schematic versus Sche-

ϕ D Deff⁄asin=
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matic or SVS) to achieve a Layout versus Schematic (LVS) comparison. This section presents the

algorithms used to perform SVS for integrated suspended MEMS, which is done in three parallel

steps (Figure 1.11). At the top-level, the block connectivity between the circuit and MEMS sub-

schematics are compared using a tagged methodology as in [32] and [28]. For the two sub-sche-

matics (circuit and MEMS), separate LVS tools are used. A commercial circuit LVS tool is used

to compare the circuit sub-schematics while the MEMS sub-schematics are compared using a cus-

tom MEMS LVS tool which is described below.

LVS for integrated circuits (ICs) compares nets between the power line and ground. In MEMS

circuits, paths between two anchors obey the same Kirchoffian laws as the IC nets and hence the

MEMS LVS tool tries to match such paths between the extracted and design schematics. The code

flow for the MEMS LVS tool is shown in Figure 1.17.

LVS for MEMS starts with the enumeration of trees for the extracted and design schematic.

Each tree contains paths starting from one anchor to all the other anchors in the schematic. All

such trees are enumerated for the extracted schematic while only one randomly selected tree is

enumerated for the design schematic. The nodes in the path correspond to the MEMS circuit ele-

ments and the branches contain the information about the relative change in direction when tra-

versing between the elements. Unlike in microelectronics, where the relative physical position

between circuit elements is not important, the behavior of a MEMS component can vary signifi-

cantly for any change in the relative distribution of the MEMS elements. Hence representation of

the changes in direction in the tree is important. In addition, only the relative change in direction

(directed angle) is important because the component as a whole can be rotated about any axis

without causing any change in the final behavior of the component. This assumption of using rel-

ative direction change is valid when single MEMS components are being checked. The absolute
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change in direction should be considered if the MEMS schematic has more than one disconnected

components and the relative orientations between such components is important for the system.

Tree matching algorithms are then used to match the tree from design schematic with the forest of

trees from extracted schematic. For every pair a match figure corresponding to the amount of

match is assigned. Two elements are defined to be matched if the parameters corresponding to the

elements match. Such parameters can be modified to change the degree of match required for any

element. For example, to define that a beam element is matched, the parameters checked may be

the length and width of the beam. If the user wants the LVS to be more strict, additional parame-

ters like the number of metal layers in the beam can be added to the parameter list. In the current

implementation this parameter list is hard coded into the implementation and any modification

would need recompilation of the code. However, future implementations can make the parameter

list a library file, which can be easily modified by the user, in a way similar to the implementa-

tions of the atomic parameter file (shown in Figure 1.16) for the domain-specific MEMS extrac-

tors. Similarly two branches are defined to be matched if they correspond to the same relative

change in direction. Two trees are defined to be matched if their nodes and branches match. If a

complete match is found between the tree from design schematic and any of the trees from

extracted schematic, the LVS reports a success. If such a match is not found, an unsuccessful LVS

is reported with the best possible match highlighted. 

The MEMS LVS tool also reports the symmetry in the layout by comparing the trees from the

extracted schematic. A pair of trees which correspond to symmetric paths in the layout will have

matching nodes and either matching or opposite branches. i.e. the trees will either match com-

pletely or will match if the relative change in direction on the branches of one of the trees is

reversed. The MEMS LVS tool can highlight such symmetries by reporting such tree pairs.
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Figure 3.17 shows two examples of MEMS layouts to explain the LVS process. The first exam-

ple is of a U-spring (Figure 3.17(a)). The forest of trees for the corresponding schematic would

contain two trees, one starting from anchor A1 and the other from anchor A2. The tree starting

from A1 is shown in Figure 3.17(b) along with the parameters to be checked for each beam. Since

the beams B1 and B3 are identical and the direction change between the beams is the same, the

tree starting from A2 (and ending in A1) will be identical to the one shown in Figure 3.17(b). This

is an outcome of the symmetry in the U-spring and is exploited by the LVS tool to check for sym-

metry. For the asymmetric U-spring shown in Figure 3.17(c), the beams B4 and B6 are not same

and hence the two trees (one starting from A3 and the other starting from A4) will not be same.

Hence in this case the LVS tool will report no symmetry. As mentioned before, when comparing

trees from the design and extracted schematic, the parameters of the nodes (corresponding to the

A1

A2

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

A3

A4

A1

A2

B1: length, width

B3: length, width

B2: 
length, 
width

-ve rotation
no change

-ve rotation
no change

A3

A4

B4: length, width

B6: length, width

B5: 
length, 
width

-ve rotation
no change

-ve rotation
no change

(a) (b)

(c)
(d)

Figure 3.17: Example demonstrating the LVS tool. (a) Layout of a symmetric U-spring 
showing the anchors (Ax) and beams (Bx), (b) A tree corresponding to the U-spring in (a) 
starting from anchor A1 and ending in anchor A2, (c) layout of a asymmetric U-spring, (d) a 
tree corresponding to spring in (c) starting from anchor A3 and ending in anchor A4

B1=B3

B4=B6
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elements) and the rotation in the branches are compared. So for the tree shown in Figure 3.17(b)

the parameters like length and width of each beam is checked (between the tree from design sche-

matic and tree from extracted schematic) and the rotation direction at each branch connecting the

nodes of the tree are checked. If each node and branch match identically, then a successful LVS is

reported.

Having an LVS tool for MEMS allows designers to verify the connectivity and parameter infor-

mation of layouts with their design intent without performing any complex simulation. This could

potentially shorten design time for complex MEMS layouts where simulation times (even for

schematic level simulation) is high and when isolation of error from observed differences in sim-

ulation results of extracted and design schematic is difficult. A detailed example highlighting the

MEMS LVS process is provided in the results section in Chapter 4.

3.4 Summary

Recognition of elements utilizing user-modifiable heuristics forms the most important step in

MEMS extraction and was presented in Section 3.1 of this chapter. The hierarchy in structured

MEMS designs is utilized while recognizing the atomic and functional elements using geometry,

neighbor and connectivity information stored in the hierarchical bin representation. Accurate rep-

resentation of the layout at the schematic level needs recognition of domain-specific parasitics

which needs to be accurately annotated in the schematic models. Such domain specific parasitics

for electrical, mechanical and fluidic domains, along with the heuristics used by MEMS extrac-

tion to recognize them, have been discussed in Section 3.2. Finally an integrated MEMS LVS tool

for suspended MEMS is presented in Section 3.3. The LVS tool allows designers to extract sym-

metry information in complex MEMS designs and also to verify parameter and connectivity of

elements in the layout without executing time consuming simulations. The recognized geometry
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along with the parasitic information is used to automatically generate technology depended sche-

matics. The MEMS extraction outputs the schematic data in a Cadence Skill file which is ‘load’ed

by the master extractor into the Cadence environment for simulation. The elements in the sche-

matic are first sorted w.r.t their center coordinates followed by placement in the schematic graph-

ics window using an uniform two dimensional grid. This process is described in more detail in the

Appendix section. The next chapter presents examples highlighting the usefulness of the verifica-

tion methodology presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 4. Results

The wide diversity in application areas (like mechanical, fluidic, etc.) and process technologies

(like polysilicon PolyMUMPS [40], multi-layered CMOS micromachining [33], etc.) in MEMS

necessitates application and technology independent verification flow in MEMS. The MEMS

extractor presented in this thesis uses a technology independent layer definition which can be eas-

ily mapped to any specific fabrication process (Section 1.3.1.3). Since the element set needed to

represent the design and their recognition heuristics depend on the application area, a single gen-

eralized extractor for all physical disciplines is not possible. However, the extraction flow pre-

sented in this thesis can be easily modified for any application area. This is demonstrated in this

chapter using examples from two representative application areas, suspended mechanical systems

and microfluidic systems presented in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively. 

Section 4.1 uses suspended MEMS examples to demonstrate the capabilities of the integrated

verification methodology presented in this thesis. Results from simulation of the extracted sche-

matic are compared with numerical analysis and experimental results to show the accuracy of the

integrated MEMS extractor in capturing layout connectivity and parameter information along

with domain-specific parasitics. The steps involved in MEMS SVS and its capability to report

symmetry in the design are also discussed.

The extraction-based verification methodology was extended to the verification of microfluidic

systems crucial for lab-on-chip systems. Non-Manhattan canonization and curve fitting routines

are demonstrated using examples of separation and mixer systems. An example of integrated

microfluidic device integrating mixer and separation systems is presented at the end to highlight

future improvements possible for integrated microfluidic extraction.

Finally, Section 4.3 summarizes the results presented in this chapter.
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4.1 Suspended MEMS examples

This section presents examples from suspended MEMS to demonstrate the integrated verifica-

tion flow introduced in this thesis. While the CMOS micromachining process has been used as the

representative process for most suspended MEMS examples, the capability of the integrated

extractor to handle process diversity is demonstrated by an example of a crab leg accelerometer

using the PolyMUMPS process technology in Section 4.1.1. The intermediate steps in extraction

are also highlighted in the PolyMUMPS example. The microfluidics examples use a generalized

fabrication flow which is similar to commonly found fabrication processes in microfluidics

(Section 1.3.2). In addition to layout correctness, verification of MEMS requires analysis of elec-

trical and mechanical symmetry of design and accurate representation of domain-specific parasit-

ics. Unlike previous MEMS verification approaches, where a tagged layout and schematic

approach is used for checking electrical and mechanical connectivity, the extraction-based verifi-

cation methodology starts from the actual layout data, without any user hints, to hierarchically

extract the final functional level schematic. During hierarchical extraction, the atomic level repre-

sentation is first extracted followed by the merging of atomic elements to form the functional level

representation. Hence the electrical and mechanical connectivity in the layout is accurately repre-

sented in the final schematic. Any erroneous connectivity in the layout resulting in loss of symme-

try gets automatically portrayed in the schematic representation. In addition, the ability to

simulate the integrated system, with electronics and MEMS, allows the designer to investigate the

interaction between the different domains. An example of such an analysis is presented in

Section 4.1.2 using extracted and designed schematics for the circuits and MEMS components of

an integrated CMOS MEMS accelerometer. The importance of electrical symmetry in MEMS is

also highlighted in this example. The efficiency of the extractor in capturing domain-specific par-
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asitics is also demonstrated. Accurate extraction of any asymmetry due to erroneous connectivity

or parasitics is important so that unwanted effects in the behavior of the actual device are captured

in the schematic-level simulation of the extracted schematic representation. This is illustrated

using a CMOS MEMS gyroscope in Section 4.1.3 where the parasitics and erroneous electrical

connectivity can lead to significant loss in accuracy of the device. The accuracy of the extractor in

representing the integrated system in the schematic level is demonstrated by comparing the simu-

lation results from the schematic representation with numerical analysis (Section 4.1.4) and

experimental results (Section 4.1.5). An integrated MEMS layout-versus-schematic (LVS) tool

using a custom schematic-versus-schematic (SVS) tool to compare the extracted and design sche-

matic is also presented in this thesis. Section 4.1.6 illustrates the steps in the MEMS SVS tool

which allows designers detect parameter and connectivity errors in the layout even before sche-

matic simulation. This dramatically reduces the verification time by avoiding simulation of erro-

neous extracted schematics. In addition, the MEMS SVS tool also highlights the symmetry in the

design allowing designers eliminate unwanted asymmetry in the designed layout.

4.1.1 PolyMUMPS Accelerometer

Figure 4.1 shows the layout of an accelerometer [13] using U-springs for flexure and a pair of

split differential comb drives for sensing the output. The PolyMUMPS process [40] outlined in

Section 1.3 was used in the design of the accelerometer. While the suspended MEMS extractor

was designed using the CMOS process as the representative process, the technology independent

nature of the extractor allowed easy adaptability for its use on PolyMUMPS layouts. The only

technology dependent modification needed was to define the mapping between the technology

specific layout names and the technology independent layout names of the extractor, as was high-

lighted in Section 1.3. For the PolyMUMPS process, there is only one component layer (layer that
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‘composes’ the suspended structure) specified by the POLY1 layer and the technology indepen-

dent anchor layer maps to the ANCHOR1 mask layer. Usually in PolyMUMPS designs the etch

holes necessary to release large suspended areas are defined in a separate layer (the HOLE1

layer). However the example here uses user-drawn empty regions in the geometry of the structural

layer (the POLY1 layer that defines the structure of the suspended MEMS) to define the holes.

This design was chosen to demonstrate the hole recognition capability of the extractor.

Figure 4.1(b) shows the fully partitioned canonical representation of the accelerometer layout.

This is followed by the creation of the bin layer, of the hierarchical bin representation

(Section 2.1), where the first cycle of recognition takes place to detect the atomic elements

(Figure 4.1(c)). The structural holes in the central suspended region were recognized and replaced

by actual plate areas. The resulting difference between the plate area and the actual mass of the

Figure 4.1: PolyMUMPS [40] U-spring accelerometer; (a) input layout, (b) canonical 
representation, (c) atomic elements recognized, (d) functional elements recognized, 
(e) reconstructed functional level schematic, (f) transient response to a 1g pulse acceleration 
input (Simulation done using NODAS [59][60][61][62])
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plate area is annotated into the schematic resulting from this representation. Contiguous sets of

similar bins are then merged to create the superbin level of the hierarchical bin representation

where the functional elements are recognized. The functional plates and functional anchors are

automatically formed as an outcome of the creation of the superbins, as shown in Figure 4.1(d).

The spring.lib (Figure 3.6) and comb.lib (Figure 3.8) library files are used to create the recogni-

tion FSMs for spring and comb drive recognition respectively. Contiguous sets of beams, joints,

fingers and electrostatic gaps are passed through the FSMs to recognize the U-springs and split

differential comb drives in this example. The functional level schematic corresponding to the final

recognized state is shown in Figure 4.1(e). The transient response of the accelerometer due to a

pulse acceleration input of 1g, from simulation in NODAS [59][60][61][62], is shown in

Figure 4.1(f). The simulation using functional level schematic was found to be faster than the

same simulation using atomic level schematic, with no appreciable change in accuracy of the

result. 

This example demonstrates how the suspended MEMS extractor can be easily modified for dif-

ferent fabrication technologies. It also highlights the recognition steps in the extraction process

and the advantage of using the functional level schematic over atomic level schematic. The rest of

the suspended MEMS examples use the CMOS micromachining process because of its capability

to integrate electronics and MEMS on the same chip. The functional level schematic excluding

the spring detection is used to represent the MEMS components. Spring detection was avoided

because usually no significant improvement in simulation time was observed when beams and

joints were replaced with springs. Also in certain situations, parasitic joints were observed which

could not be accounted in the spring schematic models resulting in a significant loss of accuracy

if spring models were used. The use of spring models gives significant saving in simulation time
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only for springs having large number of beams and joints (for example a long serpentine spring

with large number of turns). In such situations the spring detection can be turned on by the user.

4.1.2 Integrated Accelerometer

This example illustrates the importance of considering electrical symmetry and parasitics in

design of integrated CMOS MEMS and how the integrated extraction methodology helps such

analysis. Consider the CMOS-MEMS y-accelerometer [14] with an on-chip capacitive sensing

interface. The initial design uses a differential comb drive on each side of the accelerometer as the

electromechanical transducer. The symbolic representation of the design with the comb drives is

shown in Figure 4.2(a). The purpose of the accelerometer is to sense any acceleration in the y-
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direction (sense direction). Any acceleration in the y-direction results in the motion of the central

plate causing the comb fingers attached to the plate (rotor fingers) to move relative to the fixed

(stator) fingers (represented in Figure 4.2(a) by the floating fingers with voltages +vm and -vm on

them). This results in a change in capacitance on both sides of the rotor finger causing a differen-

tial electrical signal which can be used to electronically detect and measure the acceleration. Ide-

ally the motion along the two axes (x and y) should be de-coupled to avoid erroneous outputs.

i.e. an acceleration in x-direction should not cause a movement in y-direction (resulting in an

erroneous electrical signal from the differential comb drive). This is referred to as cross-axis cou-

pling [91] and is measured by checking the motion along x-axis due to acceleration in y-direction.

The amount of cross-axis rejection is used as a measure of the goodness of the designed acceler-

ometer. An isolated simulation of the MEMS design schematic shows no cross axis sensitivity.

However this information is misleading. When the integrated schematic (i.e. the MEMS sche-

matic along with the electronics) was simulated, a cross axis signal was observed (experiment 1 of

Table 4.1). This attributed to the d.c. voltage on the sense fingers (which in this case are the rotor

fingers attached to the suspended central plate) of the comb drives, resulting from the sense cir-

cuit’s operating point, which results in an unbalanced moment. This moment leads to a d.c. rota-

tion of the suspended structure and in turn sensitizes the accelerometer to the cross axis

acceleration. To verify this effect, the MEMS schematic (without the circuit) was simulated with

different d.c. voltages on the sense fingers. The results plotted in Figure 4.2(c) and (d) show the

dependence of cross axis displacement to d.c. voltage at the sense node of the MEMS schematic.

This dependence can be eliminated if a common centroid topology (shown in Figure 4.2(b)) is

used. Such an arrangement leads to complete balancing of the forces and the moments thus elimi-
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nating cross coupling (experiment 2 in Table 4.1) due to the circuit operating point on the comb

drives.

Figure 4.3(a) shows the layout of the common centroid accelerometer (with integrated electron-

ics) showing the perforated central plate (Figure 4.3(b)) and the details of the differential comb

fingers (Figure 4.3(c)). The corresponding extracted MEMS schematic is shown in Figure 4.3(d).

The MEMS extractor first recognizes the atomic elements from the geometry of the layout fol-

lowed by the detection of functional elements using the connectivity (both electrical and mechan-

ical) and neighbor information of the atomic elements. This hierarchical recognition helps detect

any parametric or connectivity error in the layout which get accurately represented in the

extracted schematic. The extracted and design schematics were simulated using an input accelera-

tion pulse (Figure 4.3(e)). Comparison between the results of extracted (Figure 4.3(f)) design

Experi
-ment

circuit MEMS
x disp-

lacement 
(fm)

y disp-
lacement 

(nm)

o/p of sense 
circuit (mV)

1
design schematic 

(Dca)
 design schematic, not 

common centroid (Dma)
149.3 3.86 5.56

2
design schematic 

(Dca)
 design schematic, com-

mon centroid (Dmb) 0 3.86 5.56

3
extracted schematic, 
metal2 wiring (Eca)

 extracted schematic, 
common centroid (Ema)

28.89 3.6 5.27

4
extracted schematic, 
metal1 wiring (Ecb)

 extracted schematic, 
common centroid (Ema)

28.89 3.6 5.29

5
design schematic 

(Dca)
 extracted schematic, 

common centroid (Ema)
28.89 3.6 5.29

Table 4.1: Results for accelerometer when a 1g input pulse acceleration was applied in y 
direction (Dma stands for MEMS designed schematic with single comb drive, Dmb stands for 
common centroid MEMS schematic, Dca stands for designed schematic for circuit, Eca stands for 
extracted schematic for layout using metal2 for wiring sense comb, Ecb stands for extracted 
schematic for layout using metal1 layer for wiring, Ema stands for extracted schematic for the 
MEMS part of common centroid design)
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(Figure 4.3(g)) schematics (experiments 2 and 3) show a 6.7% degradation in y displacement and

5.2% degradation in the output. This is in accordance to the sensitivity equations [14] for the

accelerometer, which are given by  and

where, V0 is the output voltage, a is the input accelera-

tion, C0 is the initial capacitance between fingers, m is the effective mass, Vm is the applied bias,

Cp is the parasitic capacitance, k is the spring constant, g0 is the initial inter-finger gap and y is the

displacement in the y direction. The extracted schematic captures the actual metal1 and metal2

areas used for signal routing in the plate, leading to as smaller mass (m) than in the designed sche-

matic. The parasitic joints (identified by the extractor) in the springs lead to a larger spring con-

stant (k) in the extracted schematic, as compared to the design schematic. The effect of parasitic

capacitance on the transducer output can be observed by changing the routing metal layer for the

sense finger of the comb drives which were first done using metal2. The layout was regenerated

using metal1 as the routing layer causing a decrease in the parasitic capacitance (since metal1 is

further away from top most metal layer which is grounded) illustrated by the results shown in

experiment 4 of Table 4.1. Comparison with the output sense voltage from experiment 5, where

the extracted MEMS schematic is simulated with the circuit schematic without parasitic capaci-

tances, proves that the parasitic capacitance for metal1 routing (experiment 4) is negligible.

This example demonstrates the capability of the integrated verification methodology in captur-

ing the mutual interaction of the mechanical, electromechanical and electronic domains in an inte-

grated device and also shows the usefulness of parasitics extraction.

4.1.3 Gyroscope

The importance accurate schematic representation of MEMS design is highlighted in this sec-

tion using the example of an elastically gimbaled z-axis CMOS-MEMS gyroscope [39]

y a⁄ m k⁄=

V0 a⁄ 2C0mVm( ) kg0 2C0 Cp+( )( )⁄=
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(Figure 4.4(a)). It consists of an outer resonator which is actuated in the horizontal direction (x-

direction) using a pair of lateral comb drives. Any external rotation in the z-direction results in a

Coriolis force which couples the horizontal force (in the x-direction because of the lateral comb

drive) to the vertical direction (along y-direction) resulting in a cross axis motion. The cross axis

motion is proportional to the Coriolis force generated (and hence proportional to the angular

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

Figure 4.3: A lateral CMOS-MEMS 
accelerometer [14]; (a) layout, (b) 
perforated plate mass, (c) complex 
connectivity in differential fingers, (d) 
extracted schematic; transient simulation 
in NODAS showing (e) input acceleration, 
(f) o/p voltage response of the extracted 
schematic and (g) o/p voltage response of 
the design schematic.
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velocity) and is detected by the inner accelerometer (similar to the one in Figure 4.3(a)) using a

pair of differential comb drives. The inner accelerometer also has four sets of differential comb

drives for calibration. Since the drive motion (along horizontal) for a gyroscope is usually very

large, any cross-axis motion resulting from parasitics or electrical asymmetry results in large

unwanted signal in the sense direction (vertical or y direction) causing a loss in accuracy of the

gyroscope. Hence capturing the layout parasitics and connectivity errors becomes vital for accu-

Figure 4.4: A CMOS-MEMS gyroscope 
[39] (a) layout, (b) extracted schematic in 
NODAS, (c) comparison of cross axis 
sensitivity for the original topology and 
when the inner accelerometer is modified 
to a common centroid topology, (d) input 
angular rotation to the gyroscope, (e) 
response of the original gyroscope to the 
input rotation, (f) response of the modified 
gyroscope with common centroid 
accelerometer to the input rotation.
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rate schematic representation of the device. The hierarchical recognition of elements used by the

extractor presented in this thesis successfully captures the layout information resulting in the

extracted schematic representation shown in Figure 4.4(b). In the initial design of the gyroscope a

common centroid configuration was not used for the sense comb drives of the accelerometer (as

shown in the extracted schematic in Figure 4.4(b)). When the schematic was simulated in the

absence of any external rotation, the accelerometer output showed a y-direction motion signifying

a cross axis coupling between the drive motion to the output sense direction. Ideally such a cou-

pling should be produced only because of Coriolis force and hence in the absence of external rota-

tion there should be no motion in the y-direction. The non-ideality in this case was primarily

because of a d.c. twist in the central accelerometer because of a d.c. voltage on the sense fingers

of the differential comb drives (as was explained in Figure 4.2(a)). When the accelerometer comb

drive topology was modified to a common centroid topology, the cross axis sensitivity reduced by

a factor of 10 (as shown in Figure 4.4(c)). The small residual cross axis response in this case was

because of the asymmetric distribution of parasitic mass in the Coriolis sense accelerometer. The

response of the two topologies when a sinusoidal rotation input (Figure 4.4(d)) is applied is

shown in Figure 4.4(e) and (f) respectively. The cross axis of the original topology causes the sig-

nal to be distorted beyond detection. 

This example demonstrates the usefulness of the integrated MEMS extractor in analyzing

behavior of complex designs. It also demonstrates how symmetry plays an important part in

MEMS. It should be noted that the gyroscope designs in [39] were modified to have common cen-

troid accelerometer to reduce the cross-axis sensitivity. While this modification was done after

costly fabrication of the defective device and time consuming experiments, the same conclusion

can be reached faster by using the verification methodology presented here. In a fabricated device
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the results of actual experimental tests can be observed only at the points preselected by the

designer to have connection to the outer bond-pads making it difficult to investigate the cause of

any unwanted response. However schematic-based simulation of the extracted schematic allows

designers to probe into any point of the design giving more flexibility in investigating any undes-

ired effect. The biggest impact of the extraction-based verification flow, presented in this thesis, is

in facilitating the use of fast and easy schematic-based simulations to verify complex designs by

automatically creating an accurate schematic representation of the device. In addition, the inte-

grated extraction flow allows designers to investigate the behavior of the system as a whole,

thereby imitating actual experiments without costly fabrication of defective systems.

4.1.4 Z-axis Accelerometer

Figure 4.5(a) shows the layout of a z-axis accelerometer, similar to the one in [92], used in this

example to demonstrate the capability of the extractor in capturing mechanical parasitics. The

central floating plate of the accelerometer is suspended at the four corners with the help of long

serpentine springs. The serpentine spring uses a mixture of long and short beams (shown in the

inset of Figure 4.5(a)) to increase the stiffness in the plane of the structure while keeping it com-

pliant in z-direction (outward from the paper). Any motion of the suspended plate along the z-

direction is detected by the four sets of comb drives. Since the layout is quad-symmetric, only a

quarter of the layout was extracted and analyzed. The extracted schematic for a quarter of the lay-

out is shown in Figure 4.5(b). The joints connected to the short beams are accurately captured as

parasitic joints by the extractor. Figure 5(c) shows the first resonant mode (along the z-direction)

of the device obtained from FEM simulation of the quarter of the layout. Figure 5(d) compares the

frequency sweep results for the extracted schematic and the designed schematic (without joints)

with the resonant frequency obtained from FEM simulation. The result from extracted schematic
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comes to 9.4% of the FEM result while the designed schematic has an error of 200%. It is impor-

tant to note that the schematic level simulation is faster (less than 1 hr.) than the numerical modal

analysis (~ 5 hrs.) and shows the response of the device for the whole frequency range in addition

to the resonant frequency. This emphasizes the importance of the extraction-based verification

methodology for fast and accurate verification of integrated suspended MEMS.
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Figure 4.5: Z-axis accelerometer [92]; 
(a) layout, (b) extracted schematic of a 
quarter of the design, (c) first resonant 
mode in FEM simulation of the quarter 
design, (d) comparison of the resonant 
frequencies
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4.1.5 Filter

Figure 4.6(a) shows an SEM of integrated CMOS-MEMS bandpass filter, with on-chip electri-

cal interfaces [11]. It consists of three crab leg resonators connected using O-springs. The

extracted MEMS schematic is shown in Figure 4.6(b). The integrated extracted schematic was

simulated and compared with simulation of the design schematic along with the experimental data

[11] as shown in Figure 4.6(c). Table 4.2 shows the details of the simulation results for the three

resonant peaks. The additional routing mass decreases the resonant frequencies by 2% which is

accurately captured in the extracted schematic. The small difference between the results from the

extracted schematic and actual measured data illustrates the accuracy of the extracted schematic

in representing the actual fabricated device.
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4.1.6 LVS for Crab-leg Accelerometer

This sub-section explains the MEMS schematic-versus-schematic (SVS) tool presented in

Section 3.3 using a crab-leg accelerometer shown in Figure 4.7(a). The MEMS SVS tool com-

pares the MEMS extracted schematic with the design schematic to achieve MEMS layout-versus-

schematic (LVS) which is in turn used in the integrated LVS verification flow shown in

Figure 1.11). Figure 4.7(b) shows extracted schematic for the accelerometer. For a fully symmet-

ric layout, the beams in the four sets of crab leg will match and hence can be represented by only

two beam types (b1 and b2 as shown in Figure 4.7). Similarly the two comb drives will also be

similar (marked by ‘c’ in Figure 4.7) and the two plate elements on either side of the central plate

(m1) will also match (and hence denoted as m2). The MEMS LVS tool starts with the enumeration

of the forest of trees for the extracted schematic (shown in Figure 4.7(c)-(h)), with each tree start-

ing from different anchors. The anchors have been represented using different symbols (a1-a6) to

make the trees easier to understand but have no difference from LVS perspective. The branches of

the trees represent the relative change in direction when moving between the centers of two con-

secutive elements. A clockwise or an anticlockwise rotation is represented by a ‘-’ and a ‘+’ sign

respectively, while no change in direction is represented by ‘0’. The MEMS LVS tool enumerates

the entire forest for the extracted schematic and any one random tree (for example tree T1 in

Figure 4.7(c)) for the design schematic. Next it tries to match the schematic tree with each tree in

first peak frequency 
(kHz)

second peak 
frequency (kHz)

third peak frequency 
(kHz)

experimental 492.5 529 581.2

designed (error%) 505.8 (2.7%) 542 (2.46%) 599.8 (3.2%)

extracted (error%) 496.6 (0.83%) 532.1 (0.59%) 586.1 (0.84%)

Table 4.2: Comparison of data for the first resonant peak in the band pass filter for the designed 
and extracted schematics (ac i/p 1V, bias +20V) showing the error% over the experimental 
results
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the forest corresponding to the extracted schematic. In this example, because of symmetry, the

tree T1 for the design schematic will match completely with two trees, T1 and T2, from the

extracted schematic forest resulting in a successful MEMS LVS. Next the MEMS LVS tool tries

to find symmetry by mutual comparison of the trees in the extracted schematic forest. For the

Figure 4.7: Crab-leg 
accelerometer; 
(a) layout, 
(b) schematic, 
(c)-(h) forest of trees 
(T1 to T6) starting 
from the anchors a1 
to a6 respectively for 
the extracted 
schematic
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example shown here, the tree pairs (T1, T2), (T3, T4) and (T5, T6) match completely. Also the tree

pairs (T1, T3), (T1, T4), (T2, T3), (T2, T4) and (T5, T6) match if the signs in one of the trees is

reversed. This highlights the symmetry in the accelerometer in this example. The symmetry in

design schematic could also be tested by enumerating its full forest of trees and finding matching

tree pairs in a similar manner.

The MEMS LVS tool allows designers to detect common human errors, like parameter and

connectivity errors, in the layout without running time consuming simulations. The additional

information regarding the symmetry in the layout (via the extracted schematic) helps designers

eliminate any unwanted asymmetry in the layout resulting from human errors.

4.2 Microfluidic Examples

A survey on recently published microfluidic layouts show a predominant use of curved and

non-Manhattan geometry. The capability of the microfluidic extractor to work on curved geome-

try is demonstrated using a serpentine electrophoretic separation system in Section 4.2.1. The var-

ious intermediate steps during extraction are also shown. Section 4.2.2 demonstrates the accuracy

of the microfluidic extractor in creating a schematic representation for a parallel mixer layout by

comparing the schematic simulation results with experimental results from [18]. The mixer layout

in Section 4.2.3 demonstrates the capability of the microfluidic extractor in extracting layouts

containing non-Manhattan geometry. The integrated extraction and simulation methodology pre-

sented in this thesis for suspended MEMS can also be extended to integrated microfluidic layouts

which integrate components from different microfluidic domains (like mixing, separation, etc.). A

representative integrated microfluidic layout using a mixer section to create the sample band to be

injected into the separation system is shown in Section 4.2.4. Since the current schematic models

for mixers and separation systems are not suitable for integrated simulation, the integrated extrac-
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tor creates two separate schematics for the two components which are separately simulated.

Future improvements of the schematic models will allow creation of integrated schematic from an

integrated layout.

4.2.1 Electrophoretic Separation System 

Figure 4.8 shows the various steps in microfluidic extraction using an electrophoretic separa-

tion system. The input geometry (Figure 4.8(b)) consists of the curved geometry of the structural

layer along with the non-structural layers marking the injector and detector I/O ports. Curve

detection and curve fitting routines presented in Section 2.2.2 are used to represent the curves in

the geometry followed by canonization using the non-Manhattan canonizer presented in

Section 2.2.3. The canonized geometry is shown in Figure 4.8(c). Information from the non-struc-

tural layers and geometry information from canonization is used to recognize the atomic elements

as shown in Figure 4.8(d). Detection of functional elements starts with the splitting of channels

associated with joints, bends and I/O ports to account for the parasitic effects like transition elec-

tric field, corner effects, etc. (discussed in Section 3.2.2) as shown in Figure 4.8(e). The legs cre-

ated by the splitting the adjacent are merged with the atomic elements to form the functional

bends and joints as shown in Figure 4.8(f). The injector I/O ports along with the channels and

joints are then used to recognize the functional cross injector as shown in Figure 4.8(g). The rec-

ognized geometry is then used to generate a schematic representation (Figure 4.8(h)) of the layout

using schematic models similar to the models in ARCHITECT [23]. Figure 4.8(i) shows the

results of a transient simulation of the schematic resulting in the separation of a two-species mix-

ture as it travels from the injector to the detector. The schematic simulations also report other

important information like separation time, resolution at the detector, peak amplitude and spread

(variance) of each species at the detector, etc. The entire process starting from extraction to simu-
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lation takes less than a minute to execute. This when compared to the time consuming (~hours)

mesh creation and simulation for numerical analysis (like FEM) show the impact of extraction-

based verification methodology for microfluidic systems.
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Figure 4.8: Example of a serpentine electrophoretic separation system demonstrating the 
microfluidic extractor; (a) layout, (b) input geometry to the extractor, (c) after canonization, 
(d) recognition of atomic elements, (e) intermediate state showing splitting of channels near 
joints, I/O ports and bends to create the legs needed to account for the parasitic effects like 
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4.2.2 Parallel Mixer 

Figure 4.9(a) shows the layout of a parallel mixer identical to the one described in [18]. The

sample and the buffer added to the respective reservoirs are electrokinetically driven so that they

mix in the merged channels. Detectors are placed near the waste reservoir to observe the mixing

ratio. The extracted schematic (Figure 4.9(b) was simulated using the resistance-based models

from ARCHITECT [23] to get the mixing ratio in the detection channels (Figure 4.9(c)). The

results (Figure 4.9(c)) are compared with actual data in [18]. Numerical simulation of such sys-

tems can take hours and experimental analysis after actual fabrication of device is costly. In con-

trast the entire extraction and schematic simulation is completed in minutes. This shows the

impact of the extraction-based verification methodology for fast and inexpensive verification of

microfluidic mixer systems.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Parallel mixer [18] layout, 
(b) extracted schematic using ARCHITECT [23] 
models, (c) results from the simulation of extracted 
schematic compared with experimental data [18]
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4.2.3 Non-Manhattan Mixer

One important challenge in verification of microfluidic systems comes from the frequent use of

non-Manhattan geometry in the layouts. Mesh generation, for numerical analysis like FEM, for

such geometries are time consuming and result in large and complicated meshes which lead to

long simulation times. The microfluidic extractor presented here uses fast and efficient scanline

and sparse-matrix based algorithms for non-Manhattan canonization (discussed in Section 2.2.3)

during extraction of such complex microfluidic geometry. One such example of a mixer similar to

the D32 mixer in [19] is shown in this example (Figure 4.10(a)). The extractor successfully recog-

nizes the different channels and connectors in the layout resulting in an accurate schematic repre-

sentation shown in Figure 4.10(b). The extracted schematic was simulated using resistance-based

models similar to [19] to predict the mixing ratio at the detector locations (D1-4). Note that the

connectors and the fat channels have been currently represented using a resistance network as

suggested in [19]. The sample to buffer ratio in each of the detector positions D1-4 were found to

be 6.12, 12.5, 3.6 and 0.36 respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Example of a non-
Manhattan layout extraction. (a) 
Layout of a mixer similar to D32 mixer 
in [19], (b) extracted schematic using 
resistance-based models similar 
to [19].
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4.2.4 Integrated Mixer and Separation System

The integrated extraction flow for suspended MEMS, demonstrated in Section 4.1, can be eas-

ily extended to other MEMS areas. This example uses the integrated extraction methodology for

verification of an integrated microfluidic system integrating a two species mixer with an electro-

phoretic separation channel (Figure 4.11(a)). The mixer utilizes electro-osmotic flow to combine

the two species inserted at each input port (S1 and S2). Depending on the chemical properties of
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the two species, they may either react with each other resulting in a different set of species or may

be neutral to each other resulting in passive mixing. In this example the species have been

assumed to be neutral to each other causing a passive mixture. Voltage manipulations at the differ-

ent ports of the separation and mixer systems are used to inject a band of the resulting mixture

into the separation system where it propagates, due to electrophoresis, towards the buffer waste

port (BW). For the electrophoretic motion to dominate, the walls of the separation system needs

to be coated with chemicals to suppress electro-osmotic flow. As the mixture band moves towards

the buffer waste port (BW), its constituents separate due to difference in mobility.

The regions where electro-osmosis needs to be suppressed are stored using separate mask lay-

ers. This mask information is used by the integrated extractor to differentiate the regions of sepa-

ration and mixing. The final objective of the extractor is to create an integrated schematic that

represents the entire integrated system. However, the current schematic models for mixing and

separation systems are not compatible with each other and hence need to be simulated separately.

To achieve the two separate schematics, the integrated extractor first creates two sub-layouts for

the mixing and separation systems (Figure 4.11(b) and Figure 4.11(c) respectively). The geometry

is first split using the information from the electro-osmotic suppression area followed by addition

of fake ports and channels to complete the individual systems. These sub-layouts are then

extracted using the microfluidic extractor with different flags signifying whether mixing or sepa-

ration recognition elements and schematic models should be used. The resulting extracted sche-

matics are shown in Figure 4.11(d) and Figure 4.11(e). The mixing ratio obtained from simulating

the mixer is used as input to the injector model of the separation system. The results of transient

analysis of the separation system are shown in Figure 4.11(f). The two constituents of the mixture

have equal amplitude because the mixing ratio was 1:1. 
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This example demonstrates the potential of extending the integrated extraction methodology to

other physical domains. Compatible models for mixing and separation systems are currently

being investigated and once available, the process described here can be easily modified to gener-

ate the integrated schematic. 

4.3 Summary

Table 4.3 provides a summary of the results presented in this chapter. Two sets of examples,

corresponding to suspended MEMS and microfluidics, have been presented in this chapter to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the integrated extraction methodology. A number of mixed-

domain examples, integrating MEMS with on-chip electronics, have been presented (column 3 of

Table 4.3) to highlight the impact of extracting and simulating the integrated schematic. The

adaptability of the extractor to different technologies have been demonstrated using two represen-

tative processes for suspended MEMS (column 4 of Table 4.3). The microfluidic examples use a

generalized covered channel process which can be mapped to any of the commercial microfluidic

fabrication processes discussed in Section 1.3.2. While the suspended MEMS devices were

restricted to Manhattan geometry only, the capability to handle non-Manhattan and curved geom-

etry have been highlighted using examples from microfluidics (column 5 of Table 4.3). In addi-

tion to accurately capturing the layout correctness (both parametric and connectivity correctness)

the extractor also captures domain specific parasitics. These include parasitic mass, parasitic

joints and parasitic capacitances as listed in column 6 of Table 4.3. Extra leg lengths necessary to

capture microfluidic parasitic effects near bends and joints in microfluidic systems have also been

demonstrated in the microfluidics examples using ARCHITECT-based custom models. Mechani-

cal and electrical symmetry of structures are also accurately captured by the extractor (column 7

of Table 4.3). The effect of electrical asymmetry in MEMS was highlighted using the lateral
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accelerometer (Section 4.1.2) and gyroscope (Section 4.1.3) examples. The gyroscope example

also highlights the effect of mechanical asymmetry (asymmetrical distribution of parasitic mass)

on the behavior of the system. Approximate time requirements for different verification schemes

(i.e. extraction followed by schematic simulation, numerical analysis or fabrication flow as was

discussed in Section 1.2) for the examples presented are also summarized in Table 4.3. The

extraction, schematic simulation, mesh generation and numerical simulation were done in a

shared Sun 6500 Enterprise server with 6.4GB RAM and ten 360 MHz processors running

Solaris 2.6. Since the load of the shared machine varied from experiment to experiment, approxi-
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accel

N CMOS
Man-
hattan

-
mech, 
elec.

- - - - - -

Table 4.3: Summary of results
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mate average times are reported. The extracted schematics were simulated using Cadence Spectre

and the mesh generation and numerical simulation were done using Coventorware. The times

reported for the fabrication verification flow are based on a 3 month fabrication cycle needed by

the VLSI fabrication facility (MOSIS) along with an additional month for the post-processing

(steps shown in Figure 1.9(b) and (c)) and laboratory experiments. The accuracy of the extracted

schematic was verified by comparing schematic simulation results with numerical analysis results

and experimental data (as shown in the last column of Table 4.3). The large error for the microflu-

idics example comes from the difference between the model (ARCHITECT) assumptions and the

actual fabricated channel shape and also from the parasitics near the bends which were not cap-

tured in the schematic models. The potential of the custom MEMS SVS tool in detecting parame-

ter and connectivity errors and symmetry information in designed layout is also illustrated in this

chapter. The wide variety of examples in this chapter highlight the necessity of the extraction-

based integrated verification methodology for fast and inexpensive iterative MEMS design.
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Chapter 5. Summary and Future Work

5.1 Thesis Summary 

This thesis introduces an integrated verification methodology for mixed-domain MEMS lay-

outs as a fast, but accurate alternative to numerical simulation and fabricate-and-test approaches.

This methodology uses an integrated layout-to-schematic extractor to automatically create a sche-

matic representation of a mixed-domain layout. Custom domain-specific extractors for suspended

MEMS and microfluidics have also been introduced. The methodology used in developing these

domain-specific extractors can be extended to implement extractors for other physical domains

(e.g. optics) in the future. A top-level master extractor is used to partition the given layout into the

physical domains followed by the use of domain-specific extractors to create the respective sche-

matics. The final schematics are then stitched together to obtain the integrated extracted sche-

matic representing the original mixed-domain layout. Using such a modular approach allows the

use of commercial microelectronic extractors, for the electronic components in the layout, instead

of recreating such extractors. It also allows easy integration of future extractors for new domains

(e.g. extractor for optical MEMS) into the integrated extraction flow by linking them to the master

extractor. The resulting schematic enables the use of fast schematic simulators to understand the

behavior of the integrated layout. This combination of extraction followed by schematic simula-

tion is ideal for iterative integrated MEMS design unlike continuum numerical simulation and

fabricate-and-test approaches. This provides designers with an additional verification level in the

design flow. The representation of the whole integrated schematic also allows the simulation to

capture the interaction between different domains as demonstrated in Section 4.1 and in the sum-

mary presented in Table 4.3. The results highlight the capability of the extractor in accurately cap-
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turing the layout information, along with domain-specific parasitics and symmetry, in schematic

form. 

The extraction-based verification approach can be used to explore the large design space from

which a few can then be selected for final investigation using numerical analysis followed by fab-

rication. As the MEMS schematic models mature, they will eliminate the need to verify the final

design using numerical analysis. This would let designers rely solely on extraction and schematic

simulation prior to fabrication. Such a transition from relying on fabrication (in the 80’s), to

numerical analysis (in the 90’s) and finally relying solely on extraction and schematic level simu-

lation is likely to aid and inspire the design of more complex integrated MEMS systems and

enhance the growth of MEMS.

Another important approach to design, specially in the case of microfluidic systems, is to use

synthesis tools which automatically create the layout meeting the goals of the design thereby the-

oretically eliminating the need for layout verification altogether. However, certain aspects of

design, like routing for electrical connectivity in integrated suspended MEMS and microfluidic

systems using electronic sensing, will always be semi-custom and hence have human interven-

tion. Also, even if routing is not necessary, there is always a fear of having used the synthesis tool

in a regime where it is not proven to be accurate. Finally, design of a synthesis tool for MEMS,

which can create correct layouts by construction, needs to incorporate the issues related to parasit-

ics that have been discussed in detail in this thesis (Section 3.2).

One of the biggest challenges in MEMS extraction is to account for the diversity in the fabrica-

tion processes. The extraction methodology presented achieves technology independence by map-

ping the technology-specific layout mask layers to a predefined set of technology independent

layers. This is done by the top-level master extractor as explained in Section 1.3.1.3. This capabil-
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ity is demonstrated using examples from two different fabrication processes (PolyMUMPS and

CMOS micromachining) for suspended MEMS in Chapter 4. The microfluidic extractor is also

technology independent but was restricted to planar microfluidic systems (i.e. the geometry of the

flow regions of the system is defined by a single mask layer) for simplicity. This conforms to most

microfluidic fabrication processes currently being used.

Unlike past tagged-layout approaches towards verification of MEMS, which depend on hints

from tags between schematic and automatically generated layout, the extraction methodology

starts directly from the layout without any user-defined hints. This allows verification of manually

created layouts and manually modified layouts in addition to the automatically created layouts.

Since layout is still the preferred design entry level for most MEMS designers, the approach used

for extraction is more powerful and practical than the existing tag-based approaches. It also gives

the designer freedom to choose the design flow (whether to start from schematic level or layout

level) instead of forcing any predetermined design methodology. If a design schematic is avail-

able, then the extracted schematic can be compared with the design schematic to achieve layout-

versus-schematic (LVS) for MEMS. An LVS flow for integrated suspended MEMS, using a cus-

tom LVS tool for mechanical structures, has been introduced in this thesis. The LVS tool identifies

parametric and connectivity errors while highlighting symmetry in the layout. The symmetry

information can be used by the designer to eliminate any unwanted asymmetry in the design

which can lead to undesired second order effects in the response of the system.

The aim of any verification approach is to efficiently identify layout correctness, parasitics and

symmetry in the design. The contributions of this thesis towards achieving these goals can be

broadly classified into three fundamental topics: efficient layout representation, accurate and user
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modifiable recognition of elements along with parasitics and identification of symmetry. Each

topic is elaborated in the sub-sections below.

5.1.1 Layout Representation

A hierarchical bin representation that exploits the hierarchy in structured MEMS has been

introduced in this thesis (Section 2.1) for efficient representation of complex MEMS layouts hav-

ing multiple conducting layers. This representation combines the local partitioning property of

quad trees with the fixed number of levels of bin representation used to represent microelectronic

layouts. Each layer in the representation maintains information about its parents (in the lower

level) thereby allowing fast information retrieval at any level while avoiding duplication of input

structural and electrical data. The geometry at each level of hierarchy and each input layer is

maintained in an unique fully fractured canonical representation (Section 2.2.1). Fast scanline

based algorithms have been used to achieve the partitioning for complex non-Manhattan geome-

try (Section 2.2.3.1). A sparse-matrix based algorithm similar to tree-link analysis in circuits was

used to obtain the polygons from the partitioned edge database (Section 2.2.3.2). The sparse-

matrix implementation reduces the storage and time complexity of the algorithm thereby making

the extraction process more efficient. A faster and more efficient algorithm that combines the par-

titioning and polygon formation during canonization has also been presented for Manhattan lay-

outs (Section 2.2.4). A fast approximate algorithm for detection and fitting of arcs in the layout

geometry has been presented (Section 2.2.2). The capability of the extractor to handle such com-

plex layouts have been demonstrated using microfluidic examples presented in Section 4.2.1 and

Section 4.2.3 respectively. While the canonical representation can lead to potentially quadratic

number of rectangles in the final representation, it is generally not the case. This has been shown
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using the statistical analysis presented in Section 2.4. Usually a linear growth of number of canon-

ical polygons is observed with increasing number of edges in the polygon representation. 

5.1.2 Recognition of Elements and Parasitics

User modifiable element recognition algorithms have been presented for recognition of both

atomic and functional elements (Section 3.1). For atomic elements, the parameters used by the

recognition heuristics can be modified by the user by changing the values in the atomic parameter

input file (Figure 1.16). The functional elements being recognized can also be updated by modify-

ing the library files corresponding to the comb drives and springs. The thesis also presents a list of

commonly used atomic and functional elements for suspended MEMS and microfluidic systems.

Domain-specific parasitics have also been investigated in this thesis (Section 3.2). Identification

of such parasitics along with the recognition of elements leads to an accurate schematic represen-

tation of the input layout. Simulation of this schematic reflects the behavior of the device in the

layout and hence can be used for verification.

5.1.3 Identification of Symmetry: LVS

An tree-based schematic-versus-schematic (SVS) tool for MEMS has been introduced in this

thesis. The SVS tool is used by the integrated LVS tool for comparing the layout with design

schematic. The MEMS SVS tool captures common parameter and connectivity errors in the lay-

out by comparing the tree representations of the design and extracted schematics as explained in

Section 3.3. In addition, the analysis of the tree representation of the extracted schematic points

out the symmetry in the layout. This information can then be used by the designer to correct any

asymmetry in the layout arising from human errors. Identification of such asymmetry is vital to

verification of MEMS.
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5.2 Future Directions of Work

This thesis focussed on an integrated extractor capable of handling microfluidic and suspended

MEMS components along with electronics. The methodology used in developing the domain-spe-

cific extractors for these two domains can be extended to other MEMS domains. Out of the

numerous MEMS application areas optics and RF MEMS (using MEMS inductors and capaci-

tors) are most suited because of their similarity with suspended MEMS and microfluidics. The

curved geometry representation and non-Manhattan canonization, used for microfluidic extractor,

can be used for curved geometry found in optical mirrors and RF MEMS inductors. Most atomic

elements in these two domains are also similar to the elements in suspended MEMS and hence

their recognition heuristics can also be developed from the existing recognition heuristics. Finally

these two MEMS domains have shown the fastest growth rate in market share, next to microfluid-

ics, in recent years [3][4], making them an ideal choice for future extractors.

The current prototype implementations for suspended MEMS extractor assumes Manhattan

layouts and uses the fast Manhattan canonization algorithm presented in Section 2.2.4. However,

non-Manhattan mechanical structures are possible and have sometimes been used in past. One

such example is the trapezoidal comb finger used to achieve quadratic response w.r.t to displace-

trapezoidal fingers

Figure 5.1: Example of non-Manhattan comb fingers using trapezoidal fingers to achieve 
quadratic response
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ment (Figure 5.1). However, use of such non-Manhattan layouts for suspended MEMS is limited

and hence the implementation in this thesis was restricted to Manhattan layouts. Future imple-

mentations of the extractor can incorporate the non-Manhattan canonizer and the curve fitting

algorithms to obtain an suspended MEMS extractor capable of handling such layout geometries.

Similarly the implementation for the microfluidic extractor assumes planar structures with the

geometry of the flow regions defined using a single mask layer. This simplification was done

based on a survey of recently published microfluidic separation and mixing systems where almost

all layouts were found to be planar. However, recently multilayered microfluidic mixers, which

force the fluids being mixed to twist and turn through serpentine channels in three dimensions,

have been published [93]. The hierarchical bin representation used in suspended MEMS extrac-

tion can be incorporated into the microfluidic extractor to account for multilayered 3D microflu-

idic layouts.

The curve detection and curve fitting algorithms used in the microfluidic extractor is limited to

curves that can be decomposed into arcs of circles. However, other curves like ellipses, splines,

etc. are also possible. The simplification of arcs was used in this thesis because all curved microf-

luidic layouts published in recent literature was found to be decomposable into arcs. However, the

approach used can be easily extended to other complicated curves by implementing appropriate

detection and fitting routines. Ideally a top module for curve detection and fitting should evaluate

curve fits over different types of fits (like circular arc, elliptic arc, splines etc.) and select the fit

that gives the least error. The curve can then be represented using the same pseudoedge principle

presented in Section 2.2.2. 

The canonical representation used in this thesis was found to be most suitable for representa-

tion of the various types of geometry encountered. However, alternative representation schemes
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with potential to reduce extraction time can also be investigated. One such representation is the

atomic representation presented in [68]. The extraction flow using the atomic representation for

simple PolyMUMPS layouts have also been demonstrated in [68]. Such alternatives can be inves-

tigated in more detail in future work to improve the efficiency of the extractors.

One limiting factor in using schematic-level simulation following extraction for verification of

MEMS layouts is the error associated with lumped parameter simulation models. Such errors can

be of two types. The first type of errors come from un-modeled phenomena. This is a problem of

the model library being used and the only solution is to improve the model library by investigat-

ing these effects followed by their simplified representation in the model [60]. The second type of

error is a representation error. Analysis of NODAS models have been done in [60], [94] and [95]

to investigate the accuracy of representing mechanical beams and electrostatic gaps using

NODAS schematic models. For most commonly found designs, where displacements and associ-

ated forces are small, the accuracy of such models is limited only by the machine accuracy. How-

ever, for situations where non-linearity is observed, the components need to be represented by

more than one schematic element to reduce the error to less than 1%. Such information can be

embedded into the extractor to automatically split a single component (e.g. a fixed-fixed beam)

and result in a schematic representation using multiple models (e.g. two or more beam schematic

elements to represent the fixed-fixed beam). Similar work was done during implementation of an

automatic meshing tool [96] based on the same algorithms used in the extractor, where an uniform

multilayered mesh was automatically created using user-defined mesh requirements, for different

elements, based on accuracy. Appendix III explains the meshing tool in more detail. In addition,

since the extractor has the knowledge of the element connectivity in the design, it can use the

information about the error associated with individual schematic elements (like those discussed in
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[60], [94] and [95]) to calculate an error bound for the entire system. This information can help

designers know the confidence interval of the simulation results. Such improvements to the

extractor are possible for suspended MEMS because of published literature enumerating such

errors in model libraries. However it is difficult to implement such improvements for other

MEMS application areas, like microfluidics, where such error analysis of schematic model library

does not exist or are still being investigated.

In Section 4.1.4 the quad-symmetry of the z-axis accelerometer layout was utilized to extract

and simulate only a quarter of the layout. This resulted in a faster extraction and simulation time.

Such symmetry in layouts is very common in MEMS. Future improvements to the extractor can

include symmetry detection to automatically partition the input design layout into its symmetrical

partitions and extract only one symmetric partition. In order to implement such automatic symme-

try calculator, a symmetry parameter needs to be defined. An user defined threshold for this

parameter can then be used to ascertain the validity of any symmetry partition. Defining such

symmetry parameter is difficult because of the diverse nature of MEMS applications. However,

future investigations towards defining such symmetry parameter for specific designs (e.g. for only

accelerometer) can be done to augment the capability of the extractor.

Finally, the master extractor implementation can be improved by making it independent of tool

used. The current implementation uses Cadence Skill language and Diva to perform the logical

and geometrical operations like AND, OR, XOR, shrink, expand, etc. A C/C++ implementation

of such operations could be done to implement the master extractor in C/C++ thereby making it

independent of the commercial layout representation tool being used. However, since this would

mean significant recreation of already existing functions, it was not attempted in this work. Also

the final stitching of the schematics is currently semi-automatic. It uses the Cadence Hierarchy
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editor to achieve the top level integration. The pin labels for the symbol view corresponding to the

MEMS schematic still need to be manually selected and inserted. While this does not place a

heavy burden on the designer (as there are electrically very few nets - on the order of 5 to 10 for

the accelerometer or gyroscope), it is likely to become important for IMU layouts with tens or

hundreds of intertial sensors on a chip. Therefore such pin insertion may be fully automated in the

future.
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Appendix I: Extraction Scripts

This section lists the Cadence Skill file for the master extractor that was outlined in

Figure II.1.14. The three Diva files (d1.rul, d2.rul and e1.rul) called by the main Skill code are

also listed in the subsections below. While the code flow is same for any technology, slight modi-

fications are needed to account for the conversion schemes for obtaining the technology indepen-

dent layers. This modification is needed to account for the differences in the mapping between the

technology specific mask layers and the symbolic mask layers. Such changes effect the Diva files

only. Also, since the conducting (component) layers differ with technology used, the output file

generation portion of the master extractor (extract.sk) also needs to be modified to use the correct

mask layer names. The naming convention used for the files is to use “.rul” extension for Diva

files, “.sk” for Skill files manually written to perform extraction and “.il” for Skill files (like the

schematic files) generated automatically by the extractor. The two sub-sections below discuss the

Skill and Diva files for CMOS micromachining (Section I.i) and MUMPS process (Section I.ii).

The scripts used for integrated fluidic systems are simpler and are listed in the third sub-section

(Section I.iii). 

I.i CMOS Micromachining Extraction Scripts

This section presents the Skill code and the Diva files used for CMOS micromachining.

I.i.a Skill Code for CMOS Micromachining [.../mems_cad/skill/extract_HP/extract.sk]

Input: the integrated suspended MEMS layout to be extracted
Output: A handshaking file for the C++ suspended MEMS extraction code that contains the
geometry and electrical connectivity information of the input mask layers along with the
geometry information of the technology independent derived layers.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR HP DESIGNS ******************************
;*************************************************************************
;****************** CONSTANTS ********************************************
;the maximum ratio of hole width to adjacent beam width
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factor = 4.5
;*************************************************************************
println(“doing first set of skill commands to get new layers”)
;making a copy of the original layout to do all the processing
b = geGetWindowCellView()
libName = b~>libName
cellName = b~>cellName
newCell = b~>cellName
newCell = strcat(newCell “_ext_temp”)
a = dbCopyCellView(b libName newCell “layout” nil nil t)
dbSave(a)
;flattening all the instances and mosaics
inst = listToVector(a~>instances)
for(i 0 length(inst)-1
     if((inst[i]~>mosaic)
          then leFlattenInst(
               inst[i]~>mosaic
               20
               t
               t
          )
          else leFlattenInst(
               inst[i]
               20
               t
               t
          )
     )
)
dbSave(a)

;a = geGetWindowCellView()
;creating world layer from bounding box
 boundingBox =a~>bBox
 xbl = caar(boundingBox)
 ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
 xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
 ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
 delx = xtr - xbl
 dely = ytr - ybl
rodCreateRect(
          ?name “world”
          ?layer list(“y9” “drawing”)
          ?width delx
          ?length dely
          ?origin list(xbl ybl)
          ?cvId a
)

;********* FIRST SET OF DIVA LAYER PROCESSING *****************************
println(“Doing first set of logical operations”)
ivDRC(
  ?cell a
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol2/cmos/new/essentialFiles/hp/d1.rul”
)
;**************************************************************************
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;************** PART OF CODE WHERE SKILL IS ACTIVE ************************
;making modifications to the shape of the copies of structural layer to recognize holes
;for each shape
shp = listToVector(a~>shapes)
for(i 0 length(shp)-1

   (if (shp[i]~>layerName == “y1”) (alpha1 = 1) (alpha1 = 0))
   (if (shp[i]~>layerName == “y5”) (alpha2 = 1) (alpha2 = 0))
   (if (shp[i]~>layerName == “y6”) (alpha3 = 1) (alpha3 = 0))
   (if (shp[i]~>layerName == “y7”) (alpha4 = 1) (alpha4 = 0))
   (if (shp[i]~>layerName == “y8”) (alpha5 = 1) (alpha5 = 0))

   (if ((alpha1 + alpha2 + alpha3 + alpha4 + alpha5)>= 1) (flag = 1) (flag = 0))

   (if (flag == 1) 
       then boundingBox =shp[i]~>bBox

            xbl = caar(boundingBox)
            ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
            xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
            ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)

    ;******* starting separating the holes based on orientation **********
 
    ; if the rectangle belongs to y1 i.e the possible holes and if 
    ; the xSpan is less than ySpan then put it as different layer y4
    ; So in the end you need to check ln and rn of rects in y4, and
    ; tn and bn of rects in y1 to find if they are valid holes

            beta1 = 0

            (if ((xtr - xbl) < (ytr - ybl)) (beta1 = 1) (beta1 = 0))
            (if (alpha1 + beta1 == 2) (shp[i]~>layerName = “y4”) 0)
  
    ;******* end separation of holes based on orientation *****************
    ;**********************************************************************
    ;******* starting extension of rectangles of floating part of MEMS ****

            wy = ytr - ybl
            nwy = factor*wy
            nybl = ytr - nwy
            nytr = ybl + nwy

            wx = xtr - xbl
            nwx = factor*wx
            nxbl = xtr - nwx
            nxtr = xbl + nwx

    ;**************** downwards extension of horizontal beams ************
    ; if the rectangle belongs to y5 then multiply the width of 
    ; horizontal beams in it ‘factor’ times and extend it downwards

            (if (alpha2 == 1) 
                (shp[i]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl nybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
                ) 
            0)

    ;**************** upwards extension of horizontal beams ***************
    ; if the rectangle belongs to y6 then multiply the width of 
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    ; horizontal beams in it ‘factor’ times and extend it upwards

            (if (alpha3 == 1) 
                (shp[i]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr nytr))))
                ) 
            0)

    ;**************** left extension of vertical beams *******************
    ; if the rectangle belongs to y7 then multiply the width of 
    ; vertical beams in it ‘factor’ times and extend it left

            (if (alpha4 == 1) 
                (shp[i]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(nxbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
                ) 
            0)

    ;**************** right extension of vertical beams *****************
    ; if the rectangle belongs to y8 then multiply the width of 
    ; vertical beams in it ‘factor’ times and extend it right

            (if (alpha5 == 1) 
                (shp[i]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(nxtr ytr))))
                ) 
            0)
    
    ;**end of extension of beams of floating MEMS part in diff directions**
    ;**********************************************************************
   else 0)
   ; end of if flag == 1 

 )
;end of for loop

;************************END OF SKILL ACTIVE PART *************************
;**************************************************************************
;********* SECOND SET OF DIVA LAYER PROCESSING ****************************
println(“doing the second set of logical operations”)
ivDRC(
  ?cell a
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol2/cmos/new/essentialFiles/hp/d2.rul”
)
;**************************************************************************
;**************************************************************************
;********* EXTRACTION RULES FILE ******************************************
println(“doing connectivity extraction”)
ivExtract(
  ?cell a
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol2/cmos/new/essentialFiles/hp/e1.rul”
)

;**************************************************************************
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;************ output the data file ****************************************
println(“generating the data file using the second set of skill code”)

dbSave(a)
dbSave(b)

libName = b~>libName
cellName = b~>cellName
cellName2 = a~>cellName

outputFile = “./curr.inp”

p= outfile(outputFile)

currTime = getCurrentTime()

fprintf(p “(************************************************************) ;\n”)
fprintf(p “(*** Input file generated on %s) ;\n” currTime)
fprintf(p “(*** Library: %s      Cell: %s) ;\n” libName cellName)
fprintf(p “(*** Technology: CMOS) ;\n”)
fprintf(p “(*** Units: centiMicron (cmu)) ;\n”)
fprintf(p “(************************************************************) ;\n”)

;**************************************************************************
;******* open the extracted database **************************************
ax = dbOpenCellViewByType(libName cellName2 “extracted” ““ “a”)
dbSave(ax)
a2 = dbOpenCellViewByType(libName cellName2 “layout” ““ “a”)
ly = listToVector(a~>lpps)
lyx = listToVector(ax~>lpps)
;******* Now ly stores the array of layers in the flattened layout and lyx stores the array of layers
;******* in the extracted view generated by the last Diva file. The connectivity information is 
;******* obtained from the lyx layers
netCount = ax~>netCount
netValue = listToVector(ax~>nets)
declare(N[netCount])
declare(C[netCount])
declare(CN[netCount])
for(jj 0 netCount-1
    CN[jj] = netValue[jj]~>name
    C[jj] = 0)
println(“generating data for structural layers”)

;********* These layer names will get modified depending on the technology used
;********* Hence for MUMPS this would contain only the POLY1 layer

for(i 0 length(lyx)-1

    layerName = lyx[i]~>layerName
    valid = 0
    if((layerName == “Poly1”) 
        then codeName = “CPG”
          valid = 1
        else 0)
    if((layerName == “Metal1”) 
        then codeName = “CMF”
          valid = 1
        else 0)
    if((layerName == “Metal2”) 
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        then codeName = “CMS”
          valid = 1
        else 0)
    if((layerName == “Metal3”)
        then codeName = “CMT”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

    if((lyx[i]~>nShapes > 0) (notempty = 1) (notempty = 0))

    valid = valid*notempty
    if((valid == 1)
       then fprintf(p “\nL %s %s ;\n” codeName “s”)
         shpx = listToVector(lyx[i]~>shapes)
         for(j 0 netCount-1
              C[j] = 0
         )
         for(j 0 length(shpx)-1
              netVal = (shpx[j]~>net~>name)
              netName = 0
              for(kk 0 netCount-1
                   if((CN[kk] == netVal) 
                        then netName = kk
                   )
              )
              netName = netName+1
              if((C[netName-1] == 0)
                    then N[netName-1] = list(shpx[j])
                    else N[netName-1] = append(N[netName-1] list(shpx[j]))
              )
             C[netName-1] = C[netName-1] + 1
         )
         for(j 0 netCount-1
             if((C[j] != 0)
                then N[j] = leMergeShapes(N[j])
                     shpx = listToVector(N[j])
                     for(k 0 length(shpx)-1
                          netName = j+1
                          if((shpx[k]~>objType == “rect”)
                             then pts = listToVector(shpx[k]~>bBox)
                            fprintf(p “B %d %f %f %f %f ;\n” netName (car(pts[0])*100) (cadr(pts[0])*100) (car(pts[1])*100)

(cadr(pts[1])*100))
                          else 0)
                          if((shpx[k]~>objType == “polygon”)
                             then pts = listToVector(shpx[k]~>points)
                                  fprintf(p “P %d “ netName)
                                  for(m 0 length(pts)-1
                                       fprintf(p “%f %f “ (car(pts[m])*100) (cadr(pts[m])*100))
                                  )
                                  fprintf(p “;\n”) 
                          else 0
                          )
                      ) 
                      ;end of the for loop for shpx
              else 0)
         );end of loop for netCount
    else 0);end of loop for if(valid == 1)
)
;end of the for loop over length(lyx)
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;********** Next output the information of the other layers from the flattened layout. These layer
;********* names are already symbolic and hence do not change due to technology being used

println(“generating data for the non structural layers”)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    newShapesFlag = 0
    valid = 0
    allRect = 0
    notempty = 0
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName

    if((layerName == “y0”) 
        then codeName = “GAP”
          type = “g”
          newShapes = leMergeShapes(ly[i]~>shapes)
          newShapesFlag = 1
          valid = 1
    else 0)
    if((layerName == “y2”) 
        then codeName = “FLT”
          type = “x”
          newShapes = leMergeShapes(ly[i]~>shapes)
          newShapesFlag = 1
          valid = 1
    else 0)
    if((layerName == “y3”) 
        then codeName = “COF”
          type = “a”
          allRect = 1
          valid = 1
    else 0)
    if((layerName == “y7”) 
        then codeName = “STR”
          type = “m”
          newShapes = leMergeShapes(ly[i]~>shapes)
          newShapesFlag = 1
          valid = 1
    else 0)
    if((layerName == “y8”) 
        then codeName = “NHL”
          type = “x”
          allRect = 1
          valid = 1
    else 0)
    if((layerName == “y9”) 
        then codeName = “CHO”
          type = “h”
          allRect = 1
          valid = 1
    else 0)

    if((newShapesFlag == 0)
        then if((ly[i]~>nShapes > 0) 
                  then notempty = 1
                  else notempty = 0
             )   
    else 
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             if((length(newShapes) > 0)
                  then notempty = 1
                  else notempty = 0
             )
    )
    valid = valid*notempty
    if((valid == 1)
       then fprintf(p “\nL %s %s ;\n” codeName type)
         if((newShapesFlag == 1)
          then shp = listToVector(newShapes)
                 else shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
         )
         for(j 0 length(shp)-1
               netName = “0”
               if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                  then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                 fprintf(p “B %s %f %f %f %f ;\n” netName (car(pts[0])*100) (cadr(pts[0])*100) (car(pts[1])*100)

(cadr(pts[1])*100))
            else 0)
               if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
                  then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
                 if((allRect == 1)
               then
                    if((car(pts[0]) == car(pts[1]))
                         then if((cadr(pts[0]) > cadr(pts[1]))
                              then ytr = (cadr(pts[0])*100)
                                   ybl = (cadr(pts[1])*100)
                              else ytr = (cadr(pts[1])*100)
                                   ybl = (cadr(pts[0])*100)
                              )
                              if((car(pts[1]) > car(pts[2]))
                              then xtr = (car(pts[1])*100)
                                   xbl = (car(pts[2])*100)
                              else xtr = (car(pts[2])*100)
                              xbl = (car(pts[1])*100)
                              )
                         else if((cadr(pts[1]) > cadr(pts[2]))
                              then ytr = (cadr(pts[1])*100)
                                   ybl = (cadr(pts[2])*100)
                              else ytr = (cadr(pts[2])*100)
                                   ybl = (cadr(pts[1])*100)
                              )
                              if((car(pts[0]) > car(pts[1]))
                              then xtr = (car(pts[0])*100)
                                   xbl = (car(pts[1])*100)
                              else xtr = (car(pts[1])*100)
                                   xbl = (car(pts[0])*100)
                              )
                         
                    )
                    fprintf(p “B %s %f %f %f %f ;\n” netName xbl ybl xtr ytr)
               else
                      fprintf(p “P %s “ netName)
                      for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                        fprintf(p “%f %f “ (car(pts[k])*100) (cadr(pts[k])*100))
                      )
                      fprintf(p “;\n”) 
               )
            else 0)
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            )
            ;end of the for loop for shp
       else 0)
    ;end of the statement if valid == 1
   
)
;end of the for loop

fprintf(p “\nE\n”)
close(p)

;********* CLEANING UP *****************************
println(“CLEANING UP”)

tempObj = ddGetObj(libName cellName2)
ddDeleteObj(tempObj)
;**************************************************************************

I.i.b First Diva File for CMOS Micromachining [.../mems_cad/skill/extractHP/d1.rul]

Input: geometry of the flattened copy of the integrated suspended MEMS layout.
Output: Technology independent layers and temporary structural hole layers.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR HP DESIGNS ******************************
;*************************************************************************
(drcExtractRules 
     (Metal1 = (geomOr “Metal1”)) 
     (Metal2 = (geomOr “Metal2”)) 
     (Metal3 = (geomOr “Metal3”))
     (Poly1 = (geomOr “Poly1”))

     (MEMu = (geomOr Metal1 Metal2 Metal3 Poly1))
     (MEM = MEMu)
     (World = (geomOr “y9”))
     (empty = (geomXor World MEM))
     
     (ANC = (geomSize (geomSize MEM -15 ) 15))

     (ANC2 = (geomSize ANC -15))

     (FLT = (geomXor MEM ANC))

     (H1u = geomHoles(MEMu))
     (H1 = (geomAnd H1u empty))

     (H11 = H1)
     (H2 = geomGetRectangle(H11))

     (H22 = (geomAnd empty H2))
     (H3 = (geomXor empty H22))

     ;(ANC2 = (geomSize ANC -15))
     ;(FLT2 = (geomXor MEM ANC2))

     (saveDerived H3 (“y0” “drawing”) )
     (saveDerived H2 (“y1” “drawing”) tile)
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     (saveDerived FLT (“y2” “drawing”) )
     (saveDerived FLT (“y5” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived FLT (“y6” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived FLT (“y7” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived FLT (“y8” “drawing”) tile)

     (saveDerived ANC2 (“y3” “drawing”) tile)
)

I.i.c Second Diva File for CMOS Micromachining [.../mems_cad/skill/extractHP/d2.rul]

Input: flattened temporary copy of the integrated suspended MEMS layout containing the orig-
inal mask layers and the derived technology-independent layers.
Output: Structural hole layer.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR HP DESIGNS ******************************
;*************************************************************************
(drcExtractRules 
     (FDN = (geomOr “y5”))
     (FUP = (geomOr “y6”)) 
     (FLT = (geomOr “y7”)) 
     (FRT = (geomOr “y8”)) 

     (HLV = (geomOr “y4”))
     (HLH = (geomOr “y1”))

     (HLVIN1 = (geomInside HLV FLT))
     (HLVIN2 = (geomInside HLV FRT))
     (HLHIN1 = (geomInside HLH FDN))
     (HLHIN2 = (geomInside HLH FUP))

     (HLVIN = (geomOr HLVIN1 HLVIN2))
     (HLHIN = (geomOr HLHIN1 HLHIN2))

     (HL = (geomOr HLHIN HLVIN))

     (NHLV = (geomXor HLV HLVIN))
     (NHLH = (geomXor HLH HLHIN))
     
     (NHLi = (geomOr NHLV NHLH))
     (NHL = (geomAndNot NHLi HL))

     (H3 = (geomOr “y0”))

     (GAP = (geomOr H3 NHL))

     (geomErase (“y5”))
     (geomErase (“y6”))
     (geomErase (“y7”))
     (geomErase (“y8”))
     (geomErase (“y9”))
     (geomErase (“y4”))
     (geomErase (“y1”))
     (geomErase (“y0”))
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     (saveDerived GAP (“y0” “drawing”) )
     (saveDerived HL (“y9” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived NHL (“y8” “drawing”) tile)

     (ANC2 = (geomOr “y3”))
     (ANC = (geomSize ANC2 15))

     (STR = (geomOr “y2” ANC HL))
     (STRP = (geomOr STR))
     (saveDerived STRP (“y7” “drawing”))
)

I.i.d Third Diva File for CMOS Micromachining [.../mems_cad/skill/extractHP/e1.rul]

This file shows the minimum contents of an extraction file needed for the MEMS extractor to

have all the connectivity information. This can be combined with usual IC extraction file to com-

bine the circuit extraction with this step.

Input: flattened temporary copy of the integrated suspended MEMS layout.
Output: An extracted view containing the conducting layers along with their electrical connec-
tivity information.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR HP DESIGNS ******************************
;*************************************************************************
(drcExtractRules 
     (Metal1 = (geomOr “Metal1”)) 
     (Metal2 = (geomOr “Metal2”)) 
     (Metal3 = (geomOr “Metal3”)) 
     (Poly1 = (geomOr “Poly1”)) 
     (P1Con = (geomOr “P1Con”))
     (ViaX = (geomOr “ViaX”))
     (ViaY = (geomOr “ViaY”))

     geomConnect( via(P1Con Metal1 Poly1)
                  via(ViaX Metal1 Metal2)
                  via(ViaY Metal3 Metal2))

     saveInterconnect( (Poly1 “Poly1”) (Metal1 “Metal1”)(Metal2 “Metal2”) (Metal3 “Metal3”))

)

I.ii MUMPS Extraction Scripts

For MUMPS process the Skill file is identical except for the section during output file genera-

tion where the component layers are stored in the output file. Here instead of all the metal layers

and the polysilicon layer, only the polysilicon layer corresponding to MUMPS process (POLY1)

will be considered. However, minor modifications need to be done for the three Diva files (d1.rul,
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d2.rul and e1.rul) to account for the mapping between the MUMPS mask layers and the technol-

ogy independent layers. Hence the three Diva files for MUMPS process are listed below.

I.ii.a First Diva File for MUMPS [.../mems_cad/skill/extractMUMPS/d1.rul]

Input: geometry of the flattened copy of the integrated suspended MEMS layout.
Output: Technology independent layers and temporary structural hole layers.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR MUMPS DESIGNS *****************************
;*************************************************************************
(drcExtractRules 
     (Poly1 = (geomOr “POLY1”))

     (MEMu = (geomOr Poly1))
     (MEM = (geomXor MEMu “HOLE1”))
     (World = (geomOr “y9”))
     (empty = (geomXor World MEM))

     (ANC = (geomOr “ANCHOR1”))

     (ANC2 = ANC)

     (FLT = (geomXor MEM ANC))

     (H1u = geomHoles(MEMu))
     (H1 = (geomAnd H1u empty))

     (H11 = (geomOr H1 “HOLE1”))
     (H2 = geomGetRectangle(H11))

     (H22 = (geomAnd empty H2))
     (H3 = (geomXor empty H22))

     (saveDerived H3 (“y0” “drawing”) )
     (saveDerived H2 (“y1” “drawing”) tile)

     (saveDerived FLT (“y2” “drawing”) )
     (saveDerived FLT (“y5” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived FLT (“y6” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived FLT (“y7” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived FLT (“y8” “drawing”) tile)

     (saveDerived ANC2 (“y3” “drawing”) tile)
)

I.ii.b Second Diva File for MUMPS [.../mems_cad/skill/extractMUMPS/d2.rul]

Input: flattened temporary copy of the integrated suspended MEMS layout containing the orig-
inal mask layers and the derived technology-independent layers.
Output: Structural hole layer.
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;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR MUMPS DESIGNS ******************************
;*************************************************************************
(drcExtractRules 
     (FDN = (geomOr “y5”))
     (FUP = (geomOr “y6”)) 
     (FLT = (geomOr “y7”)) 
     (FRT = (geomOr “y8”)) 

     (HLV = (geomOr “y4”))
     (HLH = (geomOr “y1”))

     (HLVIN1 = (geomInside HLV FLT))
     (HLVIN2 = (geomInside HLV FRT))
     (HLHIN1 = (geomInside HLH FDN))
     (HLHIN2 = (geomInside HLH FUP))

     (HLVIN = (geomOr HLVIN1 HLVIN2))
     (HLHIN = (geomOr HLHIN1 HLHIN2))

     (HLi = (geomOr HLHIN HLVIN))
     (HL = (geomOr HLi “HOLE1”))

     (NHLV = (geomXor HLV HLVIN))
     (NHLH = (geomXor HLH HLHIN))
     
     (NHLi = (geomOr NHLV NHLH))
     (NHL = (geomAndNot NHLi HL))

     (H3 = (geomOr “y0”))

     (GAP = (geomOr H3 NHL))

     (geomErase (“y5”))
     (geomErase (“y6”))
     (geomErase (“y7”))
     (geomErase (“y8”))
     (geomErase (“y9”))
     (geomErase (“y4”))
     (geomErase (“y1”))
     (geomErase (“y0”))

     (saveDerived GAP (“y0” “drawing”) )
     (saveDerived HL (“y9” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived NHL (“y8” “drawing”) tile)

     (ANC2 = (geomOr “y3”))
     (ANC = ANC2 )

     (STR = (geomOr “y2” ANC HL))
     (STRP = (geomOr STR))
     (saveDerived STRP (“y7” “drawing”))
)

I.ii.c Third Diva File for MUMPS [.../mems_cad/skill/extractMUMPS/e1.rul]

Input: flattened temporary copy of the integrated suspended MEMS layout.
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Output: An extracted view containing the conducting layers along with their electrical connec-
tivity information.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR MUMPS DESIGNS ******************************
;*************************************************************************
(drcExtractRules 
     (Poly0 = (geomOr “POLY0”)) 
     (Poly1u = (geomOr “POLY1”))
     (Poly1 = (geomXor Poly1u “HOLE1”)) 
     (Anchor1 = (geomOr “ANCHOR1”))

     geomConnect( via(Anchor1 Poly0 Poly1))

     saveInterconnect( (Poly1 “POLY1”))
)

I.iii Fluidic Extraction Scripts

The master extractor for fluidics (fluidInt.sk) takes in the integrated input containing the mixer

and the separation system and separates them into two different layouts. As mentioned in

Section 4.2.4, different mask layers are used for mixer and separation systems. The masks are

used to demarcate regions where electro-osmosis will be suppressed. For the prototype implemen-

tation the layer names (for drawing in Cadence) from the MUMPS process were used. The fluid

flow areas (channel, reservoir, etc.) for mixer and separation systems were drawn using the Poly0

and Poly1 layer respectively. The I/P and O/P hole drilling positions for separation system were

marked using the Hole0 and Hole1 layers while those for the mixer were marked using the Hole2

and HoleM layers respectively. Four Diva files (fI1.rul, fI2.rul, fI3.rul and fI4.rul) are called by

the master Skill code (fluidInt.sk) to do the geometric processing. After separating the geometries

and creating fake injection port for separation system (as was explained using the example in

Section 4.2.4), the master Skill code calls two separate Skill codes to generate the output file

(fluid_ek.sk for separation system and fluid_m.sk for mixer). Both these Skill files are similar with

the only difference being the layout they output. Hence the general Skill code (fluid.sk) is listed

here. This Skill code also calls a Diva file, fluid.rul, to generate the outer edges of the geometry
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needed for non-Manhattan polygonization and curve fitting routines. The files mentioned here are

listed below along with comments.

I.iii.a Master extractor for fluidics [.../mems_cad/skill/extractFluidics/FluidInt.sk]

Input: layout of the integrated microfluidic layout containing the mixer and the separation sys-
tem.
Output: Two extracted schematics corresponding to the mixer and the separation system
respectively, loaded automatically into Cadence.

;*************************************************************************
;******* THIS IS FOR INTEGRATED FLUIDIC DESIGNS **************************
;*************************************************************************
;************************** CONSTANTS ************************************
MIXER = “POLY0”
MINP = “HOLE2”
MOUT = “HOLEM”
SEPARATION = “POLY1”
SINP = “HOLE0”
SOUT = “HOLE1”

;*************************************************************************
println(“setting up temporary files....”)
;making a copy
b = geGetWindowCellView()
libName = b~>libName
cellName = b~>cellName
a = dbCopyCellView(b libName cellName “layout_temp” nil nil t)
dbSave(a)

;intersection area created and stored as Poly2. Will be used later to find where the fake port needs to be added
leLayerAnd( a list(“POLY1” “drawing”) list(“POLY0” “drawing”) list(“POLY2” “drawing”) )

;flatten the layout
inst = listToVector(a~>instances)
for(i 0 length(inst)-1
     if((inst[i]~>mosaic)
          then leFlattenInst(
               inst[i]~>mosaic
               20
               t
               t
          )
          else leFlattenInst(
               inst[i]
               20
               t
               t
          )
     )
)
dbSave(a)
m = dbCopyCellView(a libName cellName “layout_m” nil nil t)
dbSave(m)
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;First Diva file to finilize the mixer layout. It deletes the separation areas and then changes names of the layers in
;mixer area so that the same convention can be used by the fluid.sk file
ivDRC(
  ?cell m
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol5/cadence_kanaga/fI1.rul”
)
dbSave(m)

ek = dbCopyCellView(a libName cellName “layout_ek” nil nil t)
dbSave(ek)
;Create copies of the intersection area in Poly2 for futher processing. These will be used to generate the fake 
;port along with a hole drilled suggesting an input port
ivDRC(
  ?cell ek
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol5/cadence_kanaga/fI2.rul”
)
dbSave(ek)
;Expand the intersection area
ly = listToVector(ek~>lpps)
for(i 0 length(ly)-1
     layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
     if((layerName == “POLY2”) 
                 then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
                if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                    then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                    xbl = car(pts[0])
                    ybl = cadr(pts[0])
                    xtr = car(pts[1])
                    ytr = cadr(pts[1])
                    max = xtr - xbl
                    yw = ytr - ybl
                    if((yw > max)
                         then max = yw
                    )
                    xbl = xbl - max
                    xtr = xtr + max
                    ybl = ybl - max
                    ytr = ytr + max
                    pts[0] = vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl))
                    pts[1] = vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))
                    shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(pts)
               )
          )
     )
)
;Find intersection of the expanded intesection area with the channel so that we can get an idea of the direction of the
;channel. This is needed to ascertain where to put the fake input port for separation system
ivDRC(
  ?cell ek
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol5/cadence_kanaga/fI3.rul”
)
dbSave(ek)
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;create the fake input channels and input ports
xbl = 0.0
ybl = 0.0
xtr = 0.0
ytr = 0.0

mxbl = 0.0
mybl = 0.0
mxtr = 0.0
mytr = 0.0

hxbl = 0.0
hybl = 0.0
hxtr = 0.0
hytr = 0.0

pts = listToVector(ek~>bBox)
oxbl = car(pts[0])
oybl = cadr(pts[0])
oxtr = car(pts[1])
oytr = cadr(pts[1])

ly = listToVector(ek~>lpps)
for(i 0 length(ly)-1
     layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
     if((layerName == “POLY2”) 
                 then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
              if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                    then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                    xbl = car(pts[0])
                    ybl = cadr(pts[0])
                    xtr = car(pts[1])
                    ytr = cadr(pts[1])
               )
          )
     )
     if((layerName == “METAL”) 
                 then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
              if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                    then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                    mxbl = car(pts[0])
                    mybl = cadr(pts[0])
                    mxtr = car(pts[1])
                    mytr = cadr(pts[1])
               )
          )
     )
     if((layerName == “HOLEM”) 
          then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
               if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                    then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                    hxbl = car(pts[0])
                    hybl = cadr(pts[0])
                    hxtr = car(pts[1])
                    hytr = cadr(pts[1])
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               )
          )
     )
)

printf(“CHIP %f %f %f %f ;\n” oxbl oybl oxtr oytr)
printf(“POLY2 %f %f %f %f ;\n” xbl ybl xtr ytr)
printf(“HOLEM %f %f %f %f ;\n” hxbl hybl hxtr hytr)

xw = xtr - xbl
yw = ytr - ybl

hxc = (hxbl + hxtr)/2
hyc = (hybl + hytr)/2

;channel coordinates
cxbl = mxbl
cxtr = mxtr
cybl = mybl
cytr = mytr

;port coordinates
pxbl = mxbl - 2*max
pxtr = mxtr + 2*max
pybl = mybl - 2*max
pytr = mytr + 2*max

if((yw > xw)
     then if((hxc > xtr)
          then 
          oxbl = mxtr
          ;keep things to the right of Poly2
          cxbl = cxbl - 3*max
          diff = pxtr - cxbl
          pxbl = pxbl - diff
          pxtr = pxtr - diff
     else 
          oxtr = mxbl
          ;keep things to the left of Poly2
          cxtr = cxtr + 3*max
          diff = cxtr - pxbl
          pxbl = pxbl + diff
          pxtr = pxtr + diff
     )
else 
     if((hyc > ytr)
          then
          oybl = mytr
          ;keep things to the top of Poly2
          cybl = cybl - 3*max
          diff = pytr - cybl
          pybl = pybl - diff
          pytr = pytr - diff
     else
          oytr = mybl
          ;keep things to the bottom of Poly2
          cytr = cytr + 3*max
          diff = cytr - pybl
          pybl = pybl + diff
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          pytr = pytr + diff
     )
)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
     layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
     if((layerName == “POLY2”) 
          then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
              if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                    then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                    pts[0] = vectorToList(vector(oxbl oybl))
                    pts[1] = vectorToList(vector(oxtr oytr))
                    shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(pts)
               )
          )
     )
     if((layerName == “METAL”) 
          then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
              if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                    then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                    pts[0] = vectorToList(vector(cxbl cybl))
                    pts[1] = vectorToList(vector(cxtr cytr))
                    shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(pts)
               )
          )
     )
     if((layerName == “METAL2”) 
          then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
             if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                    then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                    pts[0] = vectorToList(vector(pxbl pybl))
                    pts[1] = vectorToList(vector(pxtr pytr))
                    shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(pts)
               )
          )
     )
)

dbSave(ek)

;finalize the separation layout
ivDRC(
  ?cell ek
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol5/cadence_kanaga/fI4.rul”
)
dbSave(ek)
;generate output file and call the fluidics extractor with appropriate flags so that the separation models are used
load “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol5/cadence_kanaga/fluid_ek.sk”

sprintf(command_line “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/fluidics/src/current_version/fextract curr.ein -ns -i -l %s -c %s> /tmp/fext_ek.log”
libName cellName)

cid=ipcBeginProcess(command_line)
ipcWait(cid)
;generate output file and call the fluidics extractor with appropriate flags so that the mixer models are used
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load “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/.vol5/cadence_kanaga/fluid_m.sk”

sprintf(command_line “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/fluidics/src/current_version/fextract curr.ein -ns -m -i -l %s -c %s> /tmp/
fext_m.log” libName cellName)

cid=ipcBeginProcess(command_line)
ipcWait(cid)
;load the two schematics created
load “./fextract_ek.il”
load “./fextract_m.il”

;********* LAST SET OF DIVA LAYER PROCESSING *****************************
println(“CLEANING UP”)
;delete all temporary layouts created
tempObj = ddGetObj(libName cellName “layout_temp”)
ddDeleteObj(tempObj)
tempObj = ddGetObj(libName cellName “layout_ek”)
ddDeleteObj(tempObj)
tempObj = ddGetObj(libName cellName “layout_m”)
ddDeleteObj(tempObj)

;**************************************************************************

I.iii.b First Diva file for microfluidic extractor [.../mems_cad/skill/extractFluidics/fI1.rul]

Input: temporary layout of the mixer portion of the integrated microfluidic system.
Output: final layout of the mixer. The separation areas are deleted and the layer names changed
so that the same fluid.sk file can be used for extraction.

(drcExtractRules 
     (geomErase “POLY1”)     
     (geomErase “POLY2”)     
     (geomErase “HOLE0”)     
     (geomErase “HOLE1”)
     (Poly0 = (geomOr “POLY0”))     
     (Hole2 = (geomOr “HOLE2”))     
     (Holem = (geomOr “HOLEM”))
     (geomErase “POLY0”)     
     (geomErase “HOLE2”)     
     (geomErase “HOLEM”)
     (saveDerived Poly0 (“POLY1” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived Hole2 (“HOLE0” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived Holem (“HOLE1” “drawing”))
)

I.iii.c Second Diva file for the microfluidic extractor [.../mems_cad/skill/extractFluidics/
fI2.rul]

Input: Temporary copy of the separation system from the integrated microfluidic layout.
Output: Makes copies of the intersection of mixer and separation system to e used to generate
the fake ports for the separation system.

(drcExtractRules 
     (geomErase “HOLE2”)
     (Poly2 = (geomOr “POLY2”))
     (saveDerived Poly2 (“METAL” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived Poly2 (“METAL2” “drawing”))
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)

I.iii.d Third Diva file for the microfluidic extractor [.../mems_cad/skill/extractFluidics/
fI3.rul]

Input: temporary layout of the separation system from the integrated microfluidic system.
Output: Finds intersection of the expanded intersection area with the channel so that the Skill
code can get an idea of the direction of the channel. This is needed to ascertain where to put the
fake input port for the separation system.

(drcExtractRules 
     (Poly2 = (geomOr “POLY2”))
     (geomErase “POLY2”)
     (MPoly2 = (geomAnd “POLY1” Poly2))
     (saveDerived MPoly2 (“POLY2” “drawing”))
)

I.iii.e Fourth Diva file for the microfluidic extractor [.../mems_cad/skill/extractFluidics/
fI4.rul]

Input: temporary layout for the separation portion of the integrated microfluidics system.
Output: final layout for the separation system that can be used by the fluid.sk code.

(drcExtractRules 
     (Poly0 = (geomAnd “POLY0” “POLY2”))
     (Metal = (geomOr “METAL” “METAL2”))
     (EHole = (geomOr “METAL2”))
     (NHole = (geomSize EHole -1))
     (Hole = (geomOr “HOLE0” “HOLEM”))
     (FHole = (geomOr Hole NHole))
     (geomErase “POLY0”)
     (geomErase “HOLE0”)
     (geomErase “HOLEM”)
     (geomErase “POLY2”)
     (geomErase “METAL”)
     (geomErase “METAL2”)
     (FPoly1 = (geomOr Poly0 Metal))

     (saveDerived FPoly1 (“POLY1” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived FHole (“HOLE0” “drawing”))
)

I.iii.f Skill file for the microfluidic separation systems [.../mems_cad/skill/extractFluidics/
fluid.sk]

Input: layout of a single microfluidic system.
Output: extracted schematic netlist corresponding to the input layout. Input flags are used to
determine whether mixer or separation models are used.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** THIS IS FOR FLUIDIC DESIGNS ****************************
;*************************************************************************
;************************** CONSTANTS ************************************
STRUCTURE = “POLY1”
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HEATER = “POLY0”
PROBE = “ANCHOR1”
IPLAYER = “HOLE0”
OPLAYER = “HOLE1”
STRUCTURE_EDGE = “y0”
HEATER_EDGE = “y1”
PROBE_EDGE = “y2”
IPLAYER_EDGE = “y3”
OPLAYER_EDGE = “y4”
;*************************************************************************

println(“setting up temporary files....”)

b = geGetWindowCellView()
libName = b~>libName
cellName = b~>cellName
newCell = b~>cellName
newCell = strcat(newCell “_ext_temp”)
a = dbCopyCellView(b libName newCell “layout” nil nil t)
dbSave(a)

inst = listToVector(a~>instances)
for(i 0 length(inst)-1
     if((inst[i]~>mosaic)
          then leFlattenInst(
               inst[i]~>mosaic
               20
               t
               t
          )
          else leFlattenInst(
               inst[i]
               20
               t
               t
          )
     )
)
;**************************************************************************
;************ generate the edge layers ************************************
ly = listToVector(a~>lpps)
for(i 0 length(ly)-1
     leMergeShapes(ly[i]~>shapes)
)
dbSave(a)
println(“Generating the external edges for the polygons”)
ivDRC(
  ?cell a
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “/afs/ece/usr/bbaidya/fluidics/src/skill/fluid.rul”
)

;**************************************************************************
;************ output the data file ****************************************
println(“generating data file...”)

dbSave(a)
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dbSave(b)

libName = b~>libName
cellName = b~>cellName
cellName2 = a~>cellName

outputFile = “./curr.ein”

p= outfile(outputFile)

currTime = getCurrentTime()

fprintf(p “(************************************************************) ;\n”)
fprintf(p “(*** Input file generated on %s) ;\n” currTime)
fprintf(p “(*** Library: %s      Cell: %s) ;\n” libName cellName)
fprintf(p “(*** Technology: CMOS) ;\n”)
fprintf(p “(*** Units: centiMicron (cmu)) ;\n”)
fprintf(p “(************************************************************) ;\n”)

;**************************************************************************
a = dbOpenCellViewByType(libName cellName2 “layout” ““ “a”)
ly = listToVector(a~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    newShapesFlag = 0
    valid = 0
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName

    if((layerName == STRUCTURE) 
            then codeName = “STR”
               valid = 1
            else 0)
   if((layerName == HEATER) 
        then codeName = “HTR”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

   if((layerName == PROBE) 
        then codeName = “PRB”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

   if((layerName == IPLAYER) 
        then codeName = “IPL”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

   if((layerName == OPLAYER) 
        then codeName = “OPL”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

    if((layerName == STRUCTURE_EDGE) 
            then codeName = “STR”
               valid = 1
            else 0)
   if((layerName == HEATER_EDGE) 
        then codeName = “HTR”
          valid = 1
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        else 0)

   if((layerName == PROBE_EDGE) 
        then codeName = “PRB”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

   if((layerName == IPLAYER_EDGE) 
        then codeName = “IPL”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

   if((layerName == OPLAYER_EDGE) 
        then codeName = “OPL”
          valid = 1
        else 0)

    if((valid == 1)
       then fprintf(p “\nL %s ;\n” codeName)
            shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
         for(j 0 length(shp)-1
               if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
                  then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>bBox)
                 fprintf(p “B %f %f %f %f ;\n” (car(pts[0])*100) (cadr(pts[0])*100) (car(pts[1])*100) (cadr(pts[1])*100))
            else 0)
               if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
                  then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
                 fprintf(p “P “)
                 for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                   fprintf(p “%f %f “ (car(pts[k])*100) (cadr(pts[k])*100))
                 )
                 fprintf(p “;\n”) 
            else 0)
               if((shp[j]~>objType == “ellipse”)
                  then polyShp = leConvertShapeToPolygon(shp[j] 90)
                 pts = listToVector(polyShp~>points)
                 fprintf(p “P “)
                 for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                   fprintf(p “%f %f “ (car(pts[k])*100) (cadr(pts[k])*100))
                 )
                 fprintf(p “;\n”) 
            else 0)
            if((shp[j]~>objType == “line”)
            then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
                 fprintf(p “O “)
                 for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                  fprintf(p “%f %f “ (car(pts[k])*100) (cadr(pts[k])*100))
               )
               fprintf(p “;\n”)
            else 0)            
            )
            ;end of the for loop for shp
       else 0)
    ;end of the statement if valid == 1
   
)
;end of the for loop

fprintf(p “\nE\n”)
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close(p)
println(“data file created... curr.ein”)

;********* LAST SET OF DIVA LAYER PROCESSING *****************************
println(“CLEANING UP”)

tempObj = ddGetObj(libName cellName2)
ddDeleteObj(tempObj)

;**************************************************************************

I.iii.g Diva file for microfluidic separation systems [.../mems_cad/skill/extractFluidics/
fluid.rul]

Input: layout geometry of the single microfluidic device.
Output: Created the edge database for the geometry and stores them as edge layers.

(drcExtractRules 
     (Poly1 = (geomOr “POLY1”))
     (FPoly1 = (geomSize Poly1 -1))
     (EPoly1 = (geomGetEdge Poly1 outside FPoly1))

     (Poly0 = (geomOr “POLY0”))
     (FPoly0 = (geomSize Poly0 -1))
     (EPoly0 = (geomGetEdge Poly0 outside FPoly0))

     (Anchor1 = (geomOr “ANCHOR1”))
     (FAnchor1 = (geomSize Anchor1 -1))
     (EAnchor1 = (geomGetEdge Anchor1 outside FAnchor1))

     (Hole1 = (geomOr “HOLE1”))
     (FHole1 = (geomSize Hole1 -1))
     (EHole1 = (geomGetEdge Hole1 outside FHole1))

     (Hole0 = (geomOr “HOLE0”))
     (FHole0 = (geomSize Hole0 -1))
     (EHole0 = (geomGetEdge Hole0 outside FHole0))

     (geomErase “POLY0”)
     (geomErase “ANCHOR1”)
     (geomErase “HOLE1”)
     (geomErase “HOLE0”)
     
     (saveDerived Poly0 (“POLY0” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived Anchor1 (“ANCHOR1” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived Hole1 (“HOLE1” “drawing”) tile)
     (saveDerived Hole0 (“HOLE0” “drawing”) tile)
     
     (saveDerived EPoly1 (“y0” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived EPoly0 (“y1” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived EAnchor1 (“y2” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived EHole0 (“y3” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived EHole1 (“y4” “drawing”))
)
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Appendix II: Slotting

II.i Overview

Deep submicron CMOS processes require slotting of the metal layers [97]. This impacts the use

of top metal layer as a shield for the circuits in the CMOS-MEMS process. A greedy automatic

slotter has been developed [98] which reads in the DRC rules and creates a minimal number of

DRC-correct slot holes to satisfy the density requirements of the process. Metal shields are

inserted under the slot holes in the top metal layer to ensure that any circuitry under the slot

remains protected from the micromachining. The shields are also electrically connected to the top

metal layer by vias to prevent charge trapping.

The slotting algorithm uses predetermined grid to insert slot holes. The size of the grid is

defined by the density requirement for the process. Hence the algorithm attempts to insert slots

whenever any metal area sufficiently overlaps a grid element. The minimum area that is needed

for overlap will depend on the type of slot hole the slotter is trying to implement. If the overlap

area is rectangular in size then the slot hole together with the under-metal shields, if necessary, are

inserted in the center of the overlap area. If the area is polygonal in shape, a finer grid divides the

original grid into four equal subparts. Next, the overlap area with the finer grid is obtained and if

sufficient overlap is present then a slot hole is inserted in the center. This is necessary to avoid sit-

uations where two or more consecutive polygons arise and the slotter places the slot holes in two

corners such that a metal area greater than the maximum metal area allowed by the slot rules exist

in the middle. This is explained using an example in Figure II.1. The density parameter and other

design rule parameters required by the slotter are read in from an user-defined technology file.

Each of the metal layers are slotted in a different loop starting from the topmost metal layer
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(metal3). In the process of slotting one layer, geometry is added to the underlying metal layers in

the form of slot-shields. The shields inserted are shorted to the top ground metal layer in order to

avoid floating metal areas. This helps in accurate estimation of the extra parasitic capacitances

added in the process of slotting. 

For the metal layer being considered (say metal3), the slotter first recognizes the potential areas

for slotting by using generic procedures like shrink, bloat, etc. It then tries to insert slot holes in

areas which are already covered by underlying metal layers. A density analysis is now used to

find the remaining areas that still need slotting. DRC separation rules are then used to find the

areas which can be slotted such that a slot-shield can be added using the next metal layer. Since

the shield added needs to be connected to the top metal layer, there should be enough area to

insert the via on the metal shield. In the final iteration, slot holes with shields using the last

(metal1) layer are inserted. Such shields need to be connected to the top metal layer through the

middle metal2 layer and hence sufficient overlap with this shield and the other metal layers are

needed to insert connecting vias. If such overlap area is not available, the slotter tries to create the

overlapping metal2 areas. Finally the areas that the slotter fails to slot are reported as DRC errors.

greater than 

max_metal_area

max_metal_area

max_metal_area

original slot windows

polygon in which slot hole can
be placed

slot hole

Figure II.1: Example demonstrating need for using smaller slot windows to determine position of 
slot holes when the area of the valid region of a slot window is polygonal
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These errors can be easily fixed by increasing the separation between the transistors in the circuit

and rerunning the slotter. The overall flow for the algorithm is shown in Figure II.2. 

Figure II.3(a) shows a layout of a buffer circuit. The corresponding slotted layout is shown in

Figure II.3(b). Three cases of slot holes are used. First slot holes are added where other metal lay-

ers exist to act as shields (Figure II.3(c)). Next, slot holes with metal2 under shields are added

(Figure II.3(d)). Finally, metal1 is added to act as shields for more slot holes (Figure II.3(d)). The

added metal1 is connected to top metal via a sandwiched metal2 layer. Figure II.3(d) also shows

slotting done in metal1.

input layout find circuits regions

slotting 
needed?

find regions shielded 
by other layers

insert slot holes

take top metal layer

slotting 
needed?

find regions that can be 
shielded by next layer

insert slot holes with 
grounded shields

slotting 
needed?

more metal 
layers 

below?

any more 
metal lay-

ers?

report errors

take next 
layer

yes no

yes

yes

no

nono

yes

yes

no

Figure II.2: Flow diagram for slotting algorithm
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II.ii Code Flow

The code flow for slotting of layouts designed in the three metal CMOS micromachining pro-

cess is described in this section. The steps involved in slotting the top metal layer (metal3) is dis-

cussed. Slotting of the lower metal layers can be done in a similar way. The slotting process is

started by a ‘call’ to the slotting Skill file (slot.sk) which in turn calls a number of Diva files for

geometric processing. The Diva files, in the order they are called, are slot0.rul, slot1.rul,

slot11.rul, slot2.rul, slot22.rul, slot3.rul, slot4.rul, slot5.rul, slot6.rul, slot66.rul and slot7.rul. The

steps involved are described below.

1. Create a grid of size slightly less than the maximum metal area criteria for slotting. Store the
array of rectangles in this grid as slot windows in layer Y0. If there is continuous metal3 in any of
these windows then a slot hole (or more than one slot hole for the case shown in Figure II.1 and
described later) must be placed inside the window.

Figure II.3: Slotting for a buffer circuit; (a) original layout, (b) slotted layout, (c) slot holes in 
already shielded areas, (d) metal1 and metal2 shields for slot holes

slot holes already covered

metal1

metal2 shield
slot hole in metal3slot hole

in metal1

via1
via2

metal1
shield metal2 to connect metal1

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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2. Call to slot0.rul: This makes copies of Y0 and stores them in layers Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5.

3. Convert rectangles in Y2, Y3, Y4 and Y5 into slot windows of 1/4th the size of the slot windows
in Y0 (shown in Figure II.4). This is achieved by modifying the corner coordinates of the rectan-
gles in each layer to place them to one of the four selected corner of the original rectangle in Y0.
All the small slot windows are now stored in layer Y9. The smaller set of grid could have been
generated the same way as the big slot windows in Y0 but this process takes less time compared to
using the grid generation function used for Y0.

4. Call to slot1. rul: Erase Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5. Find areas of metal3 that need to be slotted and overlap
with slot windows. Out of these areas find those which are already shielded by other metal layers
at the bottom (i.e. by metal2 and metal1). Store them in Y2.

5. Convert all rectangles in Y2 into small holes for metal3. Store all non-rectangular polygons of
Y2 into Y8.

6. Call to slot11.rul: Find the overlap of Y8 and smaller slot windows in Y9. Out of these find the
areas where a hole can be inserted. Store these into new Y8.

7. Convert all rectangles in Y8 into holes for metal3. For non-rectangular polygons, convert them
into holes near the top edge of the original polygon.

8. Call to slot2.rul: Subtract the holes formed above from the original metal3. Find areas in metal3
that need to be slotted and can be shielded by entering a shield in metal2. Store these as Y2, Y3, Y4
an Y5. 

9. Covert rectangles in Y2 into holes and non-rectangular polygons of Y2 into Y8.

10. Covert rectangles in Y3 into metal2 cover and non-rectangular polygons of Y3 into Y8.

11. Covert rectangles in Y4 into metal3 to metal2 via (via2) and non-rectangular polygons of Y4
into Y8.

12. Y5 is merely for debugging.

Y5 Y4

Y2 Y3

Figure II.4: Partitioning of the big slot window into smaller slot windows

slot window in Y0

smaller slot windows
converted from different
copies of Y0 and stored
in Y9
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13. Call to slot22.rul: Find regions of Y8 that overlap with smaller slot windows from Y9. Out of
these areas find those which can be converted into a combo of hole and shield along with a via.
Store these areas as Y6, Y7, Y8. 

14. Convert rectangles in Y6 into holes for metal3 at the center and convert non-rectangular poly-
gons of Y6 into holes near the top edge of the original polygon. Similarly convert rectangles and
polygons of Y7 and Y8 into metal2 covers and via2 rectangles respectively.

15. Call to slot3.rul: Subtract the newly formed holes from metal3. Add the newly formed shields
into metal2. Add the new via2 rectangles to the existing set of via2.

16. Call to slot4.rul: Find empty regions in metal2 where new metal2 layers can be added for
shielding more of metal3. Store them as Y2 and Y3. Add such areas to existing metal2.

17. Convert rectangles of Y2 into via2 rectangles which connect the newly added metal2 areas to
metal3 for grounding. Convert non-rectangular polygons into via2 rectangles placed near the top
edge of the original polygon.

18. Call to slot5.rul: Add metal1 areas where it can be used to cover holes in metal3. Find area
overlap of these new metal1 regions with metal2 already connected to metal3 so that via (to con-
nect metal1 regions to metal2 and hence ground them) can be added. Store them in a new Y2.

19. Convert rectangles and non-rectangular polygons of Y2 into via rectangles connecting metal1
and metal2 in a way similar to step 17.

20. Call to slot6.rul: Find regions in metal3 that need to be slotted and overlap with slot windows
of Y0 that are shielded by the current modified metal1 and metal2. Store them in new Y2.

21. Convert rectangles in Y2 into holes and non-rectangular polygons into layer Y8.

22. Call to slot66.rul: Find overlap of Y8 with smaller slot windows from Y9 similar to step 6.
Store these areas as Y8.

23. Convert the polygons in Y8 into holes similar to step 7.

24. Call to slot7.rul: Modify metal3. Clean all temporary layers. Find regions of metal3 that still
needs slotting and report them as errors.

II.iii Slotting Files

This section lists all the files used for slotting. In addition to the Skill and Diva files it also lists

a demonstrative rulesFile that the slotter uses to find the various sizes in order to create design

rule correct slots and shields. The Diva files show the rules used (by their numbers in the rules-

File) in the comments.
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II.iii.a Slot.sk [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot.sk]

Input: layout to be slotted.
Output: slotted layout.

;*********************************************************
;****** MAKE COPY OF THE LAYOUT FOR SLOTTING *************

procedure( clip(num) 
num_temp = float(round(num*100))
num = num_temp/100)
;this function truncates the number to the 
;first 2 decimal places --> 10**(2)
;note this might be given as an input parameter

a = geGetWindowCellView()
libName = a~>libName
cellName = a~>cellName
newCell = a~>cellName
newCell = strcat(newCell “_slotted”)
b = dbCopyCellView(a libName newCell “layout” nil nil t)
dbSave(b)

inst = listToVector(b~>instances)
for(i 0 length(inst)-1
if((inst[i]~>mosaic)
          thenleFlattenInst(
inst[i]~>mosaic
20
t
t
)
          elseleFlattenInst(
inst[i]
20
t
t
)
)
)
dbSave(b)

;**********************************************************
;************* MAKE THE SLOT CELLS ************************
pts = listToVector(b~>bBox)
xbl = clip(car(pts[0]))
ybl = clip(cadr(pts[0]))
xtr = clip(car(pts[1]))
ytr = clip(cadr(pts[1]))

xw = xtr - xbl
yw = ytr - ybl

cellSize = 20; the slot requirement
delta = 0.5 

nx = ceiling(xw/(cellSize - delta)); number of cells in x direction
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ny = ceiling(yw/(cellSize - delta)); number of cells in y direction

;nxw = xw/nx ; x dimension of the slot cells
;nyw = yw/ny ; y dimension of the slot cells
nxw =  cellSize - delta ; x dimension of the slot cells
nyw = cellSize - delta ; y dimension of the slot cells

rodCreateRect(
          ?name “slotRect1”
          ?layer list(“y0” “drawing”)
          ?width nxw
          ?length nyw
          ?origin list(xbl ybl)
          ?elementsX nx
          ?elementsY ny
          ?spaceX delta
          ?spaceY delta
          ?cvId b
)

nx = 2*nx
ny = 2*ny
nxw = nxw/2
nyw = nyw/2 
delta = delta/2

ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot0.rul”
)

ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
    valid = 0
    if((layerName == “y2”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
                  xbl = caar(boundingBox)
                  ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
                  xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
                  ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         
                  xtr = xbl + nxw - delta
                  ytr = ybl + nyw - delta
                  shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
                  shp[j]~>layerName = “y9”
             else 0
               )                     
          )
    else 0)
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    if((layerName == “y3”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
                  xbl = caar(boundingBox)
                  ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
                  xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
                  ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         
                  xbl = xbl + nxw
                  ytr = ybl + nyw - delta

                  shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
                  shp[j]~>layerName = “y9”
             else 0
           )                     
          )
     else 0)
    if((layerName == “y4”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
                  xbl = caar(boundingBox)
                  ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
                  xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
                  ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         
                  xbl = xbl + nxw
                  ybl = ybl + nyw
                  shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
                  shp[j]~>layerName = “y9”
          else 0
          )                     
          )
     else 0)
    if((layerName == “y5”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
                  xbl = caar(boundingBox)
                  ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
                  xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
                  ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         
                  ybl = ybl + nyw
                  xtr = xbl + nxw - delta

                  shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
                  shp[j]~>layerName = “y9”
          else 0
          )                     
          )
     else 0)
)
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;**********************************************************
;********* FIRST SET OF DIVA LAYER PROCESSING ************
;   MAKE THE SLOT HOLES THAT CAN BE NORMALLY DONE DUE TO
;   ALREADY EXISTING COVER
;**********************************************************
println(“Doing first set of logical operations”)
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot1.rul”
)

;**********************************************************
;************* MODIFY THE SLOT CELLS **********************

;hw = 1.5 ;hole width  max[(9),(15)-2*(8)]
hw = 1.5 ;hole width  (9)
;ov = 0.3 ;metal overlap (8)
;mw = hw + 2*ov; metal width

ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
    valid = 0
    if((layerName == “y2”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
                  xbl = caar(boundingBox)
                  ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
                  xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
                  ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         
                  cx = clip((xbl+xtr)/2)
                  cy = clip((ybl+ytr)/2)

                  xbl = clip(cx - hw/2)
                  xtr = clip(cx + hw/2)
                  ybl = clip(cy - hw/2)
                  ytr = clip(cy + hw/2)
                  shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
                  else shp[j]~>layerName = “y8”
          )                     
          )
     else 0)
)
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot11.rul”
)
ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)
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for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
     
    if((layerName == “y8”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
                  xbl = caar(boundingBox)
                  ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
                  xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
                  ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         
                  cx = clip((xbl+xtr)/2)
                  cy = clip((ybl+ytr)/2)

                  xbl = clip(cx - hw/2)
                  xtr = clip(cx + hw/2)
                  ybl = clip(cy - hw/2)
                  ytr = clip(cy + hw/2)
                  shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
             else pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               maxy = cadr(pts[0])
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               x2 = x1
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    if((y > maxy)
                       then maxy = y
                    else 0)
               )
               count = 0
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    if((cadr(pts[k]) == maxy)
                       then if((count == 0)
                            then x1 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 1
                         else 0)
                         if((count == 1)
                            then x2 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 2
                         else 0)
                         count = count + 1

                    else 0)
               )
               cx = clip((x1+x2)/2)
               cy = clip(maxy - hw/2)
               xtr = clip(cx + hw/2)
               xbl = clip(cx - hw/2)
               ytr = clip(cy + hw/2)
               ybl = clip(cy - hw/2)
               shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ybl)) vectorToList(vec-

tor(xtr ytr)) vectorToList(vector(xbl ytr))))
               )                     
          )
     else 0)
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)

;**********************************************************

;********* SECOND SET OF DIVA LAYER PROCESSING ************
;THIS MAKES THE ACTUAL SLOT HOLES COVERED BY NEXT METAL
;**********************************************************
println(“Doing first set of logical operations”)
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot2.rul”
)

;**********************************************************
;************* MODIFY THE SLOT CELLS **********************
vw = 0.7; via width (16)
hw = 1.5 ;hole width  (9)
mwx = 3.8; metal width (7)+(16)+max[(7),(8)]+(9)+(12)
mwy = 3.1; hw+2*(12)
hxbl = 1.5; (7)+(16)+max[(7),(8)]
hybl = 0.8; (12)
vxbl = 0.4; (7)
vybl = 0.4; (7)
hDelX = (hxbl + hw/2) - (mwx/2)
hDelY = (hybl + hw/2) - (mwy/2)
vDelX = (vxbl + vw/2) - (mwx/2)
vDelY = (vybl + vw/2) - (mwy/2)

ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
    valid = 0
    if((layerName == “y2”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               cx = clip((xbl + xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl + ytr)/2)
               hcx = cx + hDelX
               hcy = cy + hDelY
               xtr = hcx + hw/2
               xbl = hcx - hw/2
               ytr = hcy + hw/2
               ybl = hcy - hw/2
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))

             else shp[j]~>layerName = “y8”)
          )
        else 0)
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    if((layerName == “y3”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               cx = clip((xbl + xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl + ytr)/2)
               xtr = clip(cx + mwx/2)
               xbl = clip(cx - mwx/2)
               ytr = clip(cy + mwy/2)
               ybl = clip(cy - mwy/2)
          
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
             else shp[j]~>layerName = “y8”)
          )

        else 0)

    if((layerName == “y4”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               cx = clip((xbl + xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl + ytr)/2)

               vcx = cx + vDelX
               vcy = cy + vDelY
               xtr = vcx + vw/2
               xbl = vcx - vw/2
               ytr = vcy + vw/2
               ybl = vcy - vw/2

               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
             else shp[j]~>layerName = “y8”)
          )

        else 0)
)

ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot22.rul”
)
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ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName

    if((layerName == “y6”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               cx = clip((xbl + xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl + ytr)/2)
               hcx = cx + hDelX
               hcy = cy + hDelY
               xtr = hcx + hw/2
               xbl = hcx - hw/2
               ytr = hcy + hw/2
               ybl = hcy - hw/2
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))

             else pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               maxy = cadr(pts[0])
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               x2 = x1
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    ;if((y == maxy) (x2 = car(pts[k])))
                    if((y > maxy)
                       then maxy = y
                         ;x1 = car(pts[k])
                    else 0)
               )
               count = 0
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    if((cadr(pts[k]) == maxy)
                       then if((count == 0)
                            then x1 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 1
                         else 0)
                         if((count == 1)
                            then x2 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 2
                         else 0)
                         count = count + 1

                    else 0)
               )

               cx = clip((x1+x2)/2)
               cy = clip(maxy - mwy/2)
               hcx = cx + hDelX
               hcy = cy + hDelY
               xtr = hcx + hw/2
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               xbl = hcx - hw/2
               ytr = hcy + hw/2
               ybl = hcy - hw/2
               shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ybl)) vectorToList(vec-

tor(xtr ytr)) vectorToList(vector(xbl ytr))))
               )
          )
        else 0)

    if((layerName == “y7”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               cx = clip((xbl + xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl + ytr)/2)
               xtr = cx + mwx/2
               xbl = cx - mwx/2
               ytr = cy + mwy/2
               ybl = cy - mwy/2
          
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
             else pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               maxy = cadr(pts[0])
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               x2 = x1
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    ;if((y == maxy) (x2 = car(pts[k])))
                    if((y > maxy)
                       then maxy = y
                         ;x1 = car(pts[k])
                    else 0)
               )
               count = 0
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    if((cadr(pts[k]) == maxy)
                       then if((count == 0)
                            then x1 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 1
                         else 0)
                         if((count == 1)
                            then x2 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 2
                         else 0)
                         count = count + 1

                    else 0)
               )

               cx = clip((x1+x2)/2)
               cy = clip(maxy - mwy/2)
               xtr = cx + mwx/2
               xbl = cx - mwx/2
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               ytr = cy + mwy/2
               ybl = cy - mwy/2
               shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ybl)) vectorToList(vec-

tor(xtr ytr)) vectorToList(vector(xbl ytr))))
               )
          )

        else 0)

    if((layerName == “y8”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               cx = clip((xbl + xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl + ytr)/2)

               vcx = cx + vDelX
               vcy = cy + vDelY
               xtr = vcx + vw/2
               xbl = vcx - vw/2
               ytr = vcy + vw/2
               ybl = vcy - vw/2

               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
             else pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               maxy = cadr(pts[0])
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               x2 = x1
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    ;if((y == maxy) (x2 = car(pts[k])))
                    if((y > maxy)
                       then maxy = y
                         ;x1 = car(pts[k])
                    else 0)
               )
               count = 0
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    if((cadr(pts[k]) == maxy)
                       then if((count == 0)
                            then x1 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 1
                         else 0)
                         if((count == 1)
                            then x2 = car(pts[k])
                              ;count = 2
                         else 0)
                         count = count + 1

                    else 0)
               )

               cx = clip((x1+x2)/2)
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               cy = clip(maxy - mwy/2)
               vcx = cx + vDelX
               vcy = cy + vDelY
               xtr = vcx + vw/2
               xbl = vcx - vw/2
               ytr = vcy + vw/2
               ybl = vcy - vw/2
                 shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ybl)) vectorToList(vec-

tor(xtr ytr)) vectorToList(vector(xbl ytr))))
               )
          )

        else 0)

)

;********* THIRD SET OF DIVA LAYER PROCESSING ************
;THIS MAKES THE ACTUAL SLOT HOLES COVERED BY NEXT METAL
;**********************************************************
println(“Doing third set of logical operations”)
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot3.rul”
)

;**********************************************************
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot4.rul”
)

dist = 0.4 ;(7)

ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName

    if((layerName == “y2”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               xbl = xbl + dist
               ybl = ybl + dist
               xtr = xbl + vw
               ytr = ybl + vw
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
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             else pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               miny = cadr(pts[0])
               minx = car(pts[0])

                  for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    if((y < miny) 
                       then miny = y
                         minx = car(pts[k])
                    else 0)
               )

                  for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    x = car(pts[k])
                    if((y == miny) 
                       then if((x < minx) (minx = x))
                    else 0)
               )
               
               xbl = minx + dist
               ybl = miny + dist
               xtr = xbl + vw
               ytr = ybl + vw
                 shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ybl)) vectorToList(vec-

tor(xtr ytr)) vectorToList(vector(xbl ytr))))
               )
               shp[j]~>layerName = “VIA2”
          )
        else 0)

)

ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot5.rul”
)

ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName

    if((layerName == “y2”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
               
               xbl = xbl + dist
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               ybl = ybl + dist
               xtr = xbl + vw
               ytr = ybl + vw
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))

             else pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               miny = cadr(pts[0])
               minx = car(pts[0])

                  for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    if((y < miny) 
                       then miny = y
                         minx = car(pts[k])
                    else 0)
               )

                  for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    x = car(pts[k])
                    if((y == miny) 
                       then if((x < minx) (minx = x))
                    else 0)
               )
               
               xbl = minx + dist
               ybl = miny + dist
               xtr = xbl + vw
               ytr = ybl + vw
               shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ybl)) vectorToList(vec-

tor(xtr ytr)) vectorToList(vector(xbl ytr))))
               )
               shp[j]~>layerName = “VIA”
          )
        else 0)

)
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot6.rul”
)

ly = listToVector(b~>lpps)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
    valid = 0
    if((layerName == “y2”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
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               cx = clip((xbl+xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl+ytr)/2)

               xbl = cx - hw/2
               xtr = cx + hw/2
               ybl = cy - hw/2
               ytr = cy + hw/2
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
             else shp[j]~>layerName = “y8”
               )                     
          )
     else 0)
)
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot66.rul”
)

for(i 0 length(ly)-1
    layerName = ly[i]~>layerName
     
    if((layerName == “y8”)
        then shp = listToVector(ly[i]~>shapes)
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
          if((shp[j]~>objType == “rect”)
             then boundingBox =shp[j]~>bBox
               xbl = caar(boundingBox)
               ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
               xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
               ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         
               cx = clip((xbl+xtr)/2)
               cy = clip((ybl+ytr)/2)

               xbl = cx - hw/2
               xtr = cx + hw/2
               ybl = cy - hw/2
               ytr = cy + hw/2
               shp[j]~>bBox = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ytr))))
             else pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               maxy = cadr(pts[0])
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               x2 = x1
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    y = cadr(pts[k])
                    ;if((y == maxy) (x2 = car(pts[k])))
                    if((y > maxy)
                       then maxy = y
                         ;x1 = car(pts[k])
                    else 0)
               )
               count = 0
 
              for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                    if((cadr(pts[k]) == maxy)
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                       then if((count == 0)
                            then x1 = car(pts[k])
                         else 0)
                         if((count == 1)
                            then x2 = car(pts[k])
                         else 0)
                         count = count + 1
                    else 0)
               )

               cx = clip((x1+x2)/2)
               cy = clip(maxy - hw/2)
               xtr = cx + hw/2
               xbl = cx - hw/2
               ytr = cy + hw/2
               ybl = cy - hw/2
                 shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(vector(vectorToList(vector(xbl ybl)) vectorToList(vector(xtr ybl)) vectorToList(vec-

tor(xtr ytr)) vectorToList(vector(xbl ytr))))
               )                     
          )
     else 0)
     
)
ivDRC(
  ?cell b
  ?echo t
  ?full t
  ?rulesFromUnix t
  ?rulesFilePath “slot7.rul”
)

;**********************************************************
dbSave(b)
geOpen(?lib libName ?cell newCell ?view “layout”)

II.iii.b slot0.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot0.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (Y0 = (geomOr “y0”))
     
     (saveDerived Y0 (“y2” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived Y0 (“y3” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived Y0 (“y4” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived Y0 (“y5” “drawing”))
)

II.iii.c slot1.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot1.rul]

(drcExtractRules

     (geomErase “y2”)
     (geomErase “y3”)
     (geomErase “y4”)
     (geomErase “y5”)

     (Y0 = (geomOr “y0”));slot grid
     (OM = (geomOr “MET1” “MET2”));other metals
     (OMS = (geomSize OM -0.3))
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          ;dist of hole from edge (8) 
          ;this is to satisfy minimum metal overlap
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2”));top via
     (TL = geomOr(“MET3”));top metal layer
     (NOMEM = (geomSize (geomSize TL -15) 15))
          ;non mems area (5)

     (saveDerived NOMEM (“y1” “drawing”))

     (S = (geomSize (geomSize NOMEM -10) 10))
          ;actual slot area (6)

     (VB = (geomSize V 0.4)); bloated via area (7)

     (S1 = (geomSize S -1.2))
          ; area remaining to be slotted 
          ;max[(10),(14)]

     (R = (geomAndNot S1 VB))
          ; area outside the via area to be slotted

     (SOM = (geomAnd R OMS))
          ; slot area already shadowed
     (SCOM = (geomAnd Y0 SOM))
          ; slot cells already covered

     (SCOMV = (geomSize (geomSize SCOM -1.5) 1.5))
          ; valid area of slot cells already covered
          ; the value is minimum hole width 
          ;  = 1.5 micron here (9) 
     (saveDerived SCOMV (“y2” “drawing”))

)

II.iii.d slot11.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot11.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (Y9 = (geomOr “y9”));small slot grid
     (Y8 = (geomOr “y8”));remaining slot cells
     (OM = (geomOr “MET1” “MET2”));other metals
     (OMS = (geomSize OM -0.3))
          ;dist of hole from edge (8) 
          ;this is to satisfy minimum metal overlap
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2”));top via
     (TL = geomOr(“MET3”));top metal layer
     (NOMEM = (geomSize (geomSize TL -15) 15))
          ;non mems area (5)

     (saveDerived NOMEM (“y1” “drawing”))

     (S = (geomSize (geomSize NOMEM -10) 10))
          ;actual slot area (6)

     (VB = (geomSize V 0.4)); bloated via area (7)

     (S1 = (geomSize S -1.2))
          ; area remaining to be slotted 
          ;max[(10),(14)]
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     (R = (geomAndNot S1 VB))
          ; area outside the via area to be slotted

     (SOM = (geomAnd R OMS))
          ; slot area already shadowed
     (SCOM = (geomAnd Y9 SOM))
          ; slot cells already covered

     (SCOMV = (geomSize (geomSize SCOM -1.5) 1.5))
          ; valid area of slot cells already covered
          ; the value is minimum hole width 
          ;  = 1.5 micron here (9) 
     (NEWCELLS = (geomInside SCOMV Y8))
     (geomErase “y8”)
     (saveDerived  NEWCELLS (“y8” “drawing”))
)

II.iii.e slot2.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot2.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     ;this finds out the slot holes that can be covered 
     ;totally by the next layer
     (Y0 = (geomOr “y0”));slot grid
     (TL = (geomOr “MET3”));top metal later
     (Y2 = (geomOr “y2” “y8”));holes in top metal layer
     (FL = (geomXor TL Y2));substract the holes
     (M = (geomOr “MET2”));next metal

     (geomErase “y2”)
     (geomErase “y8”)
     (geomErase “MET3”)
     (saveDerived FL (“MET3” “drawing”))

     (NOMEM = (geomOr “y1”));non mems area

     (RA = (geomAnd FL NOMEM));remnaining area

     (S = (geomSize (geomSize RA -10) 10))
          ;actual slot area (6)
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2” “VIA”));all vias
     (VB = (geomSize V 0.6)); bloated via area max[(7),(17)]

     (S1 = (geomSize S -1.3))
          ; area remaining to be slotted 
          ;max[(10),((13)+(8)),14]

     (R = (geomAndNot S1 VB))
     
     (MB = (geomSize M 0.8))
          ; bloated metal2 (12)

     (STM = (geomAndNot R MB))

     (SC = (geomAnd STM Y0));slot cells

     (SCV = (geomSize (geomSize SC -3.8) 3.8))
          ;valid slot cells
          ;the expression comes from fitting in a via
          ;(7)+(16)+max[(7),(8)]+(9)+(12)
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     (saveDerived SCV (“y2” “drawing”));for hole
     (saveDerived SCV (“y3” “drawing”));for cover
     (saveDerived SCV (“y4” “drawing”));for via
     (saveDerived SCV (“y5” “drawing”));for debug

)

II.iii.f slot22.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot22.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     ;this finds out the slot holes that can be covered 
     ;totally by the next layer
     (Y9 = (geomOr “y9”));slot grid
     (Y8 = (geomOr “y8”));remaining slot cells
     (FL = (geomOr “MET3”));top metal later

     (M = (geomOr “MET2”));next metal

     (NOMEM = (geomOr “y1”));non mems area

     (RA = (geomAnd FL NOMEM));remnaining area

     (S = (geomSize (geomSize RA -10) 10))
          ;actual slot area (6)
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2” “VIA”));all vias
     (VB = (geomSize V 0.6)); bloated via area max[(7),(17)]

     (S1 = (geomSize S -1.3))
          ; area remaining to be slotted 
          ;max[(10),((13)+(8)),14]

     (R = (geomAndNot S1 VB))
     
     (MB = (geomSize M 0.8))
          ; bloated metal2 (12)

     (STM = (geomAndNot R MB))

     (SC = (geomAnd STM Y9));slot cells

     (SCV = (geomSize (geomSize SC -3.8) 3.8))
          ;valid slot cells
          ;the expression comes from fitting in a via
          ;(7)+(16)+max[(7),(8)]+(9)+(12)

     (NEWCELLS = (geomInside SCV Y8))
     (geomErase “y8”)
     (saveDerived NEWCELLS (“y6” “drawing”));for hole
     (saveDerived NEWCELLS (“y7” “drawing”));for cover
     (saveDerived NEWCELLS (“y8” “drawing”));for via
)

II.iii.g slot3.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot3.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (M = (geomOr “MET2”))
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2”))
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     (TL = (geomOr “MET3”))

     (NH = (geomOr “y2” “y6”));new holes
     (NM = (geomOr “y3” “y7”));new metal2
     (NV = (geomOr “y4” “y8”));new vias

     (geomErase “y2”)
     (geomErase “y3”)
     (geomErase “y4”)
     (geomErase “y6”)
     (geomErase “y7”)
     (geomErase “y8”)
     (geomErase “MET2”)
     (geomErase “MET3”)
     (geomErase “VIA2”)

     (FL = (geomXor TL NH))
     (saveDerived FL (“MET3” “drawing”))
     
     (FM = (geomOr M NM))
     (saveDerived FM (“MET2” “drawing”))
     
     (FV = (geomOr V NV))
     (saveDerived FV (“VIA2” “drawing”))
)

II.iii.h slot4.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot4.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (Y0 = (geomOr “y0”));slot grid
     (FL = (geomOr “MET3”));top metal later
     (M2 = (geomOr “MET2”));next metal
     (M1 = (geomOr “MET1”));next metal

     (NOMEM = (geomOr “y1”));non mems area

     (RA = (geomAnd FL NOMEM));remnaining area

     (S = (geomSize (geomSize RA -10) 10))
          ;actual slot area (6)
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2” “VIA”));all vias
     (VB = (geomSize V 0.6)); bloated via area max[(7),(17)]

     (S1 = (geomSize S -1.3))
          ; area remaining to be slotted 
          ;max[(10),((13)+(8)),14]

     (R = (geomAndNot S1 VB))

     (M2B = (geomSize M2 1.1))
          ; bloated metal2 (12)+(8)
     (STM2 = (geomAndNot R M2B))
     (SM2 = (geomSize STM2 0.3))
          ;area where slot can be shadowed by M2
          ;the bloat factor is (8) so as to 
          ;take care of overlap between butting metal
     (SM2IN = (geomAnd R SM2))          

     (SM2V = (geomSize (geomSize SM2IN -1.5) 1.5))
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          ;the areas that can have vias to connect to
          ;top metal 
          ;(16) + 2*(7)

     (NM2 = (geomOr M2 SM2V))
     (geomErase “MET2”)
     (saveDerived NM2 (“MET2” “drawing”))

     (saveDerived SM2V (“y2” “drawing”));to put in vias
     (saveDerived SM2V (“y3” “drawing”));for use in slot5.rul
)

II.iii.i slot5.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot5.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (Y0 = (geomOr “y0”));slot grid
     (M2C = (geomOr “y3”));M2 cover added in slot4.rul

     (geomErase “y2”)
     ;(geomErase “y3”)

     (FL = (geomOr “MET3”));top metal later
     (M1 = (geomOr “MET1”));next metal
     (NOMEM = (geomOr “y1”));non mems area

     (RA = (geomAnd FL NOMEM));remnaining area

     (S = (geomSize (geomSize RA -10) 10))
          ;actual slot area (6)
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2” “VIA”));all vias
     (VB = (geomSize V 0.6)); bloated via area max[(7),(17)]

     (S1 = (geomSize S -1.3))
          ; area remaining to be slotted 
          ;max[(10),((13)+(8)),14]

     (R = (geomAndNot S1 VB))

     (M1B = (geomSize M1 1.1))
          ; bloated metal1 (12)+(8)
     (STM1 = (geomAndNot R M1B))
     (SM1 = (geomSize STM1 0.3))
          ;area where slot can be shadowed by M1
          ;the bloat factor is (8) so as to 
          ;take care of overlap between butting metal
     (SM1IN = (geomAnd R SM1))          

     (NM1 = (geomOr M1 SM1IN))
     (geomErase “MET1”)
     (saveDerived NM1 (“MET1” “drawing”))

     (M1M2 = (geomAnd M2C SM1IN))
     (M1M2V = (geomSize (geomSize M1M2 -1.5) 1.5))
          ;the areas that can have vias to connect them
          ;(16) + 2*(7)

     
     (saveDerived M1M2V (“y2” “drawing”))
)
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II.iii.j slot6.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot6.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (Y0 = (geomOr “y0”));slot grid
     (M2C = (geomOr “y3”));M2 cover added in slot4.rul

     (M2 = (geomOr “MET2”))

     (geomErase “y2”)
     (geomErase “y3”)

     (FL = (geomOr “MET3”));top metal later

     (NOMEM = (geomOr “y1”));non mems area

     (RA = (geomAnd FL NOMEM));remnaining area

     (S = (geomSize (geomSize RA -10) 10))
          ;actual slot area (6)
     (V = (geomOr “VIA2” “VIA”));all vias
     (VB = (geomSize V 0.6)); bloated via area max[(7),(17)]

     (S1 = (geomSize S -1.3))
          ; area remaining to be slotted 
          ;max[(10),((13)+(8)),14]

     (R = (geomAndNot S1 VB))

     (M2X = (geomAnd R M2C))
     (NM2 = (geomXor M2 M2X))
     (geomErase “MET2”)
     (saveDerived NM2 (“MET2” “drawing”))

     (OM = (geomOr “MET2” “MET1”));other metal
     (OMS = (geomSize OM -0.3))     
          ;dist of hole from edge (8) 
          ;this is to satisfy minimum metal overlap
     (SOM = (geomAnd R OMS))
          ; slot area already shadowed
     (SCOM = (geomAnd Y0 SOM))
          ; slot cells already covered

     (SCOMV = (geomSize (geomSize SCOM -1.5) 1.5))
          ; valid area of slot cells already covered
          ; the value is minimum hole width 
          ;  = 1.5 micron here (9) 

     (saveDerived SCOMV (“y2” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived SOM (“y3” “drawing”))
)

II.iii.k slot66.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot66.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (Y9 = (geomOr “y9”));slot grid
     (Y8 = (geomOr “y8”));remaining slot cells

     (SOM = (geomOr “y3”));slot area already shadowed
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     (geomErase “y3”)

     (SCOM = (geomAnd Y9 SOM))
          ; slot cells already covered

     (SCOMV = (geomSize (geomSize SCOM -1.5) 1.5))
          ; valid area of slot cells already covered
          ; the value is minimum hole width 
          ;  = 1.5 micron here (9) 

     ;(saveDerived SCOMV (“y7” “drawing”))
     (NEWCELLS = (geomInside SCOMV Y8))
     (geomErase “y8”)
     (saveDerived  NEWCELLS (“y8” “drawing”))
     (saveDerived  NEWCELLS (“y7” “drawing”))
)

II.iii.l slot7.rul [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/slot7.rul]

(drcExtractRules
     (TL = (geomOr “MET3”));top metal later
     (Y2 = (geomOr “y2” “y8”));holes in top metal layer
     (FL = (geomXor TL Y2));substract the holes
     (geomErase “MET3”)
     (saveDerived FL (“MET3” “drawing”))

     (geomErase “y0”)
     (geomErase “y1”)
     (geomErase “y2”)
     (geomErase “y3”)
     (geomErase “y4”)
     (geomErase “y5”)
     (geomErase “y6”)
     (geomErase “y7”)
     (geomErase “y8”)
     (geomErase “y9”)

     (MET3 = (geomOr “MET3”))

     (ANCM3 = (geomSize (geomSize MET3 -10 ) 10))
          ;all area > 20 micron

     (drc ANCM3
          (area > 0) “ERROR: MET3 area greater than 30 micron. Couldn’t slot automatically”
     )

     (MET2 = (geomOr “MET2”))

     (ANCM2 = (geomSize (geomSize MET2 -10 ) 10))
          ;all area > 20 micron

     (drc ANCM2
          (area > 0) “ERROR: MET2 area greater than 30 micron. Couldn’t slot automatically”
     )
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     (MET1 = (geomOr “MET1”))

     (ANCM1 = (geomSize (geomSize MET1 -10 ) 10))
          ;all area > 20 micron

     (drc ANCM1
          (area > 0) “ERROR: MET1 area greater than 30 micron. Couldn’t slot automatically”
     )
)

II.iii.m rulesfile [.../mems_cad/skill/slotfilesHP/rulesfile]

;******* ALL VALUES IN MICRONS **************
1.  Metal layers and vial layers in order (top first): MET2 VIA2 MET2 VIA MET1
2.  grid (in microns): 0.05
3.  Other structural non metal layers: POLY1
4.  Via layer (that is visible to slot layer only): VIA2
5.  Post process etch depth (MEMS): 15 
6.  Maximum dimension allowed for not slotting divided by 2: 10 
7.  Via enclose (how much (1) should enclose (4));for WIDE_MET enc
8.  Minimum overlap between metal (MEMS rules 4.1, 4.2, 4.3)
9.  Minimum hole dimension
10. Minimum distance from edge (of (1)) to hole
11. Minimum gap between slot holes
12. Metal spacing for other metal layers (WIDE METAL)
13. Metal to Metal enclose (how much (1) should enclose (2))
14. Minimum Slot Metalwidth
15. Minimum other metal width ;metal3 spacing
16. Via width
17. Via to via gap

II.iv Discussion

The slotter presented here is a greedy but efficient way to slot for MEMS layouts in Cadence.

However it does have some defects worth noting. First it uses a greedy algorithm and hence the

solution reached is not optimal. Hence there are situations where it puts in more than necessary

slot holes and also situations where it could have slotted if it played around with the slot window

more. Second, the slotter does not consider the additional parasitic capacitance introduced

because of the new metal2 and metal1 layers added. Under certain conditions these may lead to

significant parasitics and effect the operation of the circuit. Hence, as a precaution, the circuit

should be extracted after slotting and the extracted schematic simulated to see any change in

behavior. Third, the slotter flattens all hierarchy in the layout after slotting. This is not desirable
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for large layouts. As the circuits integrated with the MEMS portion increases in size and complex-

ity, hierarchical slotters will be needed and hence this aspect should be investigated in the future.

Appendix III: Meshing

The inter-layer canonization (Section 2.3.1) and the overlap checking algorithm (Section 2.3.2)

was used to create an intelligent automatic meshing tool for suspended MEMS layouts [96][99].

Finite element analysis (FEM) of layouts designed using the multi-metal CMOS micromachining

process [33] requires meshing of each layer. Also most FEM tools require a matched grid. Hence

the edges of the mesh at ever layer must match with similar mesh edge at each layer. The

automeshing tool first creates a top level geometry by doing a logical OR of all the mask layer.

This top geometry is then split using the geometry of each mask layer using the inter-layer canon-

ization routine. Next overlap routine is used to store the contents of each rectangle in the top layer.

This step is similar to the binning step used in hierarchical bin representation (Section 2.1).

Another important requirement in FEM is to localize fine mesh to regions of interest. Hence if an

electrostatic simulation is being done then the user would like to use a very fine mesh for the

comb fingers but use a coarse mesh for other regions. The automesher tool also allows this by

doing an atomic level recognition of elements from the geometry of the top layer. The same heu-

ristics presented in Section 3.1.1 are used. Next it reads in an user defined rules file which speci-

fies the mesh requirement for each type of element. This information is used to automatically

mesh the rectangles. The split propagation used in the SPLIT function of canonization

(Section 2.2.4) is used for this purpose thereby guaranteeing matching of mesh rectangles. The

partitioned geometry is then used to generate a mesh file for the FEM tool. The algorithm is

explained in more detail along with examples in [96] and [99].
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Figure III.1(a) shows a layout of an actuator designed using the CMOS micromachining pro-

cess [33]. The FEM mesh generated using the automesher tool using different aspect ratio (L/W)

for beams and comb fingers is shown in Figure III.1(b). This mesh is primarily meant to analyze

the flexure properties of the device and hence a coarse mesh for the comb fingers and plate region

is enough. Figure III.1(c) shows the FEM model inside the FEM tool showing the multiple layers

of the CMOS micromachining process represented along the depth of the structure. Note also that

the embedded layers are not of the same width. This needs propagation of the edges of such metal

layers vertically which is done using the inter-layer canonization. Manual creation of such mesh is

very difficult and time consuming.

Anchor

Figure III.1: Illustrates the simulation of a electro-thermal simulation. (a) Layout of the 
actuator using the metal and the poly layer (b) MEM layer with feature detection based mesh 
refinement. The combs are meshed with an L/W ratio of 100 and the beams with a L/W ratio of 2. 
(c) The solid model of the actuator. Note the metal layers are not of the same width.

comb comb

beam

mass

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Appendix IV: Girding Curved and Non-Manhattan 

Geometry in Cadence

IV.i Overview

There is a predominant use of curved and non-Manhattan geometry for microfluidics layouts.

Such layouts are also important for design of MEMS-based on-chip inductors for RF-MEMS and

MEMS filters. However, foundries usually allow angles at multiples of 45 degree (or sometimes

only Manhattan with 90 degree angles only). This severely restricts the flexibility of the designer

and leaves only two choices. First to use edges that comply the angle criteria laid down by the

foundry thereby severely restricting the design space. The other is to painfully convert the non-

Manhattan design to a foundry-compatible layout by breaking all non-45 degree edges (or non-90

degree) into smaller foundry-compatible edges. The Skill file described here automatically does

this conversion (of curved and non-Manhattan edges to foundry-compatible edge representation)

and also allows the designer to specify the extent of such fracturing (by entering a value for the

input to grid. The larger the grid value the coarser the partitioning). Two versions of the code

exist. One that allows edges with angles being multiples of 45 degrees (grid_45.sk) and the other

having edges with angles being multiples of 90 degree (grid_90.sk). The implementation of

grid_90.sk is similar to grid_45.sk except for the last step (step 4 outlined in the code) where the

angle factor (angFactor) during rounding of angles use 90 instead of 45. Hence only the 45

degree version of code is presented here. 

Figure IV.1(a) shows an example of a non-Manhattan layout which can be used for inductor

designs (...mems_cad/examples/grid/nonManhattanExample). Figure IV.1(b) and (c) show the

converted layout after the same grid (of 0.1 microns) is applied and the two girding routines (for
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45 degree and 90 degree edges) were applied. As expected, the use of 45 degree edges

(Figure IV.1(c)) results in a smoother representation of the original layout.

Figure IV.2(a) shows an example of a curved layout (...mems_cad/examples/grid/curvedExam-

ple). The Manhattan representation obtained by using grid_90.sk (using a grid of 0.5 microns) is

shown in Figure IV.2(b). Figure IV.2(c) shows the representation using 45 degree edges obtained

using grid_45.sk (using the same grid of 0.5 microns). Again, the same grid value results in a

smoother representation if 45 degree edges are allowed. Figure IV.2(d) shows the case when the

grid value is very small (0.1 micron using the Manhattan grid, i.e. grid_90.sk) resulting in split-

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure IV.1: Example demonstrating the girding 
routines. (a) Original non-Manhattan layout. 
(b) Manhattan version created by grid_90.sk. 
(c) Representation using 45 degree edges in 
addition to the 90 degree edges created by 
grid.sk. The same grid as (b) is used. It should be 
noted that the use of 45 degree edges makes the 
representation smoother.
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ting of the original polygon into smaller polygons. This is needed because Cadence internal data-

base has a limit on the maximum number of vertices allowed for a polygon. Hence the girding

routines split the polygon into subparts if such a situation occurs. The split is done based on the

aspect ratio of the original polygon. If the horizontal width is more then the split is done vertically

Figure IV.2: Example of a curved layout 
to demonstrate the girding routines; 
(a) layout, (b) Manhattan representation 
of the layout, (c) 45 degree 
representation of the layout using the 
same grid as in (b), (d) a representation 
using a very fine grid; note how the 
polygon has been split into smaller 
polygons; this is needed to meet the 
maximum number of vertices allowed for 
a polygon by Cadence internal database.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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and vice versa. This increases the probability of reducing the number of splits required to satisfy

the maximum vertices criteria.

IV.ii grid_45.sk [.../mems_cad/skill/skill/grid_45.sk]

Input: curved or non-Manhattan layout that needs to be converted to a polygonal representation

using only 0o, 45o and 90o edges.
Output: the converted layout.

;*************************************************************************
;** PROCEDURE TO CORRECT LAYOUTS WITH ARCS FROM DRC ERRORS   *************
;*************************************************************************
;*** AUTHOR: BIKRAM BAIDYA
;*** DATE: SEPTEMBER 7th 2001
;*** USAGE: as of now you have to load the file once. then to call the
;***        function type correct in the CIW window. 
;*************************************************************************
;************************** LOG AREA *************************************
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------
;Sept 7: adopting this file from the arc program written earlier
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------
;*************************************************************************
;*************************************************************************
;_________________________________________________________________________
;************************** CONSTANTS ************************************
;grid = 0.1
;in microns. So the grid in 100 nm
;ERRVAL = 0.01
;_________________________________________________________________________

procedure( correct()
     ;**************** STEP 0 ***************************************************
     ;enter the grid
     ;***************************************************************************

gd = hiCreateFloatField(
     ?name ‘gd
     ?prompt “enter grid”
)
trFileForm = hiCreateAppForm(
        ?name ‘trFileForm 
        ?formTitle “Grid Form”
        ?fields list( gd )      
)
hiDisplayForm( 
     trFileForm
)
grid = gd~>value*1.0
ERRVAL = grid/10.0
printf(“Grid set to %f \nERRVAL set to %f\n” grid ERRVAL)

     

     ;**************** STEP 1 ***************************************************
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     ;make a copy of the layout and flatten it
     ;***************************************************************************

     b = geGetWindowCellView()
     libName = b~>libName
     cellName = b~>cellName
     newCell = b~>cellName
     newCell = strcat(newCell “_clean”)
     printf(“copying %s to new location %s \n” cellName newCell)
     a = dbCopyCellView(b libName newCell “layout” nil nil t)
     dbSave(a)
     ;flatten all instance
     printf(“flattening %s \n” newCell)
     inst = listToVector(a~>instances)
     for(i 0 length(inst)-1
          if((inst[i]~>mosaic)
               then leFlattenInst(
                    inst[i]~>mosaic
                    20
                    t
                    t
               )
               else leFlattenInst(
                    inst[i]
                    20
                    t
                    t
               )
          )
     )

     dbSave(a)

     ly = listToVector(a~>lpps)
 
     logFile = “./grid.log”
     pl = outfile(logFile “w”)
     println(“adding points so that the angles are ok”)
     fprintf(pl “performing correction\n”)
     doneFlag = 0
     iter = 1
     ;**************** STEP 2 ***************************************************
     ;first we split the polygons such that each of the polygons in the final set 
     ;does not exceed the maximum vertices limit of 2046. The split is done 
     ;horizontally and vertically depending on the bounding box of the polygon
     ;If it is more wide then the split is vertical else it’s horizontal
     ;***************************************************************************

     while( (doneFlag == 0)
          printf(“iteration %d \n” iter)
          fprintf(pl “iteration %d \n” iter)
          shp = listToVector(a~>shapes)
          println(“shifting coordinates again so that they lie on grid points”)
               for(j 0 length(shp)-1
                    if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
                            then     pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
                         for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                               ;now round off the point to the nearest grid point
                              px = car(pts[k])
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                              py = cadr(pts[k])
                              xFactor = round(px/grid)
                              yFactor = round(py/grid)
                              nx = xFactor*grid
                              ny = yFactor*grid
                              pts[k] = vectorToList(vector(nx ny))
                         )
                         shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(pts)
                    )
               )
               dbSave(a)
          iter++
          doneFlag = 1
          shp = listToVector(a~>shapes)
          fprintf(pl “number of shapes = %d \n” length(shp))
          for(j 0 length(shp)-1
                if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
                  then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
                    sDoneFlag = 1
                    totalPoints = 1
                    ll = length(pts)
                    printf(“polygon found with %d points \n” ll)
                    fprintf(pl “polygon found with %d points \n” ll)
                    x1 = car(pts[0])
                    y1 = cadr(pts[0])
                    x0 = x1
                    y0 = y1
                    fprintf(pl “first point %f %f \n” x1 y1)
                     
                    for(k 1 length(pts)-1
                         if( (sDoneFlag == 1) then
                              x2 = car(pts[k])
                              y2 = cadr(pts[k])
                              ;fprintf(pl “next point %f %f \n” x2 y2)
                              dy = abs(y2-y1)
                              dx = abs(x2-x1)
                              
                              if( ((dx<ERRVAL)||(dy<ERRVAL)||(abs(dx-dy)<ERRVAL)) (alpha=0) (alpha=1))
                              fprintf(pl “dx: %f dy: %f alpha: %d \n” dx dy alpha)
                              if( (alpha==1) then
                                   if( (dx < dy) (numBreaks = ceiling(dy/grid)) (numBreaks = ceiling(dx/grid)))
                                   totalPoints = totalPoints + numBreaks -1
                                   fprintf(pl “need %d points \n” numBreaks)
                              else
                                   totalPoints++
                              )
                              
                               if( (totalPoints > 2045) then
                                   xs = x2
                                   ys = y2
                                   sDoneFlag = 0
                                   doneFlag = 0
                                   printf(“split point found at %f %f \n” xs ys)
                                   fprintf(pl “split point found at %f %f \n” xs ys)
                              )
                              x1 = x2
                              y1 = y2
                         )
                    )
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                    ;check the last edge

                    if( ((sDoneFlag == 1)&&((abs(x1-x0) > ERRVAL)||(abs(y1-y0)>ERRVAL))) (checkLast = 1) (checkLast = 0))
                    if( (checkLast == 1) then
                         fprintf(pl “check last \n”)
                         x2 = x0
                         y2 = y0
                         dy = abs(y2-y1)
                         dx = abs(x2-x1)
                         ;if( ((dx==0)||(dy==0)||(dx==dy)) (alpha=0) (alpha=1))
                         if( ((dx<ERRVAL)||(dy<ERRVAL)||(abs(dx-dy)<ERRVAL)) (alpha=0) (alpha=1))
                         fprintf(pl “dx: %f dy: %f alpha: %d \n” dx dy alpha)
                         if( (alpha==1) then
                              if( (dx < dy) (numBreaks = ceiling(dy/grid)) (numBreaks = ceiling(dx/grid)))
                              totalPoints = totalPoints + numBreaks -1
                              fprintf(pl “need %d points \n” numBreaks)
                         else
                              totalPoints++
                         )
                         
                         if( (totalPoints > 2045) then
                              xs = x2
                              ys = y2
                              sDoneFlag = 0
                              doneFlag = 0
                              printf(“split point found at %f %f \n” xs ys)
                              fprintf(pl “split point found at %f %f \n” xs ys)
                         )

                    else
                         fprintf(pl “no need to check last \n”)
                    )

                    fprintf(pl “done calculating totalPoints\n”)
                    fprintf(pl “totalpoints: %d \n” totalPoints)
                    if( (sDoneFlag == 0) then
                         fprintf(pl “splitting shape\n”)
                         printf(“splitting shape\n”)
                         boundingBox = shp[j]~>bBox
                         xbl = caar(boundingBox)
                         ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
                         xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
                         ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)
                         xmid = (xbl+xtr)/2
                         ymid = (ybl+ytr)/2
                         wx = xtr - xbl
                         wy = ytr - ybl
                         if( (wx > wy) then
                              ;split by vertical line
                              leChopShape(shp[j] list(xbl:ybl xmid:ybl xmid:ytr xbl:ytr) t nil)
                         else
                              ;split by horizontal line
                              leChopShape(shp[j] list(xbl:ybl xtr:ybl xtr:ymid xbl:ymid) t nil)
                         )
                    )          
               );end of if it’s polygon
          );end of for loop for length(shp)     
          dbSave(a)
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     )     
     dbSave(a)

     ;**************** STEP 3 ***************************************************
     ;Now add the points necessarry. The number of points for each edge is 
     ;selected so that two points differ atmost by one grid size. Thus in most 
     ;cases, after the points are moved to their closest grid point, they will 
     ;make either 0 or 90 or 45 degree angles. The only exception comes when the
     ;edge has an angle very close to 45 degrees (eg 44, 136, etc.). In such a 
     ;case the accumulated error over the small segments causes a sudden jump at
     ;almost the middle when the difference between two points become two grid
     ;lengths along either the x or the y direction. Hence the angle will be 
     ;atan(2) or atan(0.5). This is solved in step 4
     ;***************************************************************************

     println(“adding points so that the angles are ok”)
     shp = listToVector(a~>shapes)
     for(j 0 length(shp)-1
           if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
             then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               fprintf(pl “polygon with %d points \n” length(pts))
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               y1 = cadr(pts[0])
               x0 = x1
               y0 = y1
               pp = list(x1 y1)
               npts = list(pp)
               for(k 1 length(pts)-1
                    x2 = car(pts[k])
                    y2 = cadr(pts[k])
                    dy = abs(y2-y1)
                    dx = abs(x2-x1)
                     if( ((dx<ERRVAL)||(dy<ERRVAL)||(abs(dx-dy)<ERRVAL)) (alpha=0) (alpha=1))
                     if( (alpha==1) then
                         if( (dx < dy) (numBreaks = ceiling(dy/grid)) (numBreaks = ceiling(dx/grid)))
                         printf(“adding %d new points \n” numBreaks)
                         deltax = (x2-x1)/numBreaks
                         deltay = (y2-y1)/numBreaks
                         for(n 1 numBreaks-1
                              nx = x1+n*deltax
                              ny = y1+n*deltay
                              pp = list(nx ny)
                              npts = append(npts list(pp))
                         )
                         pp = list(x2 y2)
                         npts = append(npts list(pp))
                    else
                         pp = list(x2 y2)
                         npts = append(npts list(pp))
                    )
                    x1 = x2
                    y1 = y2
               );end of for loop for pts
               ;now check the last edge
               if( ((abs(x1-x0) > ERRVAL)||(abs(y1-y0)>ERRVAL)) then
                    x2 = x0
                    y2 = y0
                    dy = abs(y2-y1)
                    dx = abs(x2-x1)
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                    if( ((dx<ERRVAL)||(dy<ERRVAL)||(abs(dx-dy)<ERRVAL)) (alpha=0) (alpha=1))
                    if( (alpha==1) then
                         if( (dx < dy) (numBreaks = ceiling(dy/grid)) (numBreaks = ceiling(dx/grid)))
                         printf(“adding %d new points \n” numBreaks)
                         deltax = (x2-x1)/numBreaks
                         deltay = (y2-y1)/numBreaks
                         for(n 1 numBreaks-1
                              nx = x1+n*deltax
                              ny = y1+n*deltay
                              ;printf(“appending “)
                              ;printf(“nx: %f ny: %f \n” nx ny)
                              pp = list(nx ny)
                              npts = append(npts list(pp))
                              ;npts = append(npts ‘((nx ny)))
                         )
                         pp = list(x2 y2)
                         npts = append(npts list(pp))
                    )
               )

               ll = length(npts)
               printf(“new polygon with %d points \n” ll)
               shp[j]~>points = npts
          );end of if it’s polygon
     );end of for loop for length(shp)     
               
     dbSave(a)

     shp = listToVector(a~>shapes)

     println(“shifting coordinates again so that they lie on grid points”)
     for(j 0 length(shp)-1
           if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
             then     pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               for(k 0 length(pts)-1
                     ;now round off the point to the nearest grid point
                    px = car(pts[k])
                    py = cadr(pts[k])
                    xFactor = round(px/grid)
                    yFactor = round(py/grid)
                    nx = xFactor*grid
                    ny = yFactor*grid
                    pts[k] = vectorToList(vector(nx ny))
               )
               shp[j]~>points = vectorToList(pts)
          )
     )
     close(pl)
     dbSave(a)
     printf(“cleaning done \n clean copy is %s \n” newCell)

     ;**************** STEP 4 ***************************************************
     ;This step checks the polygon edges for errors in angle and also fixes the
     ;errorneous edges introduced in step3.
     ;***************************************************************************

     logFile = “./error.log”
     errorFile = outfile(logFile “w”)
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     errorCount = 0
     fprintf(errorFile “********** ERRORS ************\n”)
     printf(“************** ERRORS ************\n”)

     shp = listToVector(a~>shapes)
     for(j 0 length(shp)-1
           if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
             then     pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               printf(“checking polygon with %d points\n” length(pts))
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               y1 = cadr(pts[0])

               pp1 = list(x1 y1)
               epts = list(pp1)

               x2 = car(pts[1])
               y2 = cadr(pts[1])

               dx = abs(x2-x1)
               dy = abs(y2-y1)
               if( (dx == 0) (lastAng = 90.0) (lastAng = atan(dy/dx)*57.2957795))
               for(k 2 length(pts)-1
                    pp1 = list(x2 y2)
                    epts = append(epts list(pp1))

                    x3 = car(pts[k])
                    y3 = cadr(pts[k])
                    dx = abs(x2-x3)
                    dy = abs(y2-y3)
                    if( (dx == 0) (currAng = 90.0) (currAng = atan(dy/dx)*57.2957795))
                    angFactor = round(currAng/45)
                    angDiff = abs(currAng - angFactor*45)
                    if( (currAng == 45) (println(“45 deg found”)))
                    if( (angDiff > ERRVAL) then
                         printf(“error at %f %f ... angle = %f \n” x2 y2 currAng)
                         fprintf(errorFile “error at %f %f ... angle = %f \n” x2 y2 currAng)
                         errorCount++
                         
                         pp1 = list(x2 y3)
                         epts = append(epts list(pp1))

                         printf(“adding point %f %f \n” x2 y3)
                    )
                    
                    x1 = x2
                    y1 = y2
                    x2 = x3
                    y2 = y3
                    lastAng = currAng
               )
               pp1 = list(x2 y2)
               epts = append(epts list(pp1))
               shp[j]~>points = epts
          )
     )
     dbSave(a)

     printf(“total errors: %d \n” errorCount)
     fprintf(errorFile “total errors: %d \n” errorCount)
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     close(errorFile)
     
)

procedure( check()
     b = geGetWindowCellView()
     logFile = “./error.log”
     errorFile = outfile(logFile)
     
     fprintf(errorFile “********** ERRORS ************\n”)
     printf(“************** ERRORS ************\n”)
     errorCount = 0
     shp = listToVector(b~>shapes)

     for(j 0 length(shp)-1
           if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
             then pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               y1 = cadr(pts[0])
               lastAng = 0
               currAng = 0

               for(k 1 length(pts)-1
                    x2 = car(pts[k])
                    y2 = cadr(pts[k])
                    dx = abs(x2-x1)
                    dy = abs(y2-y1)
                    if( (dx == 0) (currAng = 90.0) (currAng = atan(dy/dx)*57.2957795))
                    angFactor = round(currAng/45)
                    angDiff = abs(currAng - angFactor*45)
                    if( (currAng == 45) (println(“45 deg found”)))
                    if( (angDiff > ERRVAL) then
                         printf(“error at %f %f ... angle = %f \n” x2 y2 currAng)
                         fprintf(pl “error at %f %f ... angle = %f \n” x2 y2 currAng)
                         errorCount++
                    )
                    x1 = x2
                    y1 = y2
                    lastAng = currAng
               )
          )
     )

     printf(“total errors: %d \n” errorCount)
     fprintf(errorFile “total errors: %d \n” errorCount)
     
)

procedure( removeBadAngles()

     b = geGetWindowCellView()
     logFile = “./error.log”
     errorFile = outfile(logFile)

     errorCount = 0
     fprintf(pl “********** ERRORS ************\n”)
     printf(“************** ERRORS ************\n”)

     shp = listToVector(a~>shapes)
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     for(j 0 length(shp)-1
           if((shp[j]~>objType == “polygon”)
             then     pts = listToVector(shp[j]~>points)
               printf(“checking polygon with %d points\n” length(pts))
               x1 = car(pts[0])
               y1 = cadr(pts[0])

               pp1 = list(x1 y1)
               epts = list(pp1)

               x2 = car(pts[1])
               y2 = cadr(pts[1])

               dx = abs(x2-x1)
               dy = abs(y2-y1)
               if( (dx == 0) (lastAng = 90.0) (lastAng = atan(dy/dx)*57.2957795))
               for(k 2 length(pts)-1
                    pp1 = list(x2 y2)
                    epts = append(epts list(pp1))

                    x3 = car(pts[k])
                    y3 = cadr(pts[k])
                    dx = abs(x2-x3)
                    dy = abs(y2-y3)
                    if( (dx == 0) (currAng = 90.0) (currAng = atan(dy/dx)*57.2957795))
                    angFactor = round(currAng/45)
                    angDiff = abs(currAng - angFactor*45)
                    if( (currAng == 45) (println(“45 deg found”)))
                    if( (angDiff > ERRVAL) then
                         printf(“error at %f %f ... angle = %f \n” x2 y2 currAng)
                         fprintf(errorFile “error at %f %f ... angle = %f \n” x2 y2 currAng)
                         errorCount++
                         
                         pp1 = list(x2 y3)
                         epts = append(epts list(pp1))

                         printf(“adding point %f %f \n” x2 y3)
                    )
                    
                    x1 = x2
                    y1 = y2
                    x2 = x3
                    y2 = y3
                    lastAng = currAng
               )
               pp1 = list(x2 y2)
               epts = append(epts list(pp1))
               shp[j]~>points = epts
          )
     )
     dbSave(a)

     printf(“total errors: %d \n” errorCount)
     fprintf(pl “total errors: %d \n” errorCount)
     
)
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Appendix V: Arc Generation in Cadence

V.i Overview

Torus creation is a very important requirement required to design curved layouts. One such

example is the design of serpentine channels in microfluidic channels where each bend is a torus.

Cadence user menu offers two functions for this purpose. First you create a donut and then you

chop the donut. However there are two problems. First the user menu only allows you to chop

horizontally and vertically. The designer may need arbitrary angle to chop. Second after chopping

Cadence converts the layout into a polygon of 20 vertices which is the default setting. This may

not be acceptable to the designer. The Cadence Skill library allows the usage of these functions

with more options. Also it gives functions for custom user-interface to enter the center, start point,

etc. These were used to create a arc creation routine which allows the user to draw arcs with start

and stop angles at any direction and also represents the resulting polygon using a lot of vertices.

Figure V.1(a) and (b) show similar torus drawn using the Cadence menu functions and the script

(arc.sk) presented here respectively. As can be observed, the layout in Figure V.1(a) is not as

smooth as the one in Figure V.1(b). Also the faces of in Figure V.1(b) are radial from the center

while those in Figure V.1(a) correspond to the edges of the chop function and hence parallel to the

coordinate axes.

V.ii arc.sk [.../mems_cad/skill/skill/arc.sk]

Input: Layout where an torus needs to be drawn.
Output: torus using the parameters defined in the user interface. The parameters are stored as
properties in the torus.

;*************************************************************************
;**************** PROCEDURE TO DRAW TORUS   ******************************
;*************************************************************************
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;*** AUTHOR: BIKRAM BAIDYA
;*** DATE: AUGUST 2001
;*** USAGE: as of now you have to load the file once. then to call the
;***        function type Arc in the CIW window. 
;*************************************************************************
;*************************************************************************

procedure(donutDone(w done pts)
     if(done then
          printf(“points entered were %L. \n” pts)
        else
                println(“Tourus entry aborted.”)
        )
)

procedure( Arc()
        a = geGetWindowCellView()
     donut_pts = enterDonut( ?prompts list(“Enter the torus center.” “Enter a point on the circumference of the hole” “Enter a

point on the circumference of the torus”) 
          ?doneProc “donutDone”
     )

     pts_v = listToVector(donut_pts)
     printf(“vectors are %L %L %L \n” pts_v[0] pts_v[1] pts_v[2])
     x0 = car(pts_v[0])
     y0 = cadr(pts_v[0])
     x1 = car(pts_v[1])
     y1 = cadr(pts_v[1])
     x2 = car(pts_v[2])
     y2 = cadr(pts_v[2])
     d1 = (x1-x0)*(x1-x0) + (y1-y0)*(y1-y0)
     d2 = (x2-x0)*(x2-x0) + (y2-y0)*(y2-y0)
     if( (d1 < d2) then
          r1 = sqrt(d1)

(a) (b)

Figure V.1: (a) torus drawn using Cadence user menu functions, (b) torus drawn using the arc 
script described

radial facesfaces parallel to
the coordinate axes
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          r2 = sqrt(d2)
     else
          r1 = sqrt(d2)
          r2 = sqrt(d1)
     )

     layer = leGetEntryLayer()
     ellipse = dbCreateDonut(a layer x0:y0 r2 r1)
      
     line_pts1 = enterLine( ?prompts list(“Enter point for start of torus.”)
          ?points list(x0:y0)
          ?wantPoints 2
          ?doneProc “donutDone”
     )

     xs1 = caadr(line_pts1)
     ys1 = cadadr(line_pts1)
     
     xs1 = (xs1-x0)*100 + x0
     ys1 = (ys1-y0)*100 + y0

     line_pts2 = enterLine( ?prompts list(“Enter point for end of torus.”)
          ?points list(x0:y0)
          ?wantPoints 2
          ?doneProc “donutDone”
     )

     xs2 = caadr(line_pts2)
     ys2 = cadadr(line_pts2)
     
     xs2 = (xs2-x0)*100 + x0
     ys2 = (ys2-y0)*100 + y0
     
     xt1 = xs1 - x0
     yt1 = ys1 - y0
     xt2 = xs2 - x0
     yt2 = ys2 - y0

     printf(“%f %f %f %f \n” xs1 ys1 xs2 ys2)
     printf(“%f %f %f %f \n” xt1 yt1 xt2 yt2)

     if( (xt1 == 0) then
          if( (yt1 > 0) (ang1 = 90.0) (ang1 = 270.0))
     else 
          ang1 = atan(yt1/xt1)*57.2957795
          if( ((ang1 >= 0)&&(xt1 < 0)) (ang1 = 180 + ang1))
          if( (ang1 < 0) then
               if( (yt1 > 0) (ang1 = 180 + ang1) (ang1 = 360 + ang1))
          )
     )
     if( (xt2 == 0) then
          if( (yt2 > 0) (ang2 = 90.0) (ang2 = 270.0))
     else 
          ang2 = atan(yt2/xt2)*57.2957795
          if( ((ang2 >= 0)&&(xt2 < 0)) (ang2 = 180 + ang2))
          if( (ang2 < 0) then
               if( (yt2 > 0) (ang2 = 180 + ang2) (ang2 = 360 + ang2))
          )
     )
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     diffAng = ang1 - ang2
     printf(“ang1 %f ang2 %f diff %f \n” ang1 ang2 diffAng)

     ;boundingBox =ellipse~>bBox
     ;xbl = caar(boundingBox)
      ;ybl = cadar(boundingBox)
      ;xtr = caadr(boundingBox)
      ;ytr = cadadr(boundingBox)

     split = 120
     in = 0
     if( (diffAng > 180) (in = 1))     
     if( ((diffAng < 0)&&(diffAng > -180)) (in = 1))
     
     if( ((diffAng == 0)||(diffAng == 360)) then
          println(“no chop angle”)
     else
          if( (diffAng == 180) then 
               ;chop the upper half
               xs3 = r2*100*cos((90+ang2)*0.0174532)
               ys3 = r2*100*sin((90+ang2)*0.0174532)
               printf(“third point %f %f\n” xs3 ys3)
               arc = leChopShape(ellipse list(x0:y0 xs2:ys2 xs3:ys3 xs1:ys1) t t split)
               c = listToVector(arc)
               dbCreateProp(c[0] “centreX” “float” x0)
               dbCreateProp(c[0] “centreY” “float” y0)
               dbCreateProp(c[0] “radius1” “float” r1)
               dbCreateProp(c[0] “radius2” “float” r2)
               dbCreateProp(c[0] “angle1” “float” ang1)
               dbCreateProp(c[0] “angle2” “float” ang2)
          else 
               if( (diffAng == -180) then 
                    ;chop the lower half
                    xs3 = r2*100*cos((90+ang2)*0.0174532)
                    ys3 = r2*100*sin((90+ang2)*0.0174532)
                    printf(“third point %f %f\n” xs3 ys3)
                     arc = leChopShape(ellipse list(x0:y0 xs2:ys2 xs3:ys3 xs1:ys1) t t split)
                    c = listToVector(arc)
                    dbCreateProp(c[0] “centreX” “float” x0)
                    dbCreateProp(c[0] “centreY” “float” y0)
                    dbCreateProp(c[0] “radius1” “float” r1)
                    dbCreateProp(c[0] “radius2” “float” r2)
                    dbCreateProp(c[0] “angle1” “float” ang1)
                    dbCreateProp(c[0] “angle2” “float” ang2)
               else
                    ;two parts
                       arc = leChopShape(ellipse list(x0:y0 xs2:ys2 xs1:ys1) t nil split) 
                       c = listToVector(arc)
                       dbCreateEnumProp(c[0] “prop1” “in” list(“in”))
                       dbCreateEnumProp(c[1] “prop1” “out” list(“out”))
                    if( (in == 1) then 
                         println(“keeping in”)
                         dbDeleteObject(c[1])
                         dbCreateProp(c[0] “centreX” “float” x0)
                         dbCreateProp(c[0] “centreY” “float” y0)
                         dbCreateProp(c[0] “radius1” “float” r1)
                         dbCreateProp(c[0] “radius2” “float” r2)
                         dbCreateProp(c[0] “angle1” “float” ang1)
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                         dbCreateProp(c[0] “angle2” “float” ang2)

                    else 
                         println(“keep out”)
                         dbDeleteObject(c[0])
                         dbCreateProp(c[1] “centreX” “float” x0)
                         dbCreateProp(c[1] “centreY” “float” y0)
                         dbCreateProp(c[1] “radius1” “float” r1)
                         dbCreateProp(c[1] “radius2” “float” r2)
                         dbCreateProp(c[1] “angle1” “float” ang1)
                         dbCreateProp(c[1] “angle2” “float” ang2)
                    )
               )
          )
     )         
 )
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